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PFA student housing facilities in
the major Danish university cities
In 2017, in connection with its 100-year birthday, PFA decided to build PFA
student housing facilities in the largest Danish university cities. PFA’s customers get preference to the student housing facilities and they can also apply
this to their children and grandchildren. In 2020, the first student housing
facilities were completed in Odense and Aalborg with a capacity for housing 518 students. The photo is from the student housing facility in Aalborg,
which is located just by the Limfjord and only 10 minutes from the city centre
by bicycle.
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A stronger community with customers and society
At the start of 2021, we entered a new year in a
changed world where the daily work routines began to
find a rhythm between working from home and being at
the office. Many things are still new, but, if we look back
at the year, PFA has succeeded in navigating through a
time of change while creating strong results - from continued growth and solid returns to new digital solutions,
climate initiatives and stronger health initiatives.
Looking at the financial key figures, 2021 became a year
where, despite increased competition, we managed to
consolidate our position in the market. Payments made
to PFA increased to a record-high DKK 43.8 billion and we
saw a net growth of 412 corporate and organisational
customers. The higher volume means greater economies of scale, which benefit our customers, and, despite
massive investments particularly in our IT foundation and
IT development work, we are still the commercial pension
company with the lowest costs. Our insurance result
amounted to a total of DKK 906 million, which means
that, including returns, we can forward DKK 1,018 million
back to our customers through PFA CustomerCapital.
Record-high investment return of DKK 39.2 billion
Just like 2020, 2021 became another good year for
our customers’ pension savings, where continuing low
interest rates and a relaxed monetary policy combined
with fiscal policy stimulus sent the global equity markets
soaring even higher. At PFA, we have adjusted our
investments in accordance with this development over
the year, which paid off in the form of solid returns to
our customers despite us having to realise a total loss
of DKK 3 billion on an investment in the airplane leasing
company NAC, which was hard hit by the corona pandemic. The total return in 2021 amounted to DKK 39.2
billion.
If we translate this figure into percentages, it means that
our customers with PFA Plus enjoy returns of between
3.4 - 20.0 per cent and our PFA Climate Plus customers received returns of 2.2 - 20.6 per cent, including
CustomerCapital. In other words, this is a serious savings
boost, and, if we consider the past 10 years, the savings
for a typical customer with investment profile C with
more than 15 years until retirement have grown by
138.5 per cent. Thus, there is no doubt that the past
decade has generated unusually high returns.
New regulations, COP26 and green investments
If we move our focus from capital markets to climate
change, 2021 was also an eventful year for both PFA and
the world around us. Climate change is our generation’s
most important issue, and this was reconfirmed with the
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UN’s climate report from 2021 which calls for more action
if we are to avoid radical temperature increases that will
be very costly for nature, humans and society. We are
ready to take our share of the responsibility for this,
and, in 2021, we have committed to reducing the carbon
footprints of our investments by an additional 29 per cent
from 2019 to the end of 2024. We are also in the midst of
preparing for the EU’s new disclosure and taxonomy regulations, which are to create common standards for what
can be classified as ‘green’ and ‘sustainable’. This ensures
transparency, common rules and fair competition, and we
therefore welcome the initiative as this will benefit our
customers, PFA and the industry as a whole.
In addition to the greater focus on climate considerations
in our investment processes, we are also continuing to
invest in the green transition. For example, two green
funds with billions of Danish kroner that will contribute to
creating green innovation via investments in companies
that are working with Power-to-X solutions, sustainable
infrastructure and the decarbonisation of industries with
a heavy climate footprint. We are also still contributing to
the plans for establishing an energy island in the North
Sea - a ground breaking project that can pave the way
for other similar initiatives and cement Denmark’s role as
a green pioneer country. Therefore, we were also happy
to present the energy island project at the UN’s COP26
summit where we met with top executives, experts and
politicians to learn more about how we can create a greener future together. Our approach is that the good returns
are increasingly green and that it is an investment risk if
you are not changing in a timely manner when faced with
these developments.
Creating a healthier working life together
Climate is not the only area that needs innovation.
Working life does too. Unfortunately, there are many
indications that two years of operating on a ‘high
alert’ mentality due to the corona pandemic has really
taken its toll on many people and made stress, which
was already a challenge before the pandemic, an even
bigger problem. We can see this reflected in the number
of claims submitted which were record high this year,
amounting to a total of DKK 3.9 billion that we have paid
out to customers and next of kin in insurance payments.
For PFA, it is a core task to help customers and their
families during difficult times, and this will continue to
be the case in the future. However, it is unfortunate
that, on top of a corona pandemic, we are also facing a
worsening stress epidemic. There is no vaccine against
stress, and therefore we have to be better at preventive
measures. Over the past few years, PFA has dialled up its

work with this area and we use new technology in the form
of data-driven algorithms that help us optimise treatment processes and identify customers who are at risk of
long-term illness. We have also significantly increased the
number of people working directly with this on the front
lines and strengthened our partnerships with corporate
and organisational customers so that we can help them
create good frameworks for working life and reach out to
employees early if they need help.

organisational customers, Our PFA. This gives a good
overview of the employees’ pension and savings selections, and it allows for the development of targeted
advisory initiatives. This is a tool with a lot of potential,
and we look forward to using it on a broader basis in
2022.

We have also further developed our digital solutions with
an equivalent advisory tool for our corporate and

More good reasons for being a PFA customer
With PFA, you do not only get help with insurance and
savings, you also become part of a strong community
with a number of unique benefits. For example, as a PFA
customer you will get preference to renting one of our
many rental homes and senior housing units or student
housing facilities and private sector nursing homes.
Via our partnership with LB Forsikring, customers will
also get access to some of the best non-life insurance
products on the market. We also have a savings bank,
PFA Bank, which offers 5-star investment products and
professional advisory services at some of the lowest
prices in the industry. Finally, we offer a large number
of products to our senior customers and retirees in the
form of health insurance, career advice, webinars and
care packages. The same applies to our initiatives within
advisory services and healthcare, where, in 2021, we
have seen very high levels of customer satisfaction for
virtually all of the points of contact that we measure
customer satisfaction for.
Customer satisfaction and loyalty are at the very core
of our business, and, therefore in 2021 we decided to
create a new area under a Group EVP called Customers
& Services, which will now have the overall responsibility
for customer relationships. The Executive VP for this new
area is the former CEO of Totalkredit, Camilla Holm, and
with her many years of experience, strong track record
of results and great passion for this area, she will help
us increase our customer focus in everything we do.
With Camilla on the team, we look forward to doing even
more to help our customers create the framework for a
good life - both now and in the future.

Allan Polack
Group CEO

Peder Hasslev
Chairman

We can see that these initiatives are working, but if we
are to manage this task as a society, it will require even
closer partnerships between the private and public sectors,
pension companies and researchers. We will continue to
work hard to accomplish this and to ensure that we rethink
what a healthy working life is for individuals, regardless of
whether they are recent graduates, in the middle of their
careers or close to retirement.
Strong digital progress
For FPA, it is important that our customers can easily
and quickly adjust their pension plans to their current life
situations and needs. Therefore, in 2021, we launched a
new design of My PFA with a simplified front page and a
personalised action centre that focuses on the specific
recommendation that has the biggest impact for the
individual customer right here and now. That allows customers to quickly get started with optimising their plans
and, if they feel like going further, it is easy to move on
to the next recommendation. It is precisely the same
recommendations that the customer will be presented with
during a personal pension consultation, where My PFA also
works as an effective compass that helps put the focus
on the parts of the pension plan where the choices
regarding savings and insurance cover deviate from PFA’s
recommendations.
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Key figures 2021

906
DKK million

39.2

Total insurance result
The total insurance result, which covers the
business areas pension and health and accident
insurance, amounted to a pre-tax profit of DKK
906 million.

Total investment return
The total investment return in 2021 amounted
to DKK 39.2 billion, which is mainly due to high
returns from shares, alternative investments
and property investments.

1,018

271

Transferred to PFA CustomerCapital
CustomerCapital’s share of the total insurance result amounted to DKK 792 million. The investment
return generated by PFA CustomerCapital is added
on top of this. CustomerCapital has thus received
DKK 1,018 million in total from the year’s result.

solvency ratio
The solvency ratio (Solvency II) for the PFA
Group was at 188 per cent at the end of 2021,
while for PFA Pension it was at 271 per cent.

-490

909

Result of health and accident insurance
The health and accident insurance business generated a pre-tax loss of DKK -490 million, which is
DKK +351 million compared to 2020.

The lowest expenses in the industry
The expenses per insured person amounted to
DKK 909, and PFA therefore still has the lowest
expenses among the commercial pension
companies.

DKK billion

per cent

DKK million

DKK

DKK million

PFA Invest’s return
The total return for market rate (N2) amounted to 12.5 per cent, while the return in the average interest
rate environment (N1) amounted to -2.5 per cent. The returns for the investment profiles at PFA Plus, PFA
Invests in 2021 amounted to:

6.1 %

10.7 %

15.3 %

The returns include PFA CustomerCapital and presuppose at least 15 years until retirement.
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20.0 %

412

Corporate and organisational
customers

43.8

DKK billion in total payments

10.2

DKK billion in net payments

KR

647

DKK billion in customer funds

Net influx of corporate and organisational customers
In 2021, PFA has welcomes 645 new customers and we have
said farewell to 233 customers. We have therefore had a net
addition of 412 corporate and organisational customers. PFA
has maintained its position as the preferred pension supplier
for Denmark’s largest companies and organisations.

Increasing payments
The total payments made to PFA in 2021 increased to DKK
43.8 billion, which is 7.6 per cent higher than in 2020.

Solid net payments
The net payments amounted to DKK 10.2 billion. The figure
represents the total payments of DKK 43.8 billion minus the
payments to health and accident insurance of DKK 2.5 billion
and payouts of DKK 31.1 billion.

Growing customer funds
PFA’s customer funds amounted to DKK 647 billion at the
end of 2021, which is DKK 46 billion or 7.7 per cent higher
than in 2020.

Employee
engagement

6.0

on a scale from 1-7
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ESG Key figures 2021
Environmental data
CO2e emissions at PFA

Unit

2021

2020

2019

Scope 11

Ton

391

478

575

Scope 2

Ton

159

2

158

3

680

1 Data supplier was only able to provide data on CO2, not CO2e (CO2 equivalent)
2 Data for district heating from locations in Aarhus and Vejle could not be retrieved for 2021, but these amounted to 4 % of scope 2 in 2020. Therefore, the 2021
figure assumes that Aarhus and Vejle’s share is still 4 % to give a more accurate figure.
3 Changed from 190 in the 2020 Annual Report as since then PFA has received individual emission reports for 2020 from suppliers of electricity and district heating that contain lower emission factors than first thought.

Other environmental data at PFA

Unit

Energy consumption

2021

2020

2019

1

23,860

25,290

Pct.

672

633

-

m3

7,900

8,007

-

Gigajoule

Share of renewable energy
Water consumption

22,670

1 Data for district heating from locations in Aarhus and Vejle could not be retrieved for 2021, but these amounted to 2 % of our total energy consumption in
2020. Therefore, the 2021 figure assumes that Aarhus and Vejle’s share still remains 2 % in order to give a more accurate figure.
2 Individual environmental impact declarations from 2020 from electricity and district heating suppliers have been used as the declarations from 2021 will only be
available some time in 2022.
3 Changed from 33 % in 2020, as the share of renewable energy from individual environmental impact declarations from 2020 for electricity and district heating
supplies have been included.

Social data
Full-time employees
Salary difference, by gender
Employee turnover
Sickness absence
Tax paid
Retention rate for corporate and
organisational customers

Unit

Target 2022

2021

2020

2019

FTE

-

1,487

1,396

1,323

Times/FTE

Gender neutral

1.3

1.3

1.4

Pct.

<13.5 %

11.5

10.8

14.0

Days/FTE

<3 %

5.1

5.5

7.8

DKK million

-

14,101

10,300

12,930

Pct.

-

97.2

98.1

98.6

Target

2021

2020

2019

Gender diversity at PFA Holding A/S

All employees

Pct. women

Min. 40

49

48

47

Executive Board

Pct. women

Min. 25

20

0

0

Vice Presidents

Pct. women

Min. 25

31

27

18

Senior managers

Pct. women

Min. 40

35

31

31

Team leaders

Pct. women

Min. 40

40

46

45

Unit

Target 2025

2021

2020

2019

Pct. women

33.33

27

27

20

Pct.

-

94

94

89

Times

-

11.3

11.8

10.5

Governance data
Gender diversity on the Board of Directors
Presence at board meetings
Salary difference between Group CEO and
employees
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PFA’s investments

1
2
3
4

CO2e footprint from PFA’s listed shares
compared to the world equity index

Unit

2021

2020

2019

All equities

Pct.

-321

-152

-163

PFA Climate Plus

Pct.

-791

-774

-

Weighted average for the year based on monthly measurements.
Weighted average for the year based on monthly measurements, though only based on November 2019 and March 2020 for the first five months of 2020.
Point measurement November 2019.
Weighted average June-December 2020.

CO2e emissions from listed shares

1
2
3
4
5

Unit

2021
1,159,000

2020

2019

Total emissions

Ton

CO2e footprint

Ton/DKK million invested

63

92

122

Carbon intensity

Ton/DKK million in revenue

183

-

-

Weighted average carbon intensity

Ton/DKK million in revenue

21

1

4

2

1,268,000

1,487,0002

39

382

5

Weighted average for the year based on monthly measurements, though not including January and February.
Measurement made at the end of the year.
The average for the year based on monthly measurements, though not including January and February.
Average for the year based on monthly measurements.
Average for the year based on monthly measurements, though only based on November 2019 and March 2020 for the first five months of 2020.

CO2e emissions from listed credit bonds

Unit

2021
527,000

2020
778,000

2019

2

1,257,0002

Total emissions

Ton

CO2e footprint

Ton/DKK million invested

111

172

252

Carbon intensity

Ton/DKK million in revenue

273

-

-

Weighted average carbon intensity

Ton/DKK million in revenue

3

30

-

-

Unit

2021

2020

2019

Total emissions

Ton

4,000

7,000

9,000

CO2e footprint

Ton/DKK million invested

1

2

3

1

1 Weighted average based on monthly measurements from October, November and December.
2 Measurement made at the end of the year.
3 Average based on monthly measurements from October, November and December.

CO2e emissions from properties

Definitions and calculations can be found in the Report on Corporate Responsibility.
Please find the report at english.pfa.dk/cr-report2021.
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A strong community together with our customers and the rest of Denmark

KR

CustomerCapital

Savings

We pass on our profits to our
customers

DKK 647 billion in customer funds

DKK 1,018 million was transferred
to PFA CustomerCapital

DKK 39.2 billion in total returns
DKK 41.3 billion in payments

On average, customers have received DKK 2,467 in PFA CustomerCapital in 2021

1.3mm
private
customers

Value creation

Partnerships

Climate targets

Insurance products via LB Forsikring

PFA Climate Plus will be climate neutral in 2025

Building of private sector nursing homes in a partnership with
OK-fonden

Investments’ carbon footprint will be
reduced by 29 per cent by the end of
2024
PFA Plus and PFA Climate Plus emit,
respectively, 32 and 79 per cent less
CO2 than the world equity index

12
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Mit PFA

Mit PFA

Seniors

Advisory services

Preference to senior housing and
co-housing communities

92 advisors

Health insurance for seniors
Help with planning a late-life career

70,049 pension consultations
157 webinars
3.3 million log ons to My PFA

DKK 7.8 billion paid
in ongoing pensions

DKK 14.1bn
paid in taxes

Preference to access to
three private sector
nursing homes

Customer Benefits
6,400
corporate and
organisational
customers

Health and
preventive measures

Attractive benefits

We have paid out DKK 3.9 billion to 89,000 next
of kin and sick customers

4,387 rental homes

204 companies and organisations have engaged
with PFA to share knowledge and ideas about a
new health strategy

Access to:

518 student housing units
Investment fund with the best
image in the market

Approximately 3,300 customers have received
help through PFA EarlyCare
We have paid out DKK 1.7 billion to customers
with reduced occupational capacity
785 have used the PFA Healthcare Hotline
P FA H o l d i n g · A n n u a l R e p o r t
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The market situation
In 2021, PFA has maintained its market share and cemented its position as Denmark’s largest commercial pension company. This was in a year with major market rotations, many tenders and solid growth in
received payments despite the corona situation. At the same time, there has been a major focus on regulatory issues related to, for example, the Danish executive order on health and accident insurance and
the EU’s new regulations for financial products.

PFA is growing despite being in a highly competitive
market
With a net addition of 412 new corporate and organisational customers, in 2021 PFA maintained its position as
Denmark’s largest pension company. This is also reflected
in the total payments received, which once again set new
records and reached DKK 43.8 billion. The growth is particularly among SMEs, which PFA has a strong focus on. In
recent years, we have also streamlined our administrative
and service solutions so that we can offer these customers an effective and strong service level ranging from
creating pension plans to daily operations and advisory
services. In addition, the majority of our customers has
received an upgrade to their insurance package which
involves, among other things, the automatic adjustment
of employees’ coverage for reduced occupational capacity
when their salary changes.
PFA was established to create value for our customers,
and we are pleased to note that there is generally a high
level of satisfaction with our strong customer service
model, our competent and relevant advisory services
and our services in general. This is also an action area
that is a high priority for us and something we consider
to be an important competitive parameter. Therefore, in
2021, we have also, among other things, increased the
number of webinars we offer for both private customers
and corporate and organisational customers. We have
also launched a new Business Centre and developed a
new digital service platform for our corporate and organisational customers called Our PFA.
New executive order on health and accident insurance from the Danish FSA
In recent years, we have seen a negative development
in long-term sickness absence, which is attributed to a
significant increase in the number of people diagnosed
with stress. This development has led to major losses in
the pension companies’ health and accident insurance
business and this also applies to PFA. Because of this
challenge, in 2019, we started working on a comprehensive restoration plan with improved case handling
processes, an expansion of our health data, adjusted
prices for insurance products and closer cooperation
with our corporate customers about strategic health

14
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initiatives that are intended to promote well-being and
reduce sickness absence among employees. This work
has continued in 2021, where we have been focused
on preventive measures and identifying customers with
an elevated risk of long-term illness. This was done in
close cooperation with our corporate customers and
their employees, who have responded positively to PFA’s
proactive initiatives.
At the end of 2021, the Danish Financial Supervisory
Authority issued a new executive order for health and
accident insurance. The executive order requires that the
accounts be balanced for this area and the order is thus
in line with PFA’s restoration plan as well. One of the
intentions behind the executive order was to ensure fair
competition within the sector. For PFA’s business model
and its associated capital structure, this means that PFA
will now gather the pension contracts for life insurance
and individual products under the health and accident
insurance area.
The EU’s new green taxonomy
As part of its work with ‘Sustainable Finance’, the EU is
in the midst of adopting a new environmental taxonomy
regulation and a disclosure regulation that will create
common standards for the classification of sustainability in financial products. We welcome this initiative, and
in 2021 we have updated our investment processes so
that we can implement the regulations as they become
finalised.
Letpension is growing strongly
Via Letpension, PFA has a partnership with a number
of financial institutions to offer pensions and insurance
cover for private customers and pension solutions for
corporate customers via FinancePlus. This is an important strategic partnership for PFA, which provides access
to an attractive market with a lot of untapped potential.
In 2021, Letpension saw its payments growing by 20
per cent and at the end of the year, its customers had
assets under management with PFA Pension totalling
DKK 23.9 billion and the annual payments amounted
to DKK 5.8 billion. Letpension therefore represents a
significant contribution to the total payments received
by PFA and is an important prerequisite for us being

able to continue our growth and take advantage of the
economies of scale for the benefit of our approximately
1.3 million customers.
PFA has welcomed 199 new corporate customers via
FinancePlus, which is a formalised partnership where the
financial institutions can refer corporate customers to
PFA.
In 2021 the market was once again characterised by a
great deal of competition, and this was also the case
for the financial institutions associated with Letpension.
This has unfortunately resulted in us having to say goodbye to 6 business partners. On the other hand, we have
strengthened our partnerships with the remaining ones
by increasing the number of employees and establishing
a new partnership organisation. In addition, we have
also invested in IT solutions to improve the customer
experience for Letpension’s customers and strengthened
the operational foundation.

“At PFA, we strive to ensure that our business and
customer relationships are sustainable and longterm viable in every respect. In 2021, we have seen
the effects of this work, and we have seen strong
levels of growth with many new customers and high
levels of customer loyalty among the existing ones,
which we greatly appreciate. At the same time, we
have also continued to invest in the green transition,
and we believe that climate considerations and good
returns are increasingly co-dependent.”
Allan Pollack
Group CEO

PFA contributes to the following of the UN Global goals:
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Strategy - Commercial Responsibility 2023
We are in the midst of implementing our Commercial Responsibility 2023 strategy. The Commercial Responsibility strategy is based on the idea that sustainability and meeting business targets are increasingly
interdependent matters. The strategy specifies the direction for PFA’s daily work and is to ensure that
PFA’s position as Denmark’s leading pension company continues to be developed further.

PFA’s purpose is to work towards ensuring a sustainable
present that creates a good life in the future for our
customers, and we are very aware of the responsibility
that comes with managing just under DKK 650 billion in
assets for our 1.3 million customers. With the Commercial Responsibility 2023 strategy, we will now be
anchoring the work with corporate responsibility even
deeper into our commercial operations and development
and support our ambition of being Denmark’s leading
pension company. Our purpose, together with our values
- Professional, Fair and Accountable - is the foundation
of PFA and our corporate culture.

are increasingly seeing in society. When we manage customer assets, we also have a responsibility to invest in a
way that respects the environment and climate and we
also need to do our part to ensure that society develops
in a more sustainable direction.
The highest customer loyalty in the market
Our objective is to have the highest customer loyalty
levels in the pension industry. It is important to us that
we ensure that our customer relationships are always
based on trust and value creation. When, on top of this,
PFA’s business model is based on customer ownership
where both profits and risks are shared with PFA Pension
customers via PFA CustomerCapital, it emphasises how
PFA clearly has the same interests as its customers.

The implementation of PFA’s strategy is thus the
concrete activities that we will be working on to meet
our targets and chart our long-term course during this
strategy period. This annual report should be viewed
as an overall report on how PFA is working to bring the
company a step closer to fulfilling our purpose in this
strategy period.

Solid foundation and profitable growth
Our objective is to ensure that our foundation remains
strong and that PFA has profitable relationships with all
customers. The strong foundation is to ensure that we
always have the resources and competences we need
to succeed with the Commercial Responsibility 2023
strategy. Among other things, the strong foundation
consists of our capital base and IT foundation and our
work with focusing on profitable growth by creating a
better balance in our insurance results. On top of this,
PFA is also working on ensuring that we continue to have
a value-creating culture, which we call a ‘sustainable
high-performance culture’.

The strategy has three specific targets:
Best at generating sustainable returns
Our objective is to be the best at generating sustainable returns. It is sustainable that we create the highest
returns possible so that our customers have as much
purchasing power as possible when they retire. Sustainability also means that the returns need to be generated
by taking into account the sustainability risks that we

Sustainability today for
a good life in the future

Commercial Responsibility 2023
Denmark’s leading pension company

Best at generating
sustainable returns

3

The highest customer
loyalty in the market

goals

Solid foundation and profitable growth
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Digital Senior Day was the
largest customer event in
PFA’s history
Once again, the yearly Senior Day was held digitally, and this
time around 2,900 customers participated. Among other things,
the participants got some good advice about the advantages of
planning one’s pension well in advance and information about the
latest trends for senior working life. If the participants needed additional advice after the event, the phones were manned at PFA’s
Advisory Services Centre. The photo shows Camilla Holm, Group
EVP, who participated in the digital Senior Day.
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The financial statements in brief
Financial highlights for the PFA Group

Key figures (DKK million)

2021

2020

Results, pension

1,396

2,114

Results, health and accident insurance

(490)

(841)

906

1,274

(792)

(1,107)

76

65

Results before tax (excluding minority interest share)

190

232

Tax

(77)

(52)

Result for the period

113

180

Total payments

43,819

40,737

Total investment return

39,220

30,972

597,007

553,451

11,958

10,592

6,006

5,893

32,769

33,329

725,374

730,106

12.5 %

4.9 %

3.4 % to 20.0 %

1.8 % to 6.8 %

3.8 %

3.3 %

0.22 %

0.18 %

DKK 909

DKK 703

1.9 %

3.1 %

Income statement

Total result on insurance business
PFA CustomerCapital’s share
Other income, etc.

Balance sheet
Total provisions for insurance and investment contracts
Provisions for claims
Equity, PFA Holding A/S
PFA CustomerCapital
Total assets

Key figures
Rate of return related to market rate products
Rate of return on market rate profiles
Rate of return related to average interest rate products
including accumulated value adjustment
Expense loading of provisions
Expenses per insured
Return on equity after tax
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Financial review
The result for 2021 was solid and as expected. The investment return amounted to DKK 39.2 billion and were mainly
from positive returns on shares, alternative investments
and property investments, while there were negative returns on bonds and interest hedging due to rising interest
rates. PFA’s particularly climate-friendly savings solution,
PFA Climate Plus, has been in high demand and generated
returns of up to 20.6 per cent.
The payments increased to DKK 43.8 billion from DKK
40.7 billion in 2020, and the regular payments increased
by 6.6 per cent compared to 2020. The payments are
record high and the increases are satisfactory. In 2021,
net payments exclusive of health and accident insurance
amounted to DKK 10.2 billion compared to DKK 14.5
billion in 2020. Thus, PFA continues to have a solid level of
net payments that is considered satisfactory.
In 2021, PFA’s customer funds have continued to grow
strongly, amounting to DKK 647 billion as at 31 December 2021 compared to DKK 601 billion as at 31 December
2020.
The insurance result amounts to DKK 906 million compared to DKK 1,274 million in 2020, which was positively
impacted by a one-time correction of DKK 216 million.
The insurance result is considered satisfactory.
The results for the pension business amounted to DKK
1,396 million compared to DKK 2,114 million in 2020. A
full operational risk charge in all interest rate groups has
been taken. The result in market rate is positively impacted by more funds under management but negatively
impacted by the profit margin increasing as provisions for
future losses from health and accident insurance are reduced. The distinction between life insurance and non-life
insurance due to the new executive order on health and
accident insurance has resulted in a negative contribution
to the result amounting to DKK 383 million.
The result from health and accident insurance is DKK
-490 million compared to DKK -841 million last year.
The improved result is due to the above-mentioned
effect from the distinction between health and accident
insurance and life insurance of DKK 383 million plus the
continuing effects of initiatives aimed at permanently
improving the results, including price increases. Also,
lower expenses for provisions for future losses and a
positive effect of the volatility adjustment (VA) charge
for the interest curve made positive contributions.
Conversely, a higher inflow of claims and higher inflation

“PFA rests on a solid financial foundation, and this was
confirmed in 2021, where we generated an insurance
result of DKK 906 million and a solvency ratio of 271
per cent at PFA Pension. This is a strong result that
will also allow us to send DKK 1,018 million back to our
customers through PFA CustomerCapital. This shows
that we have an attractive customer ownership model
and that our customers are well-capitalised even if we
were to face more uncertain times.”
Anders Damgaard
Group CFO

PFA’s work with a sustainable PFA contributes to
the following of the UN Global goals:

pull the results down. It is thus satisfactory that the
initiatives that have been launched are clearly showing
a positive impact - but the continuing increase in claims
is a cause for concern. Overall, the results for the health
and accident insurance business are unsatisfactory.
The year’s result was also negatively impacted by provisions of DKK 125 million to address the risk of higher
pension yield taxes on negative risks and expense
results in the health and accident insurance business for
the 2017-2021 period.
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The pre-tax result amounted to DKK 349 million compared
to DKK 231 million in 2020. After tax and deductions for
the share attributed to minority interests, the result was
DKK 113 million compared to DKK 180 million in 2020.

Payouts
The payouts increased to DKK 31.1 billion in 2021 from
DKK 24.0 billion in 2020. The development is mainly due
to an increase in surrenders.

The Board of Directors recommends that DKK 50,000
should be paid in dividend at PFA Holding A/S.

The gross compensation paid out for health and accident
insurance grew to DKK 2.1 billion from DKK 1.9 billion
in 2020, which is an increase of 9.6 per cent. There has
also been more and longer-lasting claims related to
reduced occupational capacity, etc. in the health and
accident insurance business.

Value creation for customers
The majority of the value creation at PFA goes to the
customers in the form of returns being generated. This
takes place via:
• The accrual of investment returns on the customers’
deposits
• The building up of reserves in order to ensure that PFA
Pension can meet its pension obligations towards its
customers
• The accrual of returns on the customers’ individual
CustomerCapital being added to their deposits.
PFA CustomerCapital is part of the customers’ total savings at PFA. In April 2021, the customers have received
returns of 8 per cent or DKK 1.7 billion before pension
yield taxes from their individual CustomerCapital for
2020 which is added to the customers’ deposits.
In 2021, PFA CustomerCapital was allocated DKK 792 million from PFA’s insurance result of DKK 906 million and
an investment return etc. of DKK 226 million. Thus, in
total PFA CustomerCapital has received DKK 1,018 million
of the year’s result in 2021.
Payments
Total payments received amounted to DKK 43.8 billion,
compared to DKK 40.7 billion in 2020, and this represents an increase of 7.6 per cent. The regular payments
amounted to DKK 26.0 billion compared to DKK 24.4
billion in 2020.
Single payments and transfers amounted to DKK 17.8
billion compared to DKK 16.4 billion in 2020, representing a growth of 8.9 per cent.
The payments to market rate plans amounted to 90 per
cent of the total payments, similar to 2020.
Total payments
DKK billion

2021

2020

39.6

36.7

Average interest rate environment

1.7

1.8

Health and accident insurance

2.5

2.2

43.8

40.7

Market rate environment

Total payments
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Investment return
The total investment return for 2021 amounted to DKK
39.2 billion compared to DKK 31.0 billion in 2020.
Investment return before tax

2021

Market rate
Average interest
rate, including value
adjustment
Average interest rate
Return on Individual
CustomerCapital

2020

Average
annual
return
20192021

Average
annual
return
20172021

12.5 %

4.9 %

10.0 %

6.9 %

3.8 %

3.3 %

5.1 %

3.9 %

(2.5) %

6.6 %

3.2 %

2.5 %

8.0 %

8.0 %

8.0 %

10.0 %

Market rate return
With PFA Plus, customers in market rate (PFA Invests)
received pre-tax returns on their savings of between
3.4 and 20.0 per cent and this included the returns
from Individual CustomerCapital dependent on the time
horizon and the selected risk profile. The customers that
held the highest proportion of high-risk assets received
the highest return, while the customers with a lower
proportion of high-risk assets received lower returns.
The total return from market rate (N2) amounted to 12.5
per cent in 2021.
Return in the average interest rate environment
The return from average interest rate products adjusted for the period’s changes in accumulated value
adjustment amounted to 3.8 per cent in 2021. The total
return related to the average interest rate products (N1)
amounted to -2.5 per cent in 2021.
The deposit interest rate for customers in the average
interest rate environment amounted to 2.0 per cent per
year. Including the return from Individual CustomerCapital of 8 per cent, this is a total return on deposits before
tax of up to 2.3 per cent in 2021.

From 2021, customers with PFA CustomerCapital are expected to get 8 per cent return from their Individual CustomerCapital. The return will be added to the customers’
deposits in April 2022.
Cost development
The PFA Group’s total costs increased to DKK 2,471
million from DKK 2,271 million in 2020. The increase is in
line with PFA’s Commercial Responsibility 2023 strategy,
where the first few years have higher expenses for IT
development etc.
The net operating expenses from which the expense
ratios are calculated, increased to DKK 1,188 million
from DKK 908 million in 2020. Approximately half of the
increase is due to an adjustment of cost distribution to
paint a more accurate picture that reflects the underlying activities and products, while the remaining part of
the increase is due to costs in connection with carrying
out the strategic initiatives under the Commercial Responsibility 2023 strategy. Expenses per insured person
thus increased to DKK 909 from DKK 703 in 2020. PFA
is still very much in the low end when it comes to these
expenses compared to the other commercial pension
companies.
Developments in balance sheet items
At the end of 2021, the balance sheet amounted to
DKK 725 billion compared to DKK 730 billion at the end
of 2020. The provisions for insurance and investment
contracts have risen due to positive net payments and a
positive return on investment. The provisions for insurance and investment contracts amounted to DKK 597
billion compared to DKK 553 billion at the end of 2020.
Debt to credit institutions related to repo transactions,
pending fund transactions and debt related to derivatives with a negative market value amounted to DKK
53.5 billion compared to DKK 103.7 billion at the end of
2020. The repo transactions have decreased to DKK 12.9
billion from DKK 51.5 billion at the end of 2020.
Issued real estate bonds, which are recognised under
bond issues, have increased by DKK 2.6 billion and
amount to DKK 8.9 billion. This is due to an ongoing
major value adjustment on the upside for the underlying
investment properties and additional bond issues of DKK
2.2 billion.

to PFA Holding A/S amounted to DKK 6.0 billion and
increased by DKK 0.1 billion compared to 2020.
PFA CustomerCapital decreased by DKK 0.5 billion in
2021 and amounted to DKK 32.8 billion as at 31 December 2021. The decrease is driven by the DKK 1.7
billion that has been allocated to customers’ deposits as
returns from Individual CustomerCapital.
Provisions for insurance and investment contracts
Life insurance provisions for market rate plans increased
by DKK 55.3 billion and amounted to DKK 379.8 billion
at the end of 2021, compared to DKK 324.5 billion at
the end of 2020. The internal transfers from average
interest rate to market rate amounted to DKK 3.5 billion,
of which transfer allowances amounted to DKK 1.2
billion. The transfer allowance for individual customers
match the additional value of the guaranteed benefits
in relation to savings and a proportion of the collective
reserves.
Customers’ total savings in the market rate environment
amounted to 67 per cent of the total life insurance provisions for market rate plans and average interest rate
plans at the end of 2021. This proportion has increased
by 5 percentage points compared to the end of 2020.
The profit margin has increased from DKK 12.8 billion to
DKK 17.7 billion at the end of 2021, which is mainly due
to more undistributed profits in the interest rate groups
and significant growth in the market rate savings.
The provisions for life insurance in the average interest rate environment decreased to DKK 184.5 billion
from DKK 201.7 billion at the end of 2020. The higher
discount interest rate curve resulted in a significant
decrease in the value of the guaranteed benefits for
customers in the average interest rate environment. The
collective bonus potential and profit margin rose due
to this decrease and positive investment returns from,
among other places, properties and investments in the
interest rate groups.
The total undistributed profits in the average interest
rate environment matching the profit margin and the collective bonus potential increased by DKK 5.9 billion and
amounted to DKK 19.7 billion at the end of 2021.

The shareholders’ equity decreased by DKK 0.2 billion to
DKK 8.1 billion. The decrease in shareholders’ equity is
due to a decrease in minority interests’ investments in
PFA Kapitalforening. The shareholders’ equity belonging
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Capital structure and solvency
PFA has a solid capital strength, which ensures that
we can continue to provide the guaranteed benefits
promised to our customers and to honour our other
obligations.
Solid capital base
The capital base of PFA Pension - which represents the
majority of the PFA Group’s capital base - mainly consists
of shareholders’ equity and CustomerCapital, from which
there is added and subtracted a number of differences
between the financial balance sheet and the Solvency II
balance sheet.

The Group’s solvency ratio is lower than the solvency
ratio for PFA Pension under the Solvency II rules. This is
due to the fact that CustomerCapital is fully included in
PFA Pension’s capital base, while only the part of CustomerCapital that covers PFA Pension’s solvency capital
requirement can be included in the Group’s capital base.
The Group’s solvency capital requirement amounts to
DKK 17.4 billion at the end of 2021, compared to DKK
15.8 billion at the end of 2020, and the solvency ratio
for the Group amounted to 188 per cent at the end of
2021 compared to 171 per cent at the end of 2020.

The capital base of PFA Pension grew by DKK 3.4 billion
in 2021 and amounted to DKK 46.6 at the end of the
year. The increase is mainly attributed to an increase
in Solvency II balance sheet corrections resulting from
higher profit margins.

The solvency capital requirement for PFA Pension accounts for the majority of the Group’s solvency capital
requirements. The solvency capital requirement for
PFA Pension amounted to DKK 17.2 billion at the end of
2021, compared to DKK 15.5 billion at the end of 2020.

The shareholders’ equity belonging to PFA Holding (excluding minority interests) increased by DKK 0.1 billion in
2021 and amounted to DKK 6.0 billion at the end of the
year.

The excess cover in terms of the solvency capital requirement amounted to DKK 29.4 billion at the end of 2021,
compared to DKK 27.7 billion at the end of 2020, and the
solvency ratio amounted to DKK 271 per cent at the end
of 2021 compared to 278 per cent at the end of 2020.
An increase in the contribution from the risk module for
market risks is the main reason for the increase in the
solvency capital requirement for PFA Pension in 2021.
For the other financial Group companies, the capital base
and solvency capital requirements have not changed
significantly in the period.

Solvency
PFA Holding A/S has been authorised by the Danish
Financial Supervisory Authority to use the so-called
‘Method 2’ for stating the Group’s solvency ratio (based
on deductions and aggregation). With this method, the
Group’s excess solvency ratio is to be stated as the difference between the group’s total capital base and the
total solvency capital requirements.

PFA Pension uses the standard model to state the solvency capital requirement, adjusted via a partial internal
model for stating the longevity risk.

The PFA Group
DKK billion

2021

2020

2021

2020

The capital base of the financial Group companies

53.0

49.5

-

-

Double-applied capital base

(5.8)

(5.7)

-

-

(14.6)

(16.8)

-

-

Capital base

32.6

27.1

46.6

43.2

Solvency capital requirement

17.4

15.8

17.2

15.5

Excess cover

15.2

11.3

29.4

27.7

Solvency ratio (per cent)

188

171

271

278

Other un-recognised capital at the Group level
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Solvency ratio - five-year overview
2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

Solvency ratio - the PFA Group

188 %

171 %

159 %

157 %

134 %

Solvency ratio - PFA Pension

271 %

278 %

247 %

286 %

215 %

Regulatory changes to the discount curve
The risk-free interest curve with volatility adjustment is
used for the valuation of life insurance provisions. EIOPA
regularly adjusts the Ultimate Forward Rate, which is
used in the risk-free interest curve. At the beginning of
2021, the Ultimate Forward Rate was changed from 3.75
to 3.60 per cent, and at the beginning of 2022 it will be
reduced to 3.45 per cent.
The decrease in the Ultimate Forward Rate in the riskfree interest curve in 2021 meant, when viewed in isolation, that the life insurance provisions were increased,
and this had a slightly negative effect on the solvency
ratio.
Risk monitoring
The boards of directors in the individual Group companies have specified the overall objectives and relevant
risk frameworks for solvency matters. The PFA Group
met the specified targets and had a sufficient capital base to cover the solvency capital requirements
throughout all of 2021.
PFA continually monitors the customers’ reserves and
the excess cover of the capital base in relation to the
solvency capital requirement. How these develop over
time is reported to the Board of Directors and the daily
management. There is run internal stress tests and reported on these on an ongoing basis in order to ensure
that the company can meet the solvency capital requirement when there are significant losses from exposure to
equities and bonds/credit together with major changes
to interest rates.
Please see note 34 of the financial statements for a description of the Group’s risk management. At pfa.dk/ompfa/finansiel-information/aarsrapporter you can also find
appendices with a sensitivity analysis as of the balance
sheet date, cf. Section 126 of the Financial Business Act.
Please note that the appendix is available in Danish only.
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Investment return
The strong economic upturn in 2021 resulted in strong returns on our shares, alternative investments and properties. Conversely, however, our bonds were negatively impacted by rising interest rates due to high inflation.

In 2021, PFA generated a positive investment return
of DKK 39.2 billion. The return was particularly high on
shares, alternative investments and property investments. Bond investments generated a negative return.
Currencies made a positive contribution to the return,
even if our currency hedging activities limited the gains
from the stronger US dollar. Our interest hedging contributed negatively to the return.
The economic upturn had positive impact on shares
In 2021, our equity investments generated a total return
of 18.6 per cent, including currency hedging, which was
somewhat lower than the return of the global MSCI ACWI
Equity Index hedged for Danish kroner.

The increase in equity markets reflected a solid economic upturn that was initiated at the end of 2020 once
effective vaccines against the corona virus were brought
to market. A quick vaccine rollout effort made it possible
to reopen society, and this accelerated economic growth
in the wake of the winter season’s lockdowns. At the
same time, an extremely relaxed fiscal policy aimed at
strengthening the upturn rather than reducing debt also
contributed. Households in the United States also got a
boost to their incomes from both federal cheques and
higher unemployment benefits and Europeans were sent
home with salary compensations. This resulted in robust
purchasing power in households and increased savings,
and this was also expressed by the activities of private
investors on the equity markets. At the same time, the
major central banks maintained a very accommodative
monetary policy.

Changes to the investment portfolio intended to generate a higher return
In 2020 and 2021, we made the following changes to our investment processes and
portfolios in order to increase the potential for returns:
• We changed the structure of our equity portfolio so that we will now have more potential and strong dynamics between two types of portfolios. The first portfolio is to
ensure that, in terms of returns, we match market trends while respecting PFA’s policy
for responsibility, our CO2 reduction targets and our ESG policy. The second more
concentrated portfolio is to ensure additional returns compared to market trends - and
this is thus only applied to certain companies and markets where we here at PFA have
particular knowledge and competences. This allows us to ensure that we have the right
competences and use our resources on the areas where we see the greatest potential
for returns.
• We have increased the proportion of property investments in our low-risk fund to replace
some bonds, which, due to the low interest rates, are not generating sufficient returns.
In this context, properties currently provide both higher and more stable returns - which
used to be what characterised bonds. Conversely, we have increased our proportion of
equity investments in the high-risk funds at the expense of property investments. This
means that the unlisted investments in the high-risk funds will now primarily consist of
investments with a high return potential, such as private equity investments.
• We have also introduced a new risk management tool that has been used to systematically balance risk and to quickly dial the risk profile of our investments up and down
depending on market developments. In 2020 and 2021, we have used this tool to
increase our allocations to shares and for certain periods to reduce our exposure to
government bonds, which has contributed with additional returns.
• We have also changed our investment processes for credit bonds and reduced our
government bond investments in Emerging Market countries so that we are now mainly
focused on corporate bonds in the credit bonds universe where the returns are greater.
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PFA entered the year with a slight overweight of value
shares in some of the sectors that were impacted by
the corona pandemic at the expense of growth shares
that were already at high valuations. During the year,
the allocation to equity markets became more balanced,
even if we are still slightly overweight in finance sector
shares and underweight in energy sector shares. The
allocation ensured that we followed the global equity
markets closely at the start of the year, but among other
things due to us being underweight in energy stocks,
this cost us in relative performance in the second half of
the year as rising oil prices pulled up energy stocks. The
new risk management tool contributed positively to this
year’s return from shares. The tool works by buying and
selling shares and bond futures and is used to manage
the overall risk in our high-risk fund.
Our Danish shares generated a return of 14.9 per cent,
and it was particularly pharmaceutical, transport and
logistics companies, which the portfolio is heavily exposed towards, that made positive contributions. Our
international shares generated a return of 19.1 per cent,
including currency hedging, and it was particularly the
investments in US shares that outperformed.
The return from shares in our extra climate friendly savings solution, PFA Climate Plus, matches the return from
shares in PFA Plus. At the start of the year, the return was
slightly higher, but this head start was reduced as shares
in oil producers (which are not in the PFA Climate Plus
fund) saw strong increases in the autumn. In 2021, the
shares in PFA Climate Plus generated a return of 21.8 per
cent, while the shares in PFA Plus generated a return of
18.5 per cent.
Bonds challenged by rising interest rates
PFA’s total bond portfolio generated a negative return
of -2.7 per cent in 2021, including currency hedging. The
negative return is due to falling bond prices as interest
rates gradually rose during the year. The 10-year government bond rates increased by 0.59 percentage points to
1.52 per cent in the United States and by 0.35 percentage
points to 0.21 in Germany. The central banks have maintained a very relaxed monetary policy throughout the
year with zero interest rates and they continued buying
bonds, as it was assessed that the inflationary pressures
were due to transitory effects and bottle necks from the
quick reopening of society. Towards the end of the year,
however, it became clear that the inflation in the United
States was more persistent and The Fed began to reduce
its bond buying programme.

“Low interest rates and relaxed monetary and fiscal
policies have once again in 2021 made people optimistic about the equity markets, and our customers
can take pleasure in returns of up to 20 per cent. Over
the year, we have also optimised our investment processes so that we can generate even higher returns
from our broad portfolio, where alternative investments and real estate will also be an important supplement to our equities and bonds in the future.”
Kasper A. Lorenzen
Group CIO

PFA’s work with responsible investments contributes
to the following of the UN Global goals:

PFA’s portfolio of Danish bonds generated a negative
overall return of -3.5 per cent in 2021. The return was
pulled down by Danish mortgage credit bonds, which
generated a negative return of -4.8 per cent and remains
PFA’s largest single holding of securities. International
government bonds generated a negative return of -3.1
per cent, including currency hedging, due to falling bond
prices, particularly US bonds.
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The investment year 2021 in figures
Return in PFA Invests profile C incl. CustomerCapital with at least 15 years to retirement
Strong financial reports
boost share prices
Turmoil caused by Evergrande, inflation and rising
interest rates

15 %
Dropping interest rates
and lower reproduction
rate of Covid19 boost
optimism

10 %
Rising interest rates dampen
return expectations

5%

0%
-2 %

39.2

3.4 - 20.0

DKK bn

in total return

pct.

in return for customers with
PFA Plus without payout
protection cover

2.2 - 20.6

pct.

in return for customers with
PFA Climate Plus without payout
protection cover

The portfolio’s asset distribution
Other, incl. liquidity

Alternative
investments
16.3 pct. in return
1.7 %
9.0 %
11.8 %

Properties
10.5 pct. in return

32.2 %

Listed equities
18.6 pct. in return

2021

45.4 %
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Bonds
-2.7 pct. in return

Index bonds generated a slight negative return of -0.7
per cent in 2021. We have increased our allocation
towards index bonds during the year due to the growing inflationary pressures. In 2021, the credit bonds
generated a negative return of -0.2 per cent, including
currency hedging. The return was pulled down by rising
interest rates, while a greater risk appetite contributes
to narrowing the interest rate spread and reducing
losses, particularly in high yield bonds, which generated
a positive return of 3.4 per cent.
Alternative investments generated high returns
In 2021, alternative investments generated total returns
of 16.3 per cent, including currency hedging. Private
equity generated an overall return across all funds,
co-investments and direct investments - for example,
Nykredit and TDC - of 32.5 per cent. In recent years, the
private equity portfolio has generated significant additional returns compared to listed shares and a significant
amount of investments in the portfolio have generated
returns of over 50 per cent this year. Infrastructure
investments, of which renewable energy is a significant
proportion, generally have lower risk and delivered a
solid return of 17.0 per cent. The total return of 16.3
per cent includes a realised loss on a credit investment
in the airplane leasing company Nordic Aviation Capital (NAC), which suffered badly from the global corona
pandemic. The total loss amounts to DKK 3 billion, and
we have written down the value of the investment on
an ongoing basis over the past two years. There will be
no further losses from this investment, as it is no longer
included in PFA’s portfolio.
The total portfolio of alternative investments amounted
to DKK 57 billion at the end of 2021, the equivalent of
approximately 9 per cent of PFA’s total investments. This
is distributed as follows: DKK 28 billion in private equity,
DKK 12 billion in infrastructure investments and DKK 17
billion in unlisted credit. Capital calls for new and existing
investments amounted to DKK 14 billion. During the year,
among other things, new investments have been entered
into with Seed Capital and Blue Equity related to Danish
ventures and growth companies and with Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners related to the energy transition and
green sources of fuel. In addition, an agreement has been
entered into about an unlisted loan to TryghedsGruppen,
where we have completed investments in the global
contract research company, Parexel, in a partnership
with Goldman Sachs, the software company Ellucian in a
partnership with Blackstone and the laboratory company
Cerba in a partnership with EQT.

In 2021, the total distributions from the portfolio of
alternative investments amounted to approximately DKK
14 billion, which, in addition to ongoing dividends, interest payments, etc. also includes completed listings on
stock exchanges and the selling of private equity investments in Avantor and Advania which have both generated extremely attractive returns for PFA’s members.
Property market took off during the corona crisis
After a slightly timid start in the first half of 2021, the
property market really got some wind in its sails in the
second half of the year, and 2021 ended up being a year
of historically high transaction volumes and rental activity. For many years, PFA’s property investment strategy
has been megatrend-driven within the housing, logistics
and healthcare/life sciences segments, and therefore, in
2021 the portfolio rebounded strongly after a somewhat
challenging 2020. After full hedging of currency risks,
the return amounted to 10.5 per cent.
In 2021, PFA also made a number of new investments,
but in particular it took advantage of the strong market
in the second half of the year to make some strategic
divestments that reaped solid gains for our customers.
High return from market rate
Market rate (PFA Invests) customers grew their savings
by between 3.4 and 20.0 per cent (before taxes and
including the interest rate om Individual CustomerCapital), depending on the time horizon and the investment
profile selected. The customers that held the highest
proportion of high-risk assets generated the highest
returns, while the customers with a lower proportion
of high-risk assets generated lower returns. Customers
who have payout protection cover attached to their savings have received a lower return. The total return from
market rate (N2) amounted to 12.5 per cent in 2021.

Customer returns in market rate - PFA Plus, PFA Invests 2021
Years until retirement

30

15

5

-5

Profile D - high risk

20.0 %

20.0 %

10.5 %

8.8 %

Profile C - moderate risk

15.3 %

15.3 %

8.5 %

7.0 %

Profile B - low risk

10.7 %

10.7 %

6.3 %

5.2 %

Profile A - very low risk

6.1 %

6.1 %

4.3 %

3.4 %

The returns include 5 per cent of the deposit in Individual CustomerCapital
and an interest of 8 per cent on Individual CustomerCapital. The returns do
not include payout protection cover.
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The customers who have PFA Climate Plus received
returns on their savings of between 2.2 to 20.6 per cent
(before tax and including the interest rate on Individual
CustomerCapital), depending on their time horizon and
selected investment profile. PFA Climate Plus is thus living up well to our expectations in terms of matching the
returns from our ordinary market rate portfolio.
Customer returns in market rate - with a 100 per cent allocation to PFA Climate Plus, PFA Invests 2021
Years until retirement

30

15

5

Profile D - high risk

20.6 %

20.6 %

10.0 %

8.2 %

Profile C - moderate risk

15.3 %

15.3 %

7.8 %

6.2 %

Profile B - low risk

10.2 %

10.2 %

5.4 %

4.2 %

5.2 %

5.2 %

3.2 %

2.2 %

Profile A - very low risk

-5

The returns include 5 per cent of the deposit in Individual CustomerCapital
and an interest of 8 per cent on Individual CustomerCapital. The returns do
not include payout protection cover.

Returns in the average interest rate environment
In the average interest rate environment in 2021,
customers saw a total negative return (N1) of -2.5 per
cent. The return was negatively impacted by bonds and
interest hedging, whereas alternative investments and
properties pulled the return up.

Returns and deposit interest rate in PFA’s interest rate
groups 2021
Interest rate group
1

Deposit interest
rate*

(1.0) %

2.3 %
2.3 %

2

(3.9) %

3

(4.9) %

2.3 %

4

(3.0) %

2.3 %

*The deposit interest rate includes 5 per cent in Individual CustomerCapital
and a projected interest rate on Individual CustomerCapital of 8 per cent
per year.

The table below shows the correlation between the
investment return that was generated and the attributed
deposit interest rate for customers in interest rate group
1 in the average interest rate environment. The investment return amounted to -1.0 per cent in interest rate
group 1 and were higher than the deposit interest rate.
The investment return and operational risk charge etc. in
CustomerCapital (N7) in total amounted to 3.6 per cent in
2021. The higher rate of 8 per cent in Individual CustomerCapital is therefore due to a transfer from Collective
CustomerCapital amounting to 4.4 per cent. This is in
accordance with the agreement with the Danish Financial
Supervisory Authority stating that Collective CustomerCapital should, over a number of years, be paid out to
Individual CustomerCapital.

From returns to deposit interest rate at PFA Pension 2021

Interest Group 1
Customers’ deposits

Individual
CustomerCapital

(1.0) %

0.6 %

0.6 %

-

(0.6) %

3.5 %

-

(0.9) %

(0.9) %

-

Change in value of insurance liabilities

7.8 %

-

Transferred from customers’ unallocated bonus reserves/Collective
CustomerCapital

(4) %

4.8 %

Deposit interest rate before tax/interest on Individual CustomerCapital

2.0 %

8.0 %

Investment return
Collective pension yield tax
Operational risk charge allocated to equity and CustomerCapital
Results from other activities
Transfer allowance

Deposit interest rate before tax, including 5 per cent CustomerCapital
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2.3 %

A unique community in Odense
PFA customers have the option of signing up for a senior housing unit or a
senior co-housing community where they can both have their privacy and
enjoy being part of a community. The senior co-housing community called
Gartnerbyen in Odense was completed in December 2020 and consists of 86
apartments with a balcony, a large 380 m2 common area and a large green
courtyard. The senior co-housing community has a host who welcomes new
residents and helps with small repairs and coordinating the use of common
areas and activities.
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Responsible investments
In 2021, climate issues have once again been high on PFA’s agenda. For example, we participated in the
COP26 climate summit, continued investing in the green transition and prepared for the implementation of
the EU’s new regulations on the environment and climate. We have also emphasised our green ambitions by
announcing that, from 2019-2025, we will reduce the carbon footprints of our investments by 29 per cent.

Storm surges, droughts and forest fires have also once
again directed people’s attention to climate challenges
in 2021. The seriousness of the situation was also highlighted in the UN’s most recent climate report which was
published before the COP26 climate summit in Glasgow
in November. The UN report states that there is a need
for a powerful acceleration of initiatives to address
climate change if we are going to meet the Paris Agreement’s target of keeping global temperature increases
below 1.5 degrees Celsius this century. These are issues
that may seem alarming, but they also provide exciting
investment opportunities that can contribute to accelerating the green transition. In this context, there should
not be any doubt that there may be significant risks
associated with investing in companies and assets that
have a negative impact on the climate as they may lose
value as lawmakers and consumers begin focusing more
on the need for a sustainable societal development.
At PFA, we want to contribute to the green transition,
and, therefore - together with the rest of the pension
sector - we have committed ourselves to investing DKK
350 billion in the green transition between now and
2030. Already today we have allocated DKK 9 billion to
direct investments in renewable energy, for example,
investing in the two largest offshore wind parks in the
world and also investing in solar parks, sustainable
battery production and hybrid ferries. As part of a consortium, we have also made a bid on creating an energy
island in the North Sea with associated Power-to-X technologies that can turn green power into fuels that can
be stored and transported. This will be a critical historic
project that is expected to be able to power 10 million
households.
As a long-term investor, we believe that responsibility
and good risk-adjusted returns go hand in hand and, for
example, if we look at PFA Climate Plus, the extra climate
considerations have indeed resulted in good returns.
Last year, the returns from PFA Climate Plus were even
slightly higher than in PFA Plus, while this year the two
funds are neck and neck.
Investments in green funds
Besides making direct investments, PFA is also supporting the green transitions via investments in green
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funds. Here, in 2021 we have been one of the founding
members of Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners’ (CIP)
new fund, CI Energy Transition (CI ETF I), which, when
established, had received capital pledges of EUR 800
million and its final goal is to raise EUR 2.25 billion. The
fund will be investing in the next generation of green
energy infrastructure projects, including Power-to-X projects on an industrial scale. We have also invested USD
100 million in Origis Energy, which is one of the leading
developers of solar energy and energy storage products
in the United States. The investment was made together
with Antin Infrastructure Partners, which is one of the
world’s leading private equity companies focusing on
infrastructure.
A 29 per cent reduction of CO2 emissions by 2025
We are participating in the UN-backed Net-Zero Asset
Owner Alliance (AOA) where a large number of the
world’s biggest investors commit themselves to being
net carbon neutral in their investments by no later than
2050 and to continually make five-year sub-targets for
CO2 footprints. We have followed up on this in 2021,
and we have specified a target of reducing our carbon footprint from our listed shares, credit bonds and
properties by 29 per cent from 2019 to the end of 2024.
Besides AOA, PFA is also participating in other forums
such as Dansif, Climate Action 100+ (CAF100+), Nordic
Engagement, Insurance & Pension Denmark (IPD) and
the Danish finance sector’s climate partnership.
PFA regards global warming and the associated climate changes as the largest single risk that can have
a negative impact on our investments. We believe that
CO2 emissions are the best available indicator for these
changes. Therefore, it is important for us to work in a
systematic and methodical manner in reducing our CO2
emissions, and, in 2021, we have continued measuring
the CO2 emission from our investment portfolio.
If we look specifically at the equity portfolio, which is the
largest contributor to our CO2 emissions, this portfolio
emitted in 2021 on average 32 per cent less than the
world equity index while the emissions from the PFA Climate Plus portfolio were on average 79 per cent below
the world equity index. This means that PFA Climate Plus
has reached its target of from the outset the equities

having to emit 60 per cent less CO2 than the world
equity index.
The ambitious target for reducing CO2 emissions significantly from our investments in the coming years does
not alter the fact that transitioning away from a fossil fuel-based economy will result in major changes. Our
activities related to green investment projects are thus
driven by our belief that the winners of tomorrow are to
be found among the companies that develop products
and services that contribute to solving the challenges we
are facing.
Common EU standards for sustainability
The EU is in the process of implementing new disclosure
and environmental taxonomy regulations that are aimed
at creating a common classification of what is or is not
sustainable from a climate and environmental perspective. When the new taxonomy is introduced, pension
products will be comparable across companies and this
will result in more transparency for customers, as they
can see to what extent the various pension products are
sustainable. We view this initiative as a win-win situation
for both customers and pension companies, as common
frameworks are a critical factor in creating transparent
green progress.
When it comes to the classification of our lifecycle
products, our ambition is for our extra climate-friendly
savings solution, PFA Climate Plus, to be classified as a
fully sustainable lifecycle product in the long term and
for PFA Plus to be classified as a partially sustainable lifecycle product. However, this needs to be accomplished
while also taking into account risk and returns, and we
do not want to make major product adjustments before
the regulatory framework is on a firmer footing. Generally speaking, we are satisfied that we can currently offer
two savings products, PFA Plus and PFA Climate Plus,
which are both solidly based on social and climate-related considerations, and where PFA Climate Plus has
supported the green ambitions with extra ambitious targets for reducing the CO2 emissions of its investments.
These are targets that are easy to understand and our
customers have embraced them as well.

low interest rates. However, just as properties contribute to generating returns, they also need to contribute
to fulfilling PFA’s climate ambitions. Therefore, together
with the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance, we have specified concrete CO2 reduction targets for the different
parts of the real estate portfolio ifor the 2019 to the
end of 2024 period. For our Danish commercial properties, the target is to reduce our CO2 emissions by 39
per cent, and for our Danish residential properties, the
target is 35 per cent. For the international part of the
property portfolio, we are following the recommendations of the EU-backed CRREM (Carbon Risk Real Estate
Monitor) initiative, which is based on the Paris Agreement’s target of keeping global temperature increases
below 1.5 degrees Celsius this century. In this context,
the reduction target is 20 per cent for our German residential properties.
Besides requirements for climate-related sustainability,
we are also focused on social construction projects,
community and diversity. Therefore, in 2021, among other things, we invested an amount in the triple-digit DKK
million range in affordable housing units in Høje-Taastrup, and we are also continuing to construct and invest
in private sector nursing homes and senior housing and
senior co-housing communities, which we expect will be
in great demand in the future due to the demographic
trends.
You can read more about our responsible investments
and our climate reporting in our Corporate Responsibility
Report which can be found at
english.pfa.dk/cr-rapport2021.

Sustainable properties contribute to reducing CO2
emissions
PFA is Denmark’s largest real estate investor, and our
properties today amount to approximately 12 per cent
of our combined investment portfolio, and in the lowrisk environment, they are an important alternative to
bonds, which are under pressure due to the historically
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The good customer experience
PFA aims to have the highest customer loyalty in the industry through, among other things, contributing
to a healthy working life and a good senior life. In 2021, we have improved our digital solutions and we
have at the same time seen an increase in our customer satisfaction scores and record-high pension payments and investments of available capital.

Payments are growing
In a competitive market, the total contributions have once
again this year been record high. Customers have paid
DKK 43.8 billion into their pension plans, and this represents an increase of 7.6 per cent compared to last year.
PFA aims to be the best place to grow pension savings,
and it is therefore important that the savings are invested based on the individual customer’s preferences
for risk and return. In 2021, 96 per cent of payments to
savings were made to market rate products. Approximately 65 per cent of these customers have selected
investment profile C with PFA Invests, and this is also
PFA’s general recommendation, as we believe that this
profile has the most appropriate balance between risk
and return potential.
Approximately 33 per cent of the total pension savings
are placed in the average interest rate environment, of
which just over half is allocated to interest rate group
3 or 4 once undistributed customer funds are included.
PFA generally recommends that customers save up via
market rate products as, in the long term, these are
expected to offer the most flexibility and the best return
potential. Therefore, PFA has had a standing offer of a
transfer allowance for the past few years for customers
who choose to transfer their savings internally from an
average interest rate to a market rate plan or PFA Bank.
In 2021, 5,200 customers have chosen to accept this
offer and moved their savings to market rate products.
5 per cent of customers’ payments to their savings plans
are, as a general rule, allocated to PFA CustomerCapital. Since 2004, despite financial crises and a corona
pandemic, PFA has increased customers’ interest rates
on their Individual CustomerCapital at an average rate of
interest of 17.6 per cent for the 2004-2020 period. The
interest rate for 2021 is expected to be 8 per cent and
will be added to the customers’ savings in April 2022.
The customers can at any time choose not to use PFA
CustomerCapital for future payments.
The negative interest rates from banks and the increased interest in investing among people in Denmark
has also been felt in the PFA Invest investment fund,
which has had record-high payments totalling DKK 3.2
billion in 2021.
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Targeted advisory services
Our customers are generally very satisfied with the advisory services they get from PFA, and this applies both
to personal advisory services provided by PFA’s certified advisors and participation in webinars or using the
self-service tools on My PFA. Customers each have their
own unique lives and different needs, and therefore it
is important that the advisory services reflect this and
match a customer’s specific life situation. We have therefore launched a number of initiatives that will target and
thus simplify the information and advisory services for
individual customers.
My PFA has received a significant upgrade in 2021. The
site has received a new and more user-friendly front
page and now the individual customers will also get to
receive targeted recommendations for how to adjust
their plan. The digital recommendations are based
on a model which, using PFA’s recommendations, the
customers’ own data and insights from our other 1.3
million customers, apply algorithms to continually screen
our customers’ pension plans in relation to things such
as savings, insurance cover, investment profiles and the
designation of beneficiaries. The recommendations are
highlighted in either red, yellow or green and prioritised
based on how much the individual customer deviates
from PFA’s recommendations and how important the
recommendation is in relation to the customer’s age and
life situation.
These initiatives have had an impact on the website traffic figures. A record-breaking amount of customers have
logged on to My PFA in 2021. The total visitor count now
exceeds 3.3 million, and the number of unique users is
almost 375,000. This is an increase of 7 per cent of the
total visitor count compared to 2020. On average, our
customers spend just under 6 minutes on the website,
and this is also an increase compared to last year. The
customer satisfaction score is 7.9 on a scale of 1-10,
which is very satisfactory, as it often takes a bit of time
before customers get used to changes of this scale.
Personal pension consultations are also based on data
from My PFA and the prioritised recommendations. This
results in a more targeted and relevant consultation
where the customer gradually “gets in the green” as he

or she takes into account the various initiatives. The customer satisfaction score from the physical, digital and
telephonic pension consultations is once again at 9.2 on
a scale of 1-10, which is very satisfactory.
We have also expanded our advisory services with 157
webinars on topics such as investment, inheritance
and the designation of beneficiaries, PFA Climate Plus,
late-life career, early retirement and pension planning.
Over 21,500 customers have participated in a webinar,
and the digital Senior Day had a record-high number of
participants, totalling 2,900 customers. The webinars are
free for PFA customers. The customer satisfaction score
for the webinars average 4.5 on a scale of 1-5.
A community with many advantages
The general NPS score at PFA is 17, which is a 5-point
increase compared to last year. As a PFA customer, you
will become part of a strong community that also gives
access to a number of unique advantages. For example,
PFA customers get preferential access to more than 4,625
rental homes, senior co-housing communities and senior
homes. In addition, customers also get preferential access
when applying for PFA Student Housing units in Odense
and Aalborg and private sector nursing homes in Gilleleje
and Himmelev, and this entitlement can be passed on
to children, parents, parents in law and grandparents.
Our partnership with LB Forsikring also gives access to
competitive non-life insurance products that have been
recommended by Forbrugerrådet Tænk. Customers who
are in the last stages of their career or retirees can also get
access to advisory services about late-life careers, participate in relevant webinars and buy a health insurance that
is targeted customers between the ages of 60-79.
In addition, PFA customers have the option to invest
their available capital, privately saved up pension funds
and funds placed in companies and the business tax
scheme at PFA Bank. Here, they can get investment
advice and also buy and sell investment certificates in
PFA Invest without paying fees for securities and trading
commissions. Generally, PFA Bank customers are very
satisfied and the overall NPS score for 2021 is at 33,
which is an increase of 6.
In 2021, PFA Invest’s assets reached DKK 20.0 billion (excluding funds of funds investments), which is an increase
of 22.6 per cent compared to the end of 2020. The majority of the funds are allocated to the balance departments A, B and C, which have the highest possible rating
(5 stars) from the analysis firm Morningstar’s latest
survey in December 2021. The good ratings are, among
other things, due to the good returns in the funds and

“PFA was created to build the frameworks for a
healthy working life and for ensuring a financially secure retirement for our customers. In 2021, we have
particularly focused on getting our recommendations
actively used for the benefit of our customers. Among
other things, this was done by upgrading My PFA
where each individual customer can now be shown a
prioritised display of the recommendations that have
the most value to their pension plan. That makes it
easier to go from seeing a recommendation to taking
action.”
Camilla Holm
Group EVP
PFA’s work with the good customer experience
contributes to the following of the UN Global goals:

the low investment expenses. According to Morningstar,
PFA Invest has throughout 2021 had the second-lowest
APR among Danish investment funds. For the second
year in a row, PFA Invest has also been recognised as
the Danish investment fund with the best image by
FinansWatch and Wilkes. The analysis measures Danish
investment funds’ general images based on parameters
such as advisory services, credibility, product offers and
product development, communication and sustainability.
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A better overview and faster help for our corporate
and organisational customers
The results from this year’s satisfaction survey among
our corporate and organisational customers show that
customers are generally very happy with the daily operations and the administration of their pension plans.
Customers are focused on ensuring that their employees
and members continually get access to advisory services
and have their pension plan adjusted as needed. In
2021, we have been rolling out the company portal, Our
PFA, where customers can get a combined overview of
pension agreements and, for example, their employees’
current selection of investment profiles and insurance
cover. The company portal will also allow for an easy and
secure way of communicating with certain employees,
such as those working in HR or payroll functions. The
first experiences are positive, and we expect to offer this
solution to even more customers in 2022.
In 2022, we will also be preparing a combined overview
for individual companies or organisations that will show
them how many employees or members are either in
red, yellow or green status in terms of PFA’s recommendations. This overview will allow for targeted initiatives
in the individual companies or organisations.
It should be easy to be a PFA customer. We have therefore established a new business centre for SMEs that,
among other things, will help ensure that they get off to
a good start with PFA. Existing corporate and organisational customers can also call PFA Business Centre and
get quick answers to administrative questions, assistance with reporting claims and technical support.
Customers are included in the discussions
Our customers’ needs are always changing, and therefore it is important that PFA is continually able to fulfil
our customers’ expectations. We are consequently always working with customer feedback. For example, we
have the PFA Customer Board which is a guiding network
we use to get input. The network includes 79 executives
from our largest customers.
The Customer Board continually provides input to PFA’s
strategic agenda and also ensures that PFA is constantly aware of what our customers want and need. In
addition, we also have a senior customer board which
consists of 14 members, some of them still working and
others in retirement. The PFA Senior Customer Board
provides input to products developed for seniors and
retirees on an ongoing basis.
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We also involve our customers when we work on
improving our digital solutions. When developing both
existing and new solutions, we, for example, use data
from My PFA and input from our customer panel. The PFA
Customer Panel consists of about 300 individuals and it
is used for things such as testing variants of a solution,
video-monitored user tests and interviews related to
how individual solutions are used. In 2021, we carried
out about 45 interviews and tests via the PFA Customer
Panel.

A large community comes with many benefits

PFA customers have many ways of accessing advisory services:
• Advisory services - 70,049 customers have received a pension consultation in 2021.
• The average satisfaction score is once again at 9.2 this year.
• Webinars and courses - 21,500 customers have participated in PFA’s 157 webinars in
2021.
• PFA Late-life career - inspiration and knowledge sharing about ensuring well-being on
the labour market during senior life.
• PFA Bank - customers get access to PFA Invest with 9 departments.

High level of satisfaction
with advisory services
NPS score is 52 for PFA’s Advisory Services Centre
The NPS score is 33
for PFA Bank

Access to Denmark’s best
investment fund
The most popular departments are:
★★★★★ Balance B 15.8 %
return generated in 2021
★★★★★ Balance C 21.1 %
return generated in 2021

Customer benefits for added security for our customers:
• PFA Healthcare Hotline - advice and guidance about well-being and health.
• LB Forsikring - access to competitive non-life insurance products recommended by
Forbrugerrådet Tænk.
• PFA Health Insurance for seniors who have stopped working.
• Will Service - advisory services related to inheritance and wills.
• Care - the opportunity to get relief and take a much-needed breather.

LB Forsikring has been named ‘Best in Test’ by
Forbrugerrådet Tænk:
Electric car, 2021
Home contents insurance, 2020
House insurance, 2021

PFA’s customers get preference to renting the housing units that PFA invests in:
• There are 518 student housing units in Odense and Aalborg and we are planning on
building student housing units in Copenhagen and Aarhus as well. This entitlement can
also be exercised by children and grandchildren.
• There are 4,387 high-quality rental homes in, for example, the Greater Copenhagen
area, Hillerød, Helsingør, Køge, Randers, Herning, Fredericia, Holstebro, Odense, Horsens, Kolding, Vejle, Silkeborg, Viborg and Aalborg.
• There are 238 senior housing units and units in senior co-housing communities in, for
example, Odense, Køge and Viborg. In addition, customers’ parents and parents-inlaw can sign up for our private sector nursing homes in Gilleleje, Himmelev and, in the
future, in Slagelse.
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The healthy working life
PFA aims to help our customers create a healthy working life, both now and in the future. We are therefore
focused on creating long-term solutions that help employees remain healthy and also ensure that sick employees get quick help so that they have the best chances of avoiding long-term illness.

A healthy working life
We work together with our corporate customers to promote the general state of health of employees, increase
engagement levels and reduce sickness absence. We
focus on the health of the individual employees and we
identify which organisational aspects ensure a high-performance organisation through promoting a healthy
working life.
A healthy working life is about more than just the health
of individual employees. It is also about mental, physical
and financial well-being, good management and a flexible working life with a good work/life balance. We have
therefore changed our strategic focus with our corporate customers from being focused on health initiatives
to being focused on promoting the organisational basis
for creating a healthy working life. In other words, we
have expanded our focus from treating the symptoms to
now working with companies in order to find the reasons
for why these symptoms appear using, for example,
health and culture analyses and workplace assessment
measurements. The goal is to promote the mental and
physical health of employees in order to increase job
satisfaction levels and productivity and to reduce the
risk of sickness absence.
We are also focused on improving the well-being of
members who work for our organisational customers.
Therefore, as something new, we have now expanded
our analyses to increasingly promote the members’
well-being. We have also launched a pilot project where
three of our organisational customers’ members have
gotten access to a well-being hotline where they can
get advisory services and share knowledge and ideas
about things such as general well-being, stress, personal crises, lifestyle changes, serious illness, deaths or
substance abuse.
In 2021, we have focused more on the healthy working
life by establishing an Advisory Table for the healthy
working life. The aim is to create a dialogue-based forum
where we can work together with our corporate and
organisational customers and exchange experiences
and get input from six external researchers and experts
from places such as the University of Copenhagen, the
Technical University of Denmark, Copenhagen Business
School and the National Research Centre for Working
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Environment. The dilemmas from the dialogues and any
potential recommendations will subsequently be brought
up in PFA’s Customer Board.
In addition, we have also commenced a new partnership
with the Danish Association of Managers and Executives
dealing with Sustainable Management for people and
organisations. The partnership is intended to contribute
with knowledge, products and inspiration for sustainable
management - regardless of what sector or industry one
operates in. It is about contributing to a shared management language that will, in general, promote sustainable
corporate practices across Denmark.
Focus on early intervention
The corona pandemic has resulted in a rapid increase
in the number of people with long-term illnesses such
as stress, anxiety and depression both in Denmark and
many other parts of the world. We are also seeing this
trend at PFA, and, in 2021, we had an increase in the
number of applications for payouts due to reduced occupational capacity caused by stress and more demand for
treatment by psychiatrists via PFA Health Insurance from
both children and adults.
Our experience shows that stress needs to be treated
early and effectively if we want to avoid it turning into
other mental health issues, anxiety, depression or physical illnesses. We are therefore focusing on identifying
the customers who are at risk of long-term illness due
to, for example, stress and to ensure that they get the
help they need as soon as possible.
Consequently, we have established a partnership with
a number of corporate customers which involves them
helping PFA identify the employees who are fully or
partially absent due to sickness. PFA then contacts the
employees in question in order to offer assistance and,
if relevant, treatment so that they can quickly get the
right kind of help and support. The employees do not
have to accept the offer, it is completely voluntary.
In 2017, we introduced PFA EarlyCare, which is intended to help customers who are fully or partially absent
due to sickness. Experience shows that sick customers
often have a hard time mustering the energy to call
PFA, and therefore in 2020 we started contacting them

proactively. The first results are promising, and customers are often grateful to get help during what can
at times seem like an impossible situation to get out
of. We have therefore chosen to hire more people for
PFA EarlyCare, and we now have 20 Health Guides who
can offer customers who are absent due to sickness
advice and treatment and assist with the whole process
during a difficult time. The customers get a permanently
assigned Health Guide who can, for example, assist with
sharing knowledge and ideas about social and healthcare matters, targeted treatments, 3-way conversations
with managers, municipalities or other relevant parties
and help navigating the treatment processes in the
public sector and continually follow up on how the customer is doing while sick. The average user satisfaction
score submitted by customers who have been through a
proactive process is 9.6 on a scale of 1-10 and the NPS
score is 84.
Helping our customers by focusing on preventive measures against long-term illness rather than just treating
the illness when it occurs is both good from a financial and quality of life point of view. We are therefore
constantly working on being better able to predict which
customers are at risk of long-term illness. We already
use advanced AI models to identify customers who are
at an elevated risk of long-term illness and who would
therefore benefit from being proactively contacted by
PFA EarlyCare.
According to our data, the corona pandemic has also resulted in more managers being diagnosed with stress than
before. We have therefore expanded our offers to managers and HR staff to now include things such as webinars
on remote management and how to have the best possible
process for returning to the workplace. In addition, managers, employee representatives and HR employees have had
access to a psychologist hotline where they can exchange
knowledge and ideas and get psychological counselling if
they were having issues in connection with managing the
corona situation. We have also created a targeted corona
website for our corporate and organisational customers
where they can find good tips for how to design their
home office and get inspiration for how to promote both
mental and physical well-being and how to ensure a safe
return to the workplace.
The number of customers with long-term illness is
growing
At PFA, the number of customers with long-term illness
has been steadily growing for a number of years. At the
same time, there is a trend showing that the damage

“We have to recognise that on top of the corona
pandemic, we are still fighting a stress epidemic that
might not make the headlines as often but nevertheless has serious consequences for individuals, workplaces and society at large. At PFA, in 2021 we have
continued to increase our efforts to address this with
more healthcare experts who are proactively contacting people during the early stages of illness, and we
also use data-driven algorithms to help us target the
initiatives.”
Mads Kaagaard
Group EVP

PFA’s work with a healthy working life contributes to
the following of the UN Global goals:

done from stress is greater than before, resulting in
longer periods of illness and it being harder to return to
the labour market again.
In 2021, we have also seen a trend where customers
have been ill for a longer period of time before they
apply for a payout, and this also extends the period of
illness. We have therefore introduced Online Doctor,
where customers and their families can get professional
advisory services from a general practitioner via video
calls, phone conversations or email during all weekdays
until 22:00 and during weekends and holidays.
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Health Guides from PFA EarlyCare helps
throughout the entire illness period

Customer applies for and
is awarded psycological
treatment through PFA
Health Insurance

Are you back at work
and thriving? Do you
need any further
help?

AI model informs PFA
EarlyCare team of risk of
long-term illness

The customers are happy with
the help they receive through
PFA EarlyCare

Back to work. Health
Guide follows up

84

NPS score

Do you need help
with the communication with your local
authorities or your
employer?

9.6

satisfaction on a
scale from 1-10

The same Health
Guide will call the
employee throughout
the course of the
illness

Long-term
notification
of illness
Health Guide and
customer agree
whether the Health
Guide should call
again

How are you?
Have you startet
treatment?

Are you getting
better? Do you
maybe need to see
a psychiatrist?

We focus on helping as soon as possible:
• 20 Health Guides in PFA EarlyCare
• We use AI models to identify customers at risk of long-term illness
• We work together with companies on helping employees on sick leave
• We share knowledge with out corporate and organisational customers on creating a healthy working life.
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In addition, we have also streamlined the processes for
how we manage claims and strengthened the system
support for the case processing. This has released more
resources that can then be used to contact customers
who have a long-term illness and continually assess
whether there are initiatives such as job processes,
courses or treatments that can help them regain their
occupational capacity and get back on the labour market. These new initiatives have been well received by the
customers. The NPS score for PFA’s Claims Centre is at
53 and the customer satisfaction score for the consultation with the claims centre is at 8.8 on a scale of 1-10.
The introduction of the new senior pension plan can
also be seen impacting our data, as easing the rules for
who qualifies for the senior pension has meant a higher
number of applications for payouts due to reduced

occupational capacity. This customer group is also very
hard to get back on the labour market, as on average,
the customers have less than 6 years until retirement
and need to be able to work maximum 15 hours within
their own profession in order to be entitled to a senior
pension.
The many initiatives are part of our long-term plan to
ensure a permanent improvement of the results from
our health and accident insurance business. We can see
the effect of these initiatives and we have chosen to
focus even more on the use of artificial intelligence, early
intervention and ongoing follow-ups in order to address
the increase in the number of people with a long-term
illness who are at the same time sick for longer.

Responsible and ethical use of customer data
At PFA, we make every effort to constantly optimise the customer experience and to create relevant solutions
and services that make it easier to be a PFA customer. Increased digitalisation and new technologies such as
artificial intelligence provide us with the opportunity to identify customer groups who might particularly benefit from PFA’s targeted advisory services and offers of preventive initiatives.
We mainly use customer data from the customers’ employers or data that has been submitted by customers
when they create a pension plan or make use of our advisory services. When someone applies for a payout
from an insurance plan, PFA also collects health and treatment information from the healthcare system and
municipalities. The data is supplemented with data from public registries such as the Danish Central Business
Register and the Danish Central Office of Civil Registration.
We have identified a number of overall data-ethical principles for PFA plus a policy for data ethics. The policy
was shaped based on principles, standards and requirements from both national and international authorities
and organisations. The policy specifies the framework for how PFA works in a targeted and structured manner
with data ethics, and it applies to the development and use of data science products (typically based on artificial intelligence) that impact customer-oriented processes, products and services.
The use of data for such purposes must always be done responsibly and must be in the interests of either individual customers or serve some greater purpose for customers in general or society at large. PFA is considering
establishing a data-ethical forum in 2022 where the work with data ethics can be discussed and consolidated.
You can read more about our work with data ethics in our Corporate Responsibility Report which can be found
at: english.pfa.dk/cr-rapport2021 and in our account of our policy for data ethics at pfa.dk/dataetik (available
in Danish only).
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Management and organisation
PFA provides pension and insurance products to approximately 1.3 million customers and is thus entrusted with the task of providing financial security for many people in Denmark. Therefore, we base our
business on the trust our customers, employees and society have in us.

Trust and integrity rest on the behaviour of each of PFA’s
employees. This means that PFA must run its business
in a fair and responsible manner towards its customers,
employees and society as a whole. PFA’s conduct is in
keeping with Danish legislation, industrial standards and
the international principles regarding CSR and sustainability. The statutory reporting on PFA’s work with corporate responsibility is addressed in the 2021 Corporate
Responsibility Report, which can be found at
english.pfa.dk/cr-report2021.
According to the Danish Financial Statements Act, listed
companies must relate to the recommendations on
corporate governance for each accounting period. As a
privately-owned life insurance company, PFA Pension is
thus not obligated to relate to the recommendations.
However, PFA has decided to focus our efforts on the
recommendations and is seeking inspiration in the
recommendations on an ongoing basis in the continued
work with and focus on corporate governance.
The Board of Directors of PFA addresses the recommendations on an annual basis, and, in addition, we have a
continued focus on securing transparent management
processes and a high level of information with a view
to securing the trust of our owners and customers,
supporting the value creation on an ongoing basis and
securing the highest risk-balanced return possible to our
customers.
PFA’s business model
PFA was founded by employers’ and employees’ organisations with the purpose of ensuring financial security
for employees and their families when they became
too old to work, became unable to work or changed
jobs. Therefore, the owners chose to waive their share
of the profit PFA generates to ensure that as much as
possible of PFA's profit was distributed to the customers. This continues to be the case today, where customers receive a part of PFA Pension’s profit through PFA
CustomerCapital.
In addition to this, PFA generates value for its customers
through professional advisory services, flexible insurance plans and active investment of the savings, which
make use of PFA’s professional investment expertise and
economies of scale to generate favourable risk-adjusted
returns at low costs.
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An overview of the Group’s legal structure and units can
be found in the section Group Structure on page 98 of
this report.
Annual general meeting and Board of Directors
PFA’s highest authority is the general meeting, and the
ordinary annual general meeting is held every year in
March. The annual general meeting elects the Board of
Directors, which manages the company’s affairs.
The PFA Pension Board of Directors and the PFA Holding
Board of Directors are identical. The Board is composed
of 10 members elected by the shareholders at the AGM,
and five members elected by employees.
The Board of Directors’ duty is to oversee the company’s
business activities and ensure that the company is run
in a responsible manner and in accordance with legislation, the Articles of Association, the business model
and the policies and directions laid down by the Board of
Directors.
The Board of Directors appoints and dismisses the
company’s Executive Board, Chief Actuary and Internal
Auditor.
Board members elected by the annual general meeting
are elected for one year at a time, and board members
elected by the employees are elected for four years at a
time. Board members can be re-elected.
At least once a year, the Board of Directors completes a
self-evaluation which means that the Board of Directors
evaluates which collective and individual competences
must be available on the board based on the company’s
business model and the associated risks and considering
the requirements resulting from legislation and the practice of the Danish Financial Supervisory Board.
At the annual self-evaluation in August 2021, the Board
of Directors evaluated that collective and individual
competences should be available on the board within the
areas stated below.
Collective competences
• General management
• Customers and the market
• Savings products and investment products

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insurance products
Legislative framework
Insurance-related conditions
Investment schemes and capital structure
Investment conditions
Risk management
Outsourcing
Technology and IT.

Individual competences:
• At least one member of the board must possess
managerial experience from another relevant financial
company
• At least one member of the board must possess
knowledge and experience related to outsourced, important/critical functions (IT and asset management)
• At least one member of the board, who is also a member of the Audit Committee, must possess competences in accountancy or audit
• At least one member of the board must possess
knowledge of general statistics and knowledge of
PFA Pension’s partial internal model calculating the
longevity risk.
• At least one member of the board must possess
knowledge and experience related to the financial
markets and the possibilities of wealth management
and hedging
• At least one member of the board must possess
knowledge and experience related to pension products and related insurance risks, including longevity
and disability risks
• At least one member of the board must possess competences within alternative investments.
In connection with the self-evaluation in August 2021,
the Board of Directors evaluated in the light of the
company’s business model and the associated risks that
sufficient competences are available in the board and
that as a whole the members of the board possess the
necessary knowledge and experience of PFA’s risks to
understand PFA’s activities and the associated risks as
well as secure a responsible operation of the company.
Changes to the Board of Directors in 2021
At the ordinary annual general meeting on 10 March
2021, Torben Dalby Larsen and Claus Oxfeldt stepped
down from the Board of Directors. Jacob Holbraad, CEO
of the Confederation of Danish Employers (DA), and
Heino Kegel, chairman of the Danish Police Union, were
upon recommendation by the Board of Directors, elected
as new board members.

As at 31 December 2021, the employee-elected board
member Carsten Holdum stepped down from the board
and was replaced by the employee-elected alternating
member Søren Michael Dybkjær.
Chairmanship
The chairmanship consists of the Chairman and the two
Vice-Chairmen of the Board of Directors, who, together
with the Executive Management, prepare the Board of
Directors’ meetings.
As at 31 December 2021, the chairmanship consists of:
• Olov Peder Hasslev, Chairman
• Jacob Holbraad, Vice-Chairman
• Per Niels Tønnesen, Vice-Chairman
The chairmanship held 11 meetings during 2021.
Group Audit Committee and Audit Committee
As at 31 December 2021, PFA’s Group Audit Committee
and Audit Committee consist of five board members:
•
•
•
•
•

Mogens Steffensen, Chairman
Olov Peder Hasslev
Jacob Holbraad
Heino Kegel
Niels-Ulrik Mousten

Until 31 December 2021, the employee-elected board
member, Carsten Holdum, was a member of the Audit
Committee.
One of the tasks of PFA Holding A/S’s Group Audit
Committee is to serve as a monitoring function of the
financial reporting process at Group level and to oversee
that the Group’s internal control systems and risk management systems function effectively and are dealt with
at Group level. Furthermore, the Group Audit Committee
must monitor and control auditors’ independence.
PFA’s Group Audit Committee held four meetings during
2021. Internal and external audit participated in relevant
parts of all meetings.
PFA Pension’s Audit Committee’s responsibilities include
monitoring the financial reporting process and the statutory audit of the financial statements as well as overseeing the efficiency of the company’s internal controls,
internal audit and risk management systems. Furthermore, the Audit Committee must monitor and control
auditors’ independence.
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PFA Pension’s Audit Committee held four meetings
during 2021. Internal and external audit participated in
relevant parts of all the meetings.
Investment Committee
As at 31 December 2021, PFA’s Investment Committee
consists of four board members:
•
•
•
•

Niels-Ulrik Mousten, Chairman
Lars Christoffersen, employee-elected board member
Bodil Nordestgaard Ismiris
Laurits Kruse Rønn

Among other things, the Investment Committee is
tasked with handling investment recommendations and
preparing drafts for the investment strategy before
board meetings, ensuring ongoing follow-up on previously approved investments – especially property investments and alternative investments – as well as ensuring
that PFA has sufficient processes for risk management
and reporting within the investment area.
PFA’s Investment Committee held seven meetings during
2021.
Remuneration Committee
PFA's business model focuses on creating value for its
customers through the highest possible investment return and the lowest possible direct and indirect costs.
Remuneration throughout the PFA Group’s companies is
based on the principles of fairness and proper conduct.
Employees are remunerated with due regard to PFA’s
objective of generating maximum value for its customers, both in the short and long term. Accordingly, remuneration is not to include incentives that could induce
employees to assume unnecessary risks.

At the same time, the PFA Group wishes to ensure
competitive remuneration throughout the organisation
to match the value generated. Remuneration should
conform to the market and be fixed in consideration of
PFA’s desire to be able to attract and retain qualified
employees at all times. Together with other employment
terms, remuneration should reflect the customers’ and
the company’s interests and promote the long-term
objective of creating value for customers as well as promoting sound and efficient risk management.
As at 31 December 2021, PFA’s Remuneration Committee
consists of five board members, one of whom has been
elected by the employees:
•
•
•
•

Olov Peder Hasslev, Chairman
Kim Graugaard
Helle Valentin Hasselris
Mette Hyllekrog Risom, employee-elected board
member
• Per Niels Tønnesen
On behalf of the Board of Directors, the Remuneration
Committee carries out the preliminary work in connection with determining the rules of remuneration,
including submitting the salary policy to the Board of
Directors for approval and its recommendation on the
Executive Board’s remuneration. In its preliminary work,
the Committee is attentive to the company’s long-term
interests. Furthermore, the Committee may perform
other tasks relevant to the Committee’s ability to assess
remuneration. The Remuneration Committee reports to
the Board of Directors on a regular basis and held four
meetings in 2021. For information about remuneration
issues, please refer to the 2021 Remuneration Report,
which will be published in March 2022 after the ordinary
annual general meeting.
The report will be available at pfa.dk/afloenningsrapport2021. Please note that the report will be available in
Danish only.

Board and committee meetings in PFA Pension in 20211
Board meetings2
Board member

Participation

Olov Peder Hasslev, Chairman

12

Jacob Holbraad, Vice-Chairman

42

(joined the board as at 10 March 2021)

9

Per Niels Tønnesen, Vice-Chairman

11

Carsten Bach

12

Lars Christoffersen

12
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Søren Michael Dybkjær

(joined the board as at 1 January 2022)

0

Kim Graugaard

12

Helle Valentin Hasselris

11

Carsten Holdum3

(stepped down as at 31 December 2021)

Bodil Nordestgaard Ismiris
Heino Kegel

12
(joined the board as at 10 March 2021)

Janne Korsgaard
Torben Dalby Larsen

9
12

(stepped down as at 10 March 2021)

Niels-Ulrik Mousten
Claus Oxfeldt

11

2
12

(stepped down as at 10 March 2021)

1

Mette Hyllekrog Risom

12

Laurits Kruse Rønn

12

Mogens Steffensen

12

Number of meetings

12

1) Any closed meetings are not included in the counting of meetings in this and the above subsections.
2) A total of 12 board meetings were held in PFA Holding and PFA Pension in 2021. Out of the 12 board meetings, nine were held in both PFA Holding
and PFA Pension, while three separate board meetings were held in PFA Pension.
3) The employee-elected board member Carsten Holdum has been replaced by the employee-elected alternating member Søren Michael Dybkjær.

Chairmanship meetings
Board member
Torben Dalby Larsen

Participation
(stepped down as at 10 March 2021)

Olov Peder Hasslev
Jacob Holbraad

1
11

(joined the board as at 10 March 2021)

9

Per Niels Tønnesen

11

Number of meetings

11

Audit Committee meetings
Board member

Participation

Mogens Steffensen

4

Olov Peder Hasslev

(joined the board as at 10 March 2021)

3

Jacob Holbraad

(joined the board as at 10 March 2021)

3

Carsten Holdum

(stepped down as at 31 December 2021)

4

Heino Kegel

(joined the board as at 10 March 2021)

3

Torben Dalby Larsen

(stepped down as at 10 March 2021)

1

Niels-Ulrik Mousten
Claus Oxfeldt
Number of meetings

4
(stepped down as at 10 March 2021)

1
4
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Investment Committee meetings
Board member

Participation

Olov Peder Hasslev

(stepped down as at 10 March 2021)

1

Niels-Ulrik Mousten

7

Lars Christoffersen

6

Bodil Nordestgaard Ismiris

7

Laurits Kruse Rønn

6

Number of meetings

7

Remuneration Committee meetings
Board member

Participation

Olov Peder Hasslev

(joined the board as at 10 March 2021)

Kim Graugaard

4

Helle Valentin Hasselris

3

Torben Dalby Larsen

(stepped down as at 10 March 2021)

2

Mette Hyllekrog Risom

4

Per Niels Tønnesen

4

Number of meetings

4

The Executive Board
PFA’s Executive Board consists of the following:

customers and PFA’s Management and ensures close
relations with our customers.

•
•
•
•
•

The Customer Board held four meetings in 2021, during
which it discussed pension policy issues, new products
and services.

Allan Polack, Group CEO
Anders Damgaard, Group CFO
Camilla Holm, EVP (joined PFA on 1 July 2021)
Mads Nicolai Kaagaard, EVP
Kasper Ahrndt Lorenzen, Group CIO

Managerial posts of the Board of Directors and the
Executive Board
A list of the managerial posts of the Board of Directors
and Executive Board is shown on page 100 in this report.
PFA Customer Board
PFA has a Customer Board with up to 80 key decision-makers from our largest corporate and organisational customers. As at 31 December 2021, the Customer
Board’s chairman is Rikke Løvig Simonsen, Chairman of
Pharmadanmark.
The Customer Board serves as a liaison between
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Anchoring the strategy
In 2019, PFA developed a new strategy named Commercial Responsibility 2023. The overall ambition is that PFA
should be the leading pension company in Denmark.
This will be achieved by creating the framework for the
good life for the customers and by being a commercially responsible company that develops its business
and customer relations while also exercising corporate
responsibility.
The overall objectives have been broken into a number
of concrete sub-targets (KPIs) The KPIs are followed up
on quarterly, so that the Board of Directors and Executive Board as well as executive staff members and other
employees get information on how PFA performs.

PFA lends millions to the building of
a new battery factory
In 2020, PFA signed a loan agreement with the Swedish company Northvolt to
finance the building of Northvolt Ett. The factory is expected to be Europe’s largest
factory using sustainable production methods to produce lithium-ion batteries,
mainly for electric vehicles. The industrial partners involved in the project include
companies such as BMW and Volkswagen. PFA’s loan is part of a larger loan package
of DKK 10.2 billion.
Photo: Common Ground Denmark
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The PFA Group as at 31 December 2021

1,636 employees in total
(including hourly-paid employees)
8.1 %

Age 60+

15.7 %

Age 50-59
24.3 %

51 %

49 %

21.6 %

Age 40-49
Age 30-39
Below age 30

30.3 %

2020 51 %

2020 49 %

2021

181 vice presidents, senior managers and managers
1.1 %
3.9 %

Age 60+
21.6 %

Age 50-59
26.5 %

63 %

37 %

2020 63 %

2020 37 %

2021

Age 40-49
Age 30-39

47 %

Below age 30

A flexible working life

550

employees

We have learned from the way we worked during the pandemic, and, as a rule, all
employees can work from home 2 days a week. During the restriction-free period,
550 employees worked from home every day on average. Mondays and Fridays are
the most popular days to work from home.

2-3

According to our engagement survey, 2/3 of the employees wish to work from home
2 or 3 days a week.

days

23

All employees can choose to reduce their working hours to 80 % against 80 % salary. At year-end, 23 employees had chosen this option.

employees
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The KPIs are also incorporated into bonus models, and
bonuses are thus dependent on, among other things,
PFA’s overall performance.
For each of the overall goals, a plan has been made of each
of the key initiatives that are to be carried out in order to
implement the strategy. The initiatives are anchored in
PFA’s management team with the related organisation, and
the progress plans are followed up on regularly to ensure
progress and assess any needs for adjustment.
PFA’s Executive Board communicates the overall strategic
direction towards 2023. Executives and employees will
be briefed regularly through the intranet and at dialogue
meetings on the status of the overall goals and progress
plans. Furthermore, management and the ongoing strategic work will create a broad internal anchoring at all
levels in the organisation.
Targets for female representation at management
level
PFA has set targets for the so-called underrepresented gender on the management team – in practice, this
means the share of women – and adopted a policy to increase the share of women at all levels of management.
PFA’s focus is on attracting female candidates for both
seats on the Board of Directors and management positions in general to, over time, attain the desired target
figures. The work with gender diversity is described
in PFA’s Corporate Responsibility Report, which also
contains the statutory review of fulfilment of the PFA
Group’s targets and policy for the underrepresented
gender at management level. The report will be available
at english.pfa.dk/cr-rapport2021.

PFA’s whistleblower scheme
PFA’s whistleblower scheme allows employees, customers and external business partners to report conditions
– in a secure and confidential way – in any case of suspicion or knowledge about violation of legislation, fraud
or other dishonest or unfair circumstances that conflicts
with PFA’s policies and values.
The reporting can be made confidentially and anonymously when done through the whistleblower system
through a link at PFA's website or intranet. To ensure
anonymity, the whistleblower system is hosted by an
external IT supplier. Furthermore, the whistleblower system is independent from all other systems in PFA. The
system is tested regularly.
The cases are reported electronically to the Chairman of
the Audit Committee and the Chief Compliance Officer or
other members of the Audit Committee, who will examine the issues in further detail and report to the Board
of Directors. PFA guarantees that it will not imply any
negative consequences for employees or the relationship with external parties who have made a report in
good faith about actual or supposed violations.
Once a year, employees with the PFA Group go through
a compulsory training programme concerning use of
the whistleblower scheme. The purpose of the training
programme is to heighten the knowledge of the scheme
among the employees.
In 2021, 7 cases where reported, which have been processed and completed.

A breakdown by gender for the PFA Group’s executive
levels is as follows for 2021: 40 per cent female managers, 35 per cent female senior managers, 31 per cent
female vice presidents/directors and 20 per cent female
members of the Executive Board.
Diversity as a strength
PFA’s has a personnel policy for diversity, as we want to
create an inclusive culture with equal opportunities for
everyone, where it will be ambitions, competences and
commitment that determines the career opportunities
of the employees. In 2021, we held several workshops
together with Living Institute for all managers at PFA.
The workshops dealt with blind spots and unconscious
biases. The work with diversity is describe in PFA’s Corporate Responsibility Report.
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Expectations for 2022
In 2022, we expect the result for the year to be in the same range as in 2021. We expect a market with
continuing economic growth, though this may be impacted by rising inflation, new potential corona variants and high energy prices.

Investment climate
We expect the strong economic upswing to continue
in 2022, even if it may shift to a lower gear. The main
driver is expected to be private consumption, where especially the strong financial position of households with
more savings and gradual improvements to the labour
market that can ensure a robust level of economic activity. On the supply side, it is expected that the supply
chain issues will gradually be solved in the second half
of 2022, which will help keep inflation in check. However,
we are seeing signs of prices facing pressure in other
parts of the economy, and therefore we expect that the
inflation in the United States will be just under three per
cent at the end of 2022.
The risk landscape is particularly impacted by the uncertainty surrounding inflation. This applies not least
to the United States, where persistent levels of high
inflation may force The Fed to raise interest rates faster.
We believe that The Fed has some room to manoeuvre
in terms of leaving the inflation above the objective for
a certain period of time. China’s current rebalancing
and the challenges it faces with its real estate sector is
another significant risk, because, should China’s growth
falter, this can also have a negative impact on the global
economy. Finally, there are still risks associated with the
corona pandemic, where mutations of the virus might
prove challenging for the vaccines.
High levels of growth and increasing inflation means
that we expect slightly rising rates in government bonds
in the coming year, from just over two per cent in the
United States to zero per cent in Germany. This should
also support a moderately positive trend for equities,
even if the risk landscape suggests that there may be
several bumps along the way. Based on the relative
developments in interest rates and growth and the likely
monetary policies, we expect that the US dollar will remain strong in 2022. This is not least because of the fact
that the United States is virtually self-sufficient in terms
of energy while Europe suffers much more from rising
energy prices - and a cold winter could reduce consumers’ willingness to spend and weaken the upturn.
Deposit interest rate
The deposit interest rate for 2022 is set to three per
cent in all four interest rate groups in the average
interest rate environment, which amounts to 3.25 per
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cent including interest from PFA’s CustomerCapital for
customers who have what amounts to five per cent of
their deposits in PFA CustomerCapital.
Result for the year
The result before tax for 2022 is expected to be around
the same level as in 2021. The result will depend on how
the financial markets end up performing, life expectancy
projections, how the discount curve moves and volatility
adjustments. These factors will all have an impact on
whether the operational risk charge can be recognised
in full as income for the average interest rate environment holdings and they will also have an impact on
developments in claims costs and initiatives to improve
the insurance result. Viewed in isolation, a small positive
result for health and accident insurance is expected. The
solvency ratio is expected to remain at a high level.

Managers participated in
the Pension Day
On the last Sunday in October, the Danish pension industry is
holding the annual Pension Day. This year, 14 advisors and 31
managers from PFA participated. The advisors take calls from
customers who have questions about their insurance cover or
savings, and the managers called PFA customers to tell them
about the advantages of being a PFA customer. During the threehour event, managers and advisors managed to speak to over 600
customers.
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Events after the
balance sheet date
Management has not identified any events that significantly impact the Group’s financial position between
balance sheet date and the publishing date of the annual
report.
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PFA Advisory Table on
a healthy working life
A healthy working life is the framework for the new Advisory Table that PFA set
up in 2021. This is a dialogue-based forum where we continually share experiences with our corporate and organisational customers and, at the same time, get
input from external researchers and experts from places such as the University of
Copenhagen, the Technical University of Denmark, Copenhagen Business School
and the National Research Centre for Work Environment
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5-year summary for the PFA Group
Key figures (DKK million)

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Premiums incl. health and accident insurance

34,067

37,374

39,415

40,737

43,819

Premiums excl. health and accident insurance

32,077

35,505

37,383

38,521

41,310

Insurance benefits

(21,362)

(21,329)

(21,033)

(24,013)

(31,103)

Investment return

26,304

(5,302)

57,553

30,972

39,220

(829)

(850)

(887)

(908)

(1,188)

81

72

202

178

56

460

1,030

2,388

853

432

(423)

(1,134)

(2,273)

(841)

(490)

Profit/(loss) before tax

399

(60)

301

231

349

Profit for the year

247

10

70

180

113

440,826

449,343

513,453

553,451

597,007

7,731

7,803

8,745

8,322

8,108

31,359

32,347

33,101

33,329

32,769

596,268

575,821

688,754

730,106

725,374

Rate of return related to average interest rate products

3.4 %

0.7 %

11.8 %

6.6 %

(2.5) %

Rate of return related to market rate products

8.3 %

(3.3) %

12.8 %

4.9 %

12.5 %

Risk on return related to market rate products

4.25

4.25

4.25

4.25

4.50

0.20 %

0.19 %

0.20 %

0.18 %

0.22 %

DKK 733

DKK 696

DKK 699

DKK 703

DKK 909

Return on equity after tax

4.6 %

0.2 %

1.3 %

3.1 %

1.9 %

Interest on CustomerCapital, which receives return like equity

7.4 %

1.5 %

1.7 %

4.1 %

3.6 %

Income statement

Total insurance operating expenses
Profit on ceded business
Technical result
Technical result of health and accident insurance

Balance sheet
Total provisions for insurance and investment contracts
Total equity
CustomerCapital
Total assets

Financial ratios

Expense ratio on provisions
Expenses per insured
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Statement by the Executive Board and the
Board of Directors on the Annual Report
We have today presented the Annual Report of PFA
Holding A/S for the financial year 1 January – 31 December 2021.
The consolidated financial statements and the parent
company's financial statements have been presented in
accordance with the Danish Financial Business Act.
We consider the consolidated financial statements and
the financial statements to give a true and fair view of
the Group’s and the Parent Company’s assets, liabilities,
financial position and results.

In our opinion, the Management’s Review gives a fair
presentation of the development in the Group’s and
Parent Company’s activities and financial position as
well as a description of material risks and elements of
uncertainty that may affect the Group and the Parent
Company.
We present the annual report for approval by the Annual
General Meeting of shareholders.
This document has been signed by the parties below
which, with their digital signatures, certify the content
of the document as well as the approval dates specified
in the document.

Copenhagen, 10 February 2022
Executive Board:
Allan Polack

Anders Damgaard

Camilla Holm

Mads Nicolai Kaagaard

Group CEO

Group CFO

Executive Vice President

Executive Vice President

Olov Peder Hasslev

Jacob Holbraad

Per Niels Tønnesen

Chairman

Vice-Chairman

Vice-Chairman

Carsten Bach

Lars Christoffersen

Søren Michael Dybkjær

Kim Graugaard

Helle Valentin Hasselris

Bodil Nordestgaard Ismiris

Heino Kegel

Janne Korsgaard

Niels Ulrik Mousten

Mette Hyllekrog Risom

Laurits Kruse Rønn

Mogens Steffensen

Kasper Ahrndt Lorenzen
Group CIO

Board of Directors:
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Independent auditor's report
To the shareholders of PFA Holding A/S
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated financial statements
and the parent financial statements of PFA Holding A/S
for the financial year 1 January 2021 to 31 December
2021 which comprise the income statement, statement
of comprehensive income, balance sheet, statement of
changes in equity and notes, including a summary of significant accounting policies, for the Group as well as the
Parent. The consolidated financial statements and the
parent financial statements are prepared in accordance
with the Danish Financial Business Act.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements and
the parent financial statements give a true and fair view
of the Group’s and the Parent’s financial position at 31
December 2021 and of their financial performance for
the financial year 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021
in accordance with the Danish Financial Business Act.
Our opinion is consistent with our audit book comments issued to the Audit Committee and the Board of
Directors.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) and the additional
requirements applicable in Denmark. Our responsibilities
under those standards and requirements are further
described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit
of the consolidated financial statements and the parent
financial statements section of this auditor’s report. We
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are independent of the Group in accordance with the
International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’
International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
(IESBA Code) and the additional ethical requirements
applicable in Denmark, and we have fulfilled our other
ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and the IESBA Code. We believe that the audit
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate
to provide a basis for our opinion.
To the best of our knowledge and belief, we have not
provided any prohibited non-audit services as referred to
in Article 5(1) of Regulation (EU) No 537/2014.
We were appointed auditors of PFA Holding A/S for the
first time on 7 May 2002 for the financial year 2002. We
have been reappointed annually by decision of the general meeting for a total contiguous engagement period
of 20 years up to and including the financial year 2021.
We were reappointed after a tendering process at the
Annual General Meeting on 23 April 2014.
Key audit matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our audit
of the consolidated financial statements and the parent
financial statements for the financial year 1 January 2021
to 31 December 2021. These matters were addressed
in the context of our audit of the consolidated financial
statements and the parent financial statements as a
whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do
not provide a separate opinion on these matters.

Measurement of unlisted investments

How the matter was addressed in the audit

Unlisted investments amount to DKK 152.8 billion at 31
December 2021 (DKK 131.9 billion at 31 December 2020)
and consist of investments measured at fair value, were
the input is not observable (level 3). We have assessed
measurement of unlisted investments to be a key audit
matter as the measurement is affected by management
estimates, including assessments and assumptions and
management choice of methodology applied and the
data used. Changes in assumptions and the methodology applied may have a material impact on the measurement of unlisted investments.

Based on our risk assessment, we have audited Management’s measurement of unlisted investments.

The most material judgements are:
• Choice of methodology and the data used.
• Assessment of future cash flows, including rental
income, idle levels, earnings, etc.
• Assessment of required rate of return, including
illiquid premium and investment-specific risk premium
expectations.
• Assessment of valuation multiples.

Our audit procedures included the following elements:
• Test of key controls concerning the determination by
Management of assumptions, including whether key
controls have been designed and implemented appropriately and operate effectively during the financial
year.
• Assessment of the methodology applied based on the
characteristics of the investments, our industry knowledge and experience.
• Test of the completeness and accuracy of data used
on a sample basis.
• Assessment of key assumptions, including trends,
budgets, external market data and testing of underlying documentation on a sample basis.

Management has further described principles and
assumptions regarding the measurement of unlisted
investments in the accounting policies and disclosures.
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Measurement of provisions for insurance
and investment contracts

How the matter was addressed in the audit

Provisions for insurance and investment contracts
amount to DKK 596.8 billion at 31 December 2021 (DKK
553.5.5 billion at 31 December 2020). We have assessed
measurement of provisions for insurance and investment
contracts to be a key audit matter as the calculation is
complex and the measurement is significantly affected
by management estimates, including assumptions of
future events, the methodology applied and data used.
Changes in assumptions, the methodology applied and
data used may have a material impact on the measurement of provisions for insurance and investment
contracts.

Based on our risk assessment, we have audited Management’s measurement of provisions for insurance and
investment contracts.

The most material judgements and assumptions are:
• Assessment of future cash flows on concluded insurance and investment contracts, including determining
risk and profit margin.
• Determining life expectancy.
• Determining expected surrender probabilities.
• Determining expected disability rates and reactivation
intensities.
Management has provided further information about
policies and assumptions for the statement of provisions
for insurance and investment contracts in the accounting
policies and note 23 “Life insurance provisions” and note
24 “Life insurance provisions, market rate”.
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Our audit procedures included the following elements,
where we also made use of our internationally qualified
actuaries:
• Test of key controls concerning the determination by
Management of assumptions, including whether key
controls have been designed and implemented appropriately and operate effectively during the financial
year.
• Assessment of assumptions and methodology applied
compared to generally accepted actuarial standards
and historical trends.
• Assessment of basis and process for determination of
assumptions for risk and profit margin.
• Assessment of the applied disability and mortality
rates, reactivation assumptions and surrender probabilities compared to historical data, run-off results and
market practice.
• Test of completeness and accuracy of the underlying
data and examining the actuarial calculations and
models on a sample basis.
Based on analyses made by the Company, we have assessed the trends in provisions for insurance and investments contracts compared to last year and the trends in
industry standards and practice, including assessment of
the development in the ratios of interest rate, risk and
cost account surplus.

Management's responsibilities for the consolidated financial statements and the parent financial
statements
Management is responsible for the preparation of consolidated financial statements and parent financial statements that give a true and fair view in accordance with
the Danish Financial Business Act, and for such internal
control as Management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements
and parent financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

•

•
In preparing the consolidated financial statements and
the parent financial statements, Management is responsible for assessing the Group’s and the Parent’s ability to
continue as a going concern, for disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern, and for using the
going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of
the consolidated financial statements and the parent
financial statements unless Management either intends
to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or has
no realistic alternative but to do so.
Auditor's responsibilities for the audit of the
consolidated financial statements and the parent
financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the consolidated financial statements and the
parent financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and
to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is
not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance
with ISAs and additional requirements applicable in Denmark will always detect a material misstatement when it
exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and
are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these
consolidated financial statements and these parent
financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs and additional requirements applicable in Denmark, we exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements and the
parent financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is

•

•

•

sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one
resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or
the override of internal control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant
to the audit in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the Group’s and the Parent’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies
used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
and related disclosures made by Management.
Conclude on the appropriateness of Management’s
use of the going concern basis of accounting in the
preparation of the consolidated financial statements
and the parent financial statements, and, based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that
may cast significant doubt on the Group’s and the
Parent’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we
conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the
related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements and the parent financial statements or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained
up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future
events or conditions may cause the Group and the
Entity to cease to continue as a going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements and the
parent financial statements, including the disclosures
in the notes, and whether the consolidated financial statements and the parent financial statements
represent the underlying transactions and events in a
manner that gives a true and fair view.
Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding
the financial information of the entities or business
activities within the Group to express an opinion on
the consolidated financial statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of
the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our
audit opinion.

We communicate with those charged with governance
regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we
identify during our audit.
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We also provide those charged with governance with a
statement that we have complied with relevant
ethical requirements regarding independence, and
to communicate with them all relationships and other
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our
independence, and, where applicable, safeguards put in
place and measures taken to eliminate threats.
From the matters communicated with those charged
with governance, we determine those matters that were
of most significance in the audit of the consolidated
financial statements and the parent financial statements
of the current period and are therefore the key audit
matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s
report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare
circumstances, we determine that a matter should not
be communicated in our report because the adverse
consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such
communication.
Statement on the management commentary
Management is responsible for the management
commentary. Our opinion on the consolidated financial
statements and the parent financial statements does
not cover the management commentary, and we do not
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the consolidated financial
statements and the parent financial statements, our responsibility is to read the management commentary and,
in doing so, consider whether the management commentary is materially inconsistent with the consolidated
financial statements and the parent financial statements
or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise
appears to be materially misstated.
Moreover, it is our responsibility to consider whether
the management commentary provides the information
required under the Danish Financial Business Act.
Based on the work we have performed, we conclude
that the management commentary is in accordance with
the consolidated financial statements and the parent financial statements and has been prepared in accordance
with the requirements of the Danish Financial Business
Act. We did not identify any material misstatement of
the management commentary.
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Copenhagen, 10. February 2022
Deloitte
Statsautoriseret Revisionspartnerselskab
Business Registration No. 33 96 35 56

Henrik Wellejus		
State-Authorised 		
Public Accountant 		
MNE no mne24807

Michael Thorø Larsen
State-Authorised
Public Accountant
MNE-no mne35823

PFA participated in the
Glasgow climate summit
Kasper A. Lorenzen, Group CIO, participated in COP26 - UN Climate Change
Conference in Glasgow. Kasper A. Lorenzen was joined by PFA’s partners in
the Vindø consortium in hosting the event: “The Future of Offshore Wind:
Energy Islands and Power-to-X” in order to put the spotlight on the opportunities inherent in creating energy islands. In addition, he also participated in
a debate hosted by State of Green Denmark about how to raise funds for a
green and fair transition between now and 2030.
Photo: State of Green Denmark
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Income statement
I n c o m e sta tem en t

Note (DKK million)

PFA Group
2021

2020

Gross premiums
Ceded insurance premiums
Total premiums, net of reinsurance

41,310
(161)
41,148

38,521
(123)
38,398

Income from group enterprises
Income from associates
Income from investment properties and other tangible investment assets
Interest income and dividends, etc.
Value adjustments
Interest expenses
Administrative expenses related to investment activities
Total investment return
Pension yield tax

5,290
1,449
10,760
23,005
(168)
(1,115)
39,220
(5,673)

(1,242)
1,184
11,055
21,370
(264)
(1,131)
30,972
(4,428)

Claims and benefits paid
Reinsurance cover received
Total insurance benefits, net of reinsurance

(31,103)
218
(30,885)

(24,013)
302
(23,711)

-

-

Change in life insurance provisions
Change in life insurance provisions, market rate
Total change in life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance

17,175
(55,257)
(38,081)

(3,024)
(36,460)
(39,484)

-

-

Change in profit margin
Change in CustomerCapital (surplus funds)

(4,922)
559

549
89

-

-

6

Acquisition costs
Administrative expenses
Total insurance operating expenses, net of reinsurance

(385)
(803)
(1,188)

(347)
(561)
(908)

7

Transferred investment return

254

(624)

432
(490)
301
201
(95)

853
(841)
139
160
(80)

107
-

177
-

349
(77)
272
(159)

231
(52)
180
1

107
6
113
-

177
3
180
-

113

180

113

180

(2)
(3)
5
(0)

39
(29)
(10)
0

113

180

1

2
3
6
4
5

23
24

22

8
7

TECHNICAL RESULT
TECHNICAL RESULT OF HEALTH AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Investment return on equity
Other income
Other expenses

9 PROFIT/(LOSS) BEFORE TAX
10 Tax
Net profit/(loss) for the year before minority interests
Minority interests' share
NET PROFIT/(LOSS) FOR THE YEAR
Value adjustment of owner-occupied property
Value adjustment of infrastructure facilities
Exchange differences in connection with foreign currency translations
Other comp. income transferred to provisions for insurance contracts
Total other comprehensive income
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR
Recommended distribution of the profit/(loss):
Dividend
Transfer to equity
Comprehensive income for the year
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2021
131
1
(1)
(0)
0
130
-

(23)
(23)
-

-

2020
199
1
(1)
(0)
0
199
-

(21)
(21)
-

-

113

180

0
113
113

0
180
180

Balance sheet
Ba l a n c e sh eet

Note (DKK million)

PFA Group

PFA Holding A/S

2021

2020

2021

2020

543

441

28

28

51
1,216
1,267

44
1,038
1,081

-

-

-

-

ASSETS
Intangible assets
11
12

Equipment
Owner-occupied properties
Total tangible assets

13

Investment properties and other tangible investment assets

38,309

29,332

Investments in group enterprises and associates
Equity investments in group enterprises
Equity investments in associates
Loans to associates
Total investments in group enterprises and associates

8,403
1,833
10,235

6,432
1,935
8,367

5,796
5,796

5,706
5,706

Other financial investment assets
Equity investments
Bonds
Secured loans
Other loans
Deposits with credit institutions
Miscellaneous
Total other financial investment assets

24,789
180,088
242
5,057
6,061
34,804
251,042

21,378
194,735
246
4,885
4,464
51,406
277,114

172
172

127
0
127

TOTAL INVESTMENT ASSETS

299,586

314,813

5,968

5,833

INVESTMENT ASSETS RELATED TO MARKET RATE PRODUCTS

402,090

371,351

83
64
1,215
1,363

14
15

16
17
17
18
19

20

Receivables
Receivables from policyholders
Receivables from insurance companies
Receivables from group enterprises
Other receivables
Total receivables

10

Other assets
Current tax assets
Deferred tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total other assets
Prepayments and accrued income
Interest receivable and accumulated rent
Other prepayments and accrued income
Total prepayments and accrued income
TOTAL ASSETS

-

-

86
89
1,676
1,851

0
0
0

0
0

69
1,861
14,490
16,421

88
121
36,356
36,566

2
9
5
16

0
10
37
47

3,461
645
4,105

3,340
662
4,002

0
0

1
1

725,374

730,106

6,012

5,909
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Balance sheet
Ba l a n c e sh eet

Note (DKK million)

PFA Group

PFA Holding A/S

2021

2020

2021

2020

1
3
1,245
4,757
0
6,006
2,102
8,108

1
3
1,245
4,644
0
5,893
2,429
8,322

1
6,005
0
6,006
6,006

1
5,892
0
5,893
5,893

32,769
32,769

33,329
33,329

-

-

1,260
166
184,557
379,781
17,704
11,958
1,581
597,007

2,020
65
201,734
324,528
12,781
10,592
1,731
553,451

-

-

-

-

6
0
6

16
0
16

-

-

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

21

22

23
24
25
26

10

27

28

Equity
Share capital
Revaluation reserve, owner-occupied properties
Contingency fund
Retained earnings
Proposed dividend
Equity, PFA Holding A/S
Equity, minority interests
Total equity
Subordinate loan capital
CustomerCapital (surplus funds)
Subordinate loan capital
Provisions for insurance and investments contracts
Provisions for unearned premiums
Profit margin on non-life insurance contracts
Life insurance provisions
Life insurance provisions, market rate
Profit margin on life insurance and investment contracts
Provisions for claims
Risk margin on non-life insurance contracts
Total provisions for insurance and investment contracts
Provisions
Deferred tax liabilities
Total provisions

-

Liabilities other than provisions
Payables, direct insurance operations
Bond loans
Payables to credit institutions
Payables to group enterprises
Current tax liabilities
Other payables
Total liabilities other than provisions
Accruals and deferred income
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

62

Collateral recieved and contingent assets
Collateral and contingent liabilities
Related parties
Breakdown of assets and returns
Financial instruments at fair value
Risk management
5-year summary, see page 52
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-

50
8,940
27,360
7,147
43,720
87,216

46
6,287
67,542
3,979
56,795
134,649

273

355

725,374

730,106

6,012

5,909

Statement
of changes in equity and capital structure
St a t e m e n t o f c h a n g e s in e quit y a n d c a p it a l st r uc t ur e
(DKK million)

Equity 1 January 2020

PFA Group

Contingency

Retained

Share capital

fund

earnings

1

1,245

4,468

Equity,

Equity,

PFA Holding
A/S

minority
interests

Total equity

5,714

3,115

8,829
180

Profit/(loss) for the year

-

-

180

180

(1)

Other comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

-

-

Comprehensive income

-

-

180

180

(1)

180

Distributed dividend

-

-

(0)

(0)

-

(0)

Cash capital increase and capital
disposals

-

-

-

-

(685)

(685)

Equity 31 December 2020

1

1,245

4,647

5,893

2,429

8,322

Equity 1 January 2021

1

1,245

4,647

5,893

2,429

8,322
272

Profit/(loss) for the year

-

-

113

113

159

Other comprehensive income

-

-

(0)

(0)

-

(0)

Comprehensive income

-

-

113

113

159

272

Distributed dividend

-

-

(0)

(0)

-

(0)

Cash capital increase and capital
disposals

-

-

-

-

(486)

(486)

Equity 31 December 2021

1

1,245

4,760

6,006

2,102

8,108

(DKK million)

PFA Holding A/S

Share capital

Contingency

Retained

fund

earnings

Equity,

Equity,

PFA Holding
A/S

minority

Equity 1 January 2020

1

-

5,712

5,713

Profit/(loss) for the year

-

-

180

Other comprehensive income

-

-

-

Comprehensive income

-

-

180

interests

Total equity

-

5,713

180

-

180

-

-

-

180

-

180

Distributed dividend

-

-

(0)

(0)

-

(0)

Equity 31 December 2020

1

-

5,892

5,893

-

5,893

Equity 1 January 2021

1

-

5,892

5,893

-

5,893
113

Profit/(loss) for the year

-

-

113

113

-

Other comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

-

-

Comprehensive income

-

-

113

113

-

113

Distributed dividend

-

-

(0)

(0)

-

(0)

Equity 31 December 2021

1

-

6,005

6,006

-

6,006

Of which proposed dividend

0

0

An allocation of DKK 50,000 has been made for dividend for PFA Holding A/S in 2021 (2020: DKK 50,000).

Note (DKK million)

Capital base and capital requirement
Capital base of financial subsidiaries
Capital base employed on a dual basis
Other non-accepted capital
Group capital base

PFA Holding A/S
2021

2020

52,986
(5,796)
(14,578)
32,612

49,538
(5,706)
(16,754)
27,077

The Group’s capital base is calculated according to method 2 of the Solvency II regulations.
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Notes to the income statement and balance sheet
Summary of significant
accounting policies
General information
The Annual Report is presented in accordance with the
Danish Financial Business Act and the Executive Order on
Financial Reports for Insurance Companies and Multi-Employer Occupational Pension Funds (the Danish Executive
Order on the Presentation of Financial Statements).
The accounting policies are unchanged compared to the
annual report 2020.
All amounts in the financial statements are presented in
whole DKK million. Every figure is rounded off separately and, for that reason, minor differences between
the stated totals and the sum of underlying figures may
occur.
Accounting estimates
The preparation of the consolidated financial statements
requires that management undertakes a range of estimates and judgements regarding future conditions which
have a material impact on the carrying amount of assets
and provisions. The areas in which management’s critical
estimates and assessments have the most significant
impact on the financial statements are:
• provisions regarding insurance contracts
• fair value of unlisted financial instruments, alternative
investments and investment properties.
Provisions regarding insurance contracts
The calculation of provisions regarding insurance contracts is based on a range of actuarial calculations. These
calculations include assumptions on a number of variables
such as interest, mortality and disability. The assumptions
are based on the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority’s 20-year longevity benchmark and empirical data
from the existing insurance portfolio and are updated at
least once a year. For risk cover, the insurance provisions
are calculated taking into account expectations regarding the scope of future recoveries and reopenings of
old cases. The expectations are based on empirical data
from the existing insurance portfolio and are updated at
least once a year.
PFA bases its calculation of the current value of insurance provisions, including provisions for risk cover related to market rate products, on a yield curve produced
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according to principles and on the basis of data that
must be assumed to lead to a curve that, to the extent
possible, does not deviate from the published curve from
EIOPA. In practice, provisions for regular life insurance
are calculated using the Danish Financial Supervisory
Authority’s yield curve. For insurance plans with payout
protection cover in PFA Plus, provisions are in practice
calculated by using a discount yield curve calculated by
PFA on the basis of market data following the same principles as EIOPA’s yield curve without volatility adjustment
supplement. Any effects of EIOPA’s yield curve which
appear after the closing of the accounts will only be
included if deemed significant for the assessment of the
financial statements.
Fair value of unlisted financial instruments, alternative investments and investment properties. Fair value
for financial instruments with listed prices on active
markets where identical assets or liabilities are present
at the measurement date (level 1) or where fair value is
based on valuation models with other direct or indirect
observable input than public prices (level 2) or if no
significant estimates are involved in the valuation. For
unlisted financial instruments, alternative investments
and investment properties where fair value is based on
observable market data to a minor extent only (level 3),
the valuation is affected by estimates. Primarily, this
applies to investments and equity investments in group
enterprises and associates with investments in investment properties and alternative investments, to unlisted
equity investments in private equity funds and property
funds etc., loans and to other unlisted investments.
A further description can be found under the section
Investment assets and Financial investment assets below
and note 33, which includes a breakdown of investment
assets and financial liabilities according to the fair value
hierarchy (level 1-3) and among these a specification as
well as further information on measurement etc. of level
3 assets.
Changes in accounting estimates
Life insurance provisions
For the calculation of life insurance provisions, the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority’s updated longevity
benchmark has been used, where both the observed
present mortality rate and the expected improvements
in longevity were updated in relation to the 2020 assumptions. The assumptions concerning disability and
reactivations have also been updated.

PFA's mortality model is lower than the benchmark
mortality rate for men under the age of 100 and for
women under the age of 80, while the mortality rate for
men over the age of 100 and for women over the age
of 80 matches the benchmark mortality. The benchmark update for the year has only resulted in minor
changes but has led to a drop in life expectancy of, for
example, approximately 0.1 years for 60-year-old men
and an increase of approximately 0.1 years for 60-yearold women compared with the assumptions previously
applied, which were based on the Danish FSA's benchmark published in 2020. A 60-year-old man is expected
to live another 27 years, while a 60-year-old woman is
expected to live another 29 years. In addition, contingencies are included in the calculation in case of an
increase in remaining life expectancy, which amounts to
approximately 0.1 years for a 60-year-old. The update
of the longevity assumptions has in 2021 - seen in isolation – resulted in a drop of DKK 8 million in the guaranteed benefits including risk margin in interest group
1 to 4 in relation to the previously reported longevity
assumptions.
Except from a marginal effect from the company’s
remaining life annuities without bonus, the total life
insurance provisions were not affected as the reduction is counterbalanced by an increase in the collective
customer reserves.
Profit margin
The 2021 update of the assumptions applying to the
estimate concerning profit margin, including adjustment
for policyholder behaviour, resulted in a reduction in the
profit margin in the average interest rate environment
of DKK 0.2 billion and a reduction in the profit margin in
the market rate environment of DKK 2.2 billion before
including the expected future loss on risk coverage.
In interest groups 3 and 4, all unallocated profits are
included in the profit margin as the guaranteed benefits
for the customers are not expected to be revalued due
to the current return expectations for the market.
Health and accident insurance
The annual update of actuarial assumptions for disability
and reactivations together with increased risk margin
due to i.a. the corona pandemic have resulted in a total
reduction in the provisions for unearned premiums and
claims and the risk margin of a total of DKK 75 million.

DKK 1,066 million after recognition of increased inflation
expectations, of which DKK 383 million is attributable to
existing occupational capacity and critical illness insurance cover with insurance underwriting in life insurance
instead of health and accident insurance.
The provisions for claims are after recognition of inflation hedging increased by DKK 317 due to increased
inflation expectations. Due to the increase in provisions
for claims, the associated risk margin increased by DKK
126 million.
Overall, the above-mentioned changes to the accounting
estimates etc. have affected the health and accident
insurance results for the year positively by DKK 698 million. For a further description of the development in the
health and accident insurance results for 2021, please
refer to the management’s review on page 19.
Net profit or loss for the year and contribution
The company has notified the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority of the principles used for distribution
of the realised results in accordance with the Danish
Executive Order on the Contribution Principle.
The total portfolio of insurance policies subject to
contribution in the average interest rate environment is
divided into homogeneous groups based on the calculation elements of interest rate, risk and costs. A collective
bonus potential is linked to each group. The insurance
policies are divided into four interest rate groups and a
number of risk and cost groups. A profit margin may also
be provided for the interest rate groups.
The share of the realised result before tax attributed to
equity and CustomerCapital for insurance plans subject
to contribution consists of the investment return on
their separate assets with the addition of operational
risk charge and deduction of any losses. The remaining
part of the realised partial result is split among the contribution groups (interest rate, risk and cost groups).
CustomerCapital consists of special bonus provisions,
type B, in accordance with Section 2 (2) of the Danish
Executive Order on Calculation of Group Capital Base for
group 1 insurance companies etc. (Bekendtgørelsen om
opgørelse af kapitalgrundlag for gruppe 1-forsikringsselskaber mv.). CustomerCapital is liable in the same
manner as equity and is divided into Collective CustomerCapital and Individual CustomerCapital.

Moreover, the provisions for unearned premiums for
expected losses and related risk margin have declined by
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Health and accident insurance results, results from
average interest rate, market rate products as well as
other income and expenses are allocated proportionately to equity and Collective CustomerCapital. Outlays as a
result of financing of discretionary rebates are covered
by equity alone.

If the realised result is negative, it will first be covered by
the group’s collective bonus potential and subsequently
by the individual bonus potential. If the bonus potential
is insufficient to cover the negative amount, the negative balance will be covered by equity and CustomerCapital on a pro-rata basis.

The reported principle for equity’s share of realised results may be deviated from in any one year for the benefit of CustomerCapital and/or collective bonus potential.

Group structure and related parties
The consolidated financial statements include companies
and assets in which the Parent Company has direct or
indirect control.

Interest rate groups
If the sum of an interest rate group’s profit margin which
is not included in the retrospective provisions and collective bonus potential is positive after the realised partial
result has been included and reduced by the amount
that, in advance, has been added to the policyholders’
deposits as an interest rate bonus, consolidations and
transfer allowances, the operational risk charge for equity and CustomerCapital will be deducted from this.
If profit margin and bonus potential still exist in an interest rate group after deduction of the operational risk
charge for the year, any reported losses and losses that
have been carried forward will be eliminated. The elimination will firstly cover losses for equity and CustomerCapital reported in previous years, and secondly any
drain on profit margin and bonus potential in the retrospective provision in the group to the extent that losses
have been covered. The elimination for the insurance
plans in the group on one side and equity and CustomerCapital on the other side is based on how these have
contributed to covering the losses.
The operational risk charge is allocated proportionally
to equity and CustomerCapital. Absent operational risk
charge cannot be carried forward to later years. Losses
for equity and CustomerCapital can, on notification to
the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, be carried
forward to be recognised in later years. This amount is
not interest-bearing.
Risk and cost groups
In the risk and cost groups, the realised result is firstly
reduced by the amount that has been allocated in advance to customers in the form of bonus etc.
If the group’s remaining realised result is positive, it is
reduced by the targeted operational risk charge allocable
to equity and CustomerCapital. If the remaining realised
result is positive, it is transferred to the group’s collective bonus potential.
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The consolidated financial statements are prepared on
the basis of the financial statements or other reporting
for all the companies that are part of the consolidation,
calculated according to the Group’s accounting policies.
The consolidation is made by combining uniform items
line for line and by eliminating intercompany balances as
well as intergroup revenue and expenses.
Equity investments in group enterprises will be eliminated with the Parent Company’s share of the group
enterprise’s carrying equity values calculated at the end
of the year.
Associates are companies in which the Group holds equity investments and exerts significant influence but does
not have control. Companies are, as a rule, classified as
associates if a company in the Group directly or indirectly holds between 20 and 50 per cent of the voting rights.
Jointly controlled enterprises are recognised in one line
under the item Equity investments in associates.
When a company is acquired, the acquired assets and liabilities are recognised and measured at fair value at the
date of acquisition. Goodwill arising on the acquisition is
recognised in the balance sheet, while negative goodwill
is recognised as income in the income statement.
The uniting-of-interests method is used in the case of a
merger between companies in the PFA Group, meaning
that the financial statements are prepared for the period
in which the merger occurred as if the companies had
been merged as from the earliest accounting period
covered by the financial statements.
Intercompany transactions
Intercompany transactions in the PFA Group are entered
into on market conditions or according to a cost recovery
principle and follow a contractual agreement between
the companies.

Foreign currency translation
The company’s functional currency and reporting currency is Danish kroner (DKK). Transactions in foreign currencies are translated using the exchange rate at the date
of transaction. Monetary balance sheet items in foreign
currencies are translated using the exchange rates of the
Bank of England (GMT 1600) prevailing on the balance
sheet date. Any exchange differences in connection
with foreign currency translations are recognised in the
income statement.

Market rate plans where life insurance and health and
accident insurance are established together are measured together. This means that profit margin on the savings part of a plan is reduced by the part of a potential
provision for losses on the health and accident insurance plan, which may be included in the profit margin in
market rate before reduction. A plan is defined as groups
of policies established through the same company or
groups of policies established through group plans for
small companies with uniform conditions.

Foreign entity translations
Assets and liabilities in foreign entities are translated
into Danish kroner at the rate at the balance sheet date.
Income and expenses are translated using the exchange
rates prevailing at the dates of the transactions. Foreign exchange gains and losses on conversion of the net
investment in a foreign entity are recognised under other
comprehensive income. The part of the amount which is
distributed to bonus-eligible insurance and investment
contracts is recognised in other comprehensive income and
is then transferred to the relevant balance sheet items.
Insurance and investment contracts
Life insurance policies are divided into insurance and
investment contracts. Insurance contracts are contracts
with significant insurance risks or which entitle the policyholder to a bonus. Investment contracts are contracts
with insignificant insurance risk and can be established
as either a market rate product, where the policyholder
carries the investment risk, with associated risk cover
without a right to bonus, or as an average interest rate
product with a right to bonus.

Income statement
Premiums
Premiums and single premiums are recognised in the
income statement at the recorded due date. Transfers
between the company’s individual insurance portfolios
are not recognised in the premium revenue unless tax
has been paid on the transfer in accordance with the
Danish Pension Tax Act. Reinsurers’ shares of premiums
are deducted.
Transfer allowances granted on the transfer from
guaranteed plans to market rate products have been
calculated based on the Danish Financial Supervisory
Authority’s Executive Order regarding calculation of the
financial value of a policyholder’s product in case of a
switch to another plan. The applied method has been
reported to the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority.

The recognition of loss of occupational capacity and critical illness cover related to market rate products is made
using the same principles as described in the subsection
Technical result of health and accident insurance.

Investment return
Income from group enterprises and associates comprises the Group’s and the Parent Company’s share of the
relevant companies’ results after tax including value
adjustments.

General principles of recognition and measurement
In the income statement, all income is recognised as it is
earned, and all expenses – including insurance benefits,
changes in provisions and changes in bonus – as they
are incurred.

Income from investment properties and other tangible
investment assets comprises the results from the operation of investment properties and other tangible investment assets after deduction of expenses for investment
management and before interest.

Assets are recognised in the balance sheet when it is
probable that future benefits will flow to the company,
and when the value of the asset can be measured reliably. Liabilities are recognised in the balance sheet when
it is probable that future financial benefits will flow out
of the company, and when the value of the liability can
be measured reliably.

Interest income and dividends etc. comprises the year's
interest income from securities and loans as well as
dividends from equity investments and investment units
after dividend tax.
Value adjustments consists of the year's value adjustment of equity investments, investment properties,
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owner-occupied properties, tangible assets that are not
held for the purpose of use within the company but that
are investment objects, bonds, alternative investments,
loans and derivative financial instruments.
Interest expenses comprises interest payable on
subordinate loan capital, other payables and repo
transactions.
Administrative expenses of investment activities comprises portfolio management fees payable to asset
managers, direct transaction and custody costs as well
as own administrative expenses related to investment
activities.
Pension yield tax covers individual pension yield tax,
which is calculated on the periodical crediting of interest
to customers’ deposits and Individual CustomerCapital
as well as collective pension yield tax, which is calculated
based on the change in accumulated value adjustments,
transfers to collective bonus potential and Collective
CustomerCapital. The pension yield tax rate is 15.3 per
cent. PFA applies for tax relief for foreign taxes at source
in the collective pension yield tax.
Insurance benefits, net of reinsurance, comprises paid
benefits for the year after deduction of reinsurers' share
as well as amounts that have been repaid or are to be
repaid due to the claims experience. Insurance benefits
relating to investment contracts are recognised directly
in the balance sheet.
Change in life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance,
covers the year's change in life insurance provisions.
Change in profit margin includes movements for the year
in the calculated present value of the profit margin at
the beginning and end of the financial year.
Change in CustomerCapital (Excess capital) comprises
the return on assets allocated to CustomerCapital, the
net amount contributed by customers during the year
as well as the year’s added operational risk charge, the
share of the results of other activities and any transfers
from equity.
Insurance operating expenses
Acquisition costs comprises expenses associated with
the acquisition and renewal of the insurance portfolio.
Administrative expenses comprises other expenses relating to the insurance operations.
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The distribution of costs not directly attributable to
either acquisitions or administration is undertaken in
accordance with an allocation key based on activities.
The Group's contributions to the defined contribution
plans for employees are recognised in the income statement in step with the contributions being earned by the
employees.
Bonus to employees is recognised in the income statement for the year during which the bonus entitlement is
earned.
A share of the total operating expenses, based on direct
and estimated resource consumption, is recognised under Administrative expenses of investment business and
Technical result of health and accident insurance.
Transferred investment return
Transferred investment return comprises the share of
investment return related to equity as well as health and
accident insurance. Investment return on equity comprises the return on investment assets allocated to equity.
Investment return on health and accident insurance is
calculated as described in the section regarding health
and accident insurance.
Technical result of health and accident insurance
Earned premiums, net of reinsurance, are recognised in
the income statement on the due date. Earned premiums are stated on an accrued basis. Alterations in
provisions for unearned premiums are included in earned
premiums, net of reinsurance. Under premium provisions, present value of expected cash flow caused by
future insurance events and administration in the parts
of the contractual risk periods that have not elapsed
for health and accident insurance cover is stated if the
contract is expected to be onerous. In the cases where
there is no apparent contractual risk period, it will be
assumed to be 12 months.
Claims incurred, net of reinsurance, comprises the claims
paid for the year following adjustment for the year's
change in provisions for claims, including run-off profit/
loss on previous years’ provisions and effect of inflation
hedging. Furthermore, this item includes expenses in
connection with the assessment of claims, claims control
expenses and an estimate of expected expenses in connection with the administration and claims processing
of the insurance contracts entered into by the company. The reinsurers’ share is set off against the value of
claims.

The transferred investment return is calculated as a
proportionate share of the investment return from special
asset portfolios which is equal to the health and accident
provisions as well as provisions for other provisions of a
marginal size relative to the company's total balance sheet.
Other income comprises income from the administration
of other companies as well as other income not attributable to the company’s insurance portfolio or investment
assets.
Other expenses comprises costs in connection with
the administration of other companies as well as other
expenses not attributable to the company’s insurance
portfolio and investment assets.
Taxation
The PFA Group’s Danish companies are taxed jointly in
accordance with the applicable tax rules. PFA has not
opted for international joint taxation. Current tax is
distributed among the profit-yielding jointly taxed companies, which also refund the tax base of losses to the
loss-making companies.
Deferred tax is recognised on the basis of temporary
differences between the carrying values and tax bases
of assets and liabilities on the balance sheet date as well
as loss carryforwards.
The Danish taxable income of the PFA Group's property companies forms part of the owning life insurance
company's taxable income, provided that at least 90 per
cent of the individual property company's assets consist
of property in accordance with Section 3 A in the Danish
Corporation Tax Act. In that case, provisions for both current and deferred taxes are made in the owning company.
Investments in property companies are revised in
connection with the recognition according to the equity
value method in the Parent Company as well as the
consolidation in the consolidated financial statements.
Provided that the property companies are not comprised
by the rule in Section 3 A of the Danish Corporation Tax
Act at the balance sheet date, a revision will be made
so that the deferred tax which is associated with value
adjustments of investment properties is reversed in the
owning company as these are already recognised via the
so-called limitation of deductibility.
In acquired property companies where deferred tax on
historical value adjustments of business properties is
allocated before the acquisition, the deferred tax will be

transferred and allocated in the owning company when
these property companies meet the conditions of being
comprised by Section 3 A of the Danish Corporation Tax
Act.
Other comprehensive income
Other comprehensive income is listed separately at the
end of the income statement. Moreover, changes attributable to the item Other comprehensive income are
shown in the statement of changes in equity.
Other comprehensive income comprises items which are
carried directly to equity and make up foreign exchange
gains and losses on conversion of the net investment in
a foreign entity and value adjustments of owner-occupied properties.
Other comprehensive income related to insurance and
investment contracts is transferred to life insurance
provisions.

Balance sheet
Assets
Intangible assets
Goodwill occurring in connection with the acquisition of
equity investments is determined as the positive difference between the total cost and the fair value of the
net assets at the date of acquisition. Annual impairment
tests are performed, and any write-downs for such impairment are recognised in the income statement.
Acquired and self-developed software is recognised in
the balance sheet at cost after the deduction of accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.
The cost of self-developed software consists of direct
and internal project development expenses. Amortisation is made in accordance with the straight-line method
over the expected useful life, which is between 0 and 7
years. Any impairment losses are estimated on the basis
of impairment tests. The costs attributable to maintaining intangible assets are recognised as an expense in the
year that they are incurred.
Tangible assets
Equipment mainly consists of cars. Equipment is recognised in the balance sheet at cost after the deduction of
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment
losses. Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis
over the expected useful life, typically four years.
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Owner-occupied properties are properties that the PFA
Group uses for administration etc. Owner-occupied
properties are initially recognised at cost. Subsequently, the owner-occupied properties are measured at fair
value. Increases in the revalued amount are recognised
under the item Other comprehensive income unless
the increase is equal to a decrease in value which has
previously been recognised in the income statement.
Decreases in the revalued amount are recognised in the
income statement, unless the decrease is equal to an
increase in value which has previously been recognised
under Other comprehensive income.
Depreciation of owner-occupied properties is undertaken on a straight-line basis based on the property’s
residual value along with an estimated useful life of 100
years.
Investment assets
Investment properties are properties that have been
acquired to obtain rental income and/or capital gains.
Investment properties are initially recognised at cost.
Subsequently, investment properties are measured at
fair value.
Fair value is calculated on the basis of the returns
method and, for a number of housing properties, the
Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) method pursuant to the
principles in the Danish Executive Order on the Presentation of Financial Statements. The returns method
is based on the individual property’s operating income
and a return requirement related to the property
(rate of return). The operating income is based on the
coming year's expected return adjusted for exceptional
circumstances.
Fair value calculated on the basis of the DCF method is
calculated on a systematic assessment based on the
current value of the properties’ expected cash flows.
Current value is calculated by means of discounting on
the basis of a, for each property, individually determined
return requirement (rate of return) and the expected
long-term average inflation.
Properties that have been scheduled for sale have been
measured at the expected selling price in consideration
of the timeframe. The required rate of return has been
determined on the basis of best estimate, taking into account the special characteristics of the relevant property
so as to correspond to the return requirements reflected
by transactions in the property market in the period
leading up to the date of valuation.
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Other tangible investment assets are material infrastructure investments and are initially recognised at cost and
are then measured at fair value according to, i.a., the
DCF method based on expected revenue and expenses
over the expected lifetime of the infrastructure facility.
Investments in group enterprises and associates are
recognised at cost at the date of acquisition and subsequently measured at the equity value most recently
known in accordance with the Group’s accounting policies. The proportionate ownership shares of the companies' equity are included under Equity investments in
group enterprises and Equity investments in associates,
and the proportionate shares of the individual companies' results after tax are recognised under Income from
group enterprises and Income from associates.
Financial investment assets
Financial instruments are recognised in the balance
sheet at cost at the trade date, excluding expenses,
corresponding to the fair value and are subsequently calculated at fair value after initial recognition. Information
about prices etc. which appears after the closing of the
accounts will only be included if deemed significant for
the assessment of the financial statements.
Unit trust certificates are included in the individual items
of the balance sheet corresponding to the basis of the
underlying assets.
Derivative financial investment assets are included under
Other financial investment assets if the fair value of the
asset is positive. If the fair value is negative, the asset is
included under Other payables. If a netting agreement
has been made with counterparties in connection with
the settlement of one type of derivative investment
assets, the net value of the total transactions under the
agreement is included under Other financial investment
assets in case of a combined positive fair value or under
Other payables in case of a combined negative fair value.
The fair value of listed financial assets is calculated on
the basis of the closing price at the balance sheet date.
In the event that there is no relevant closing price on
the balance sheet date, another relevant price on the
balance sheet date is used or, alternatively, the price on
one of the immediately preceding days. In the event that
there is no other relevant price, the fair value can be estimated on the basis of the closing prices of comparable
financial instruments on the balance sheet date.
On the purchase and sale of financial assets, the trade

date is used as the recognition date. When the trade
date is used, a liability corresponding to the agreed price
is recognised – at the same time as the purchase of a
financial asset is recognised. Likewise, an asset corresponding to the agreed price is recognised in connection
with the sale of a financial asset. The liability or asset
ceases to be recognised in the balance sheet as at the
settlement date. As a consequence of using the trade
date as a recognition criterion, coupon interest and
drawings are considered cash and cash equivalents at
the time when information about completion of the
transaction is received.
Listed bonds which have been drawn are measured at
the present value of the amount drawn by discounting
them at the money market rate.
Unlisted unit trust certificates are measured at the fair
value of the underlying net assets.
The fair value of unlisted derivative financial instrument
s is recognised on the basis of the fair value determined by external parties, with the exception of OTC
derivatives.
Fair value of alternative investments is measured according to recognised methods, including standards determined by the International Private Equity and Venture
Capital Valuation (IPEV). Investments in unlisted equities
are valued individually at fair value using recognised
valuation methods. The valuation is primarily based on
Discounted Cash Flow analyses and listed peer group
analysis or a combination thereof.
The fair value of unlisted investments is calculated on
the basis of observable market data and non-observable
input such as estimates and assumptions.
Loans to associates and Loans are initially recognised at
fair value. Subsequently, they are also measured at fair
value. Changes in the fair value are recognised in the
income statement on an ongoing basis.
Investment assets linked to market rate products comprises assets in market rate products. Investment assets
related to market rate products are measured using the
same principles as for the remaining investment assets.
Receivables
Receivables is measured at amortised cost, which usually
corresponds to the nominal value less any write-down to
provide for losses.

Other assets
Current tax assets and Deferred tax assets are determined in accordance with applicable tax law.
Deferred tax assets relating to losses carried forward
are only recognised if it is probable that they can be
used.
Equity and liabilities
Equity
The contingency fund can only be used to cover losses
incurred to pay the insurance obligations or otherwise
for the benefit of the insureds. The entire contingency
fund consists of retained taxed reserves.
Proposed dividend comprises dividend that the Board
of Directors recommends for adoption by the general
meeting. The amount is recognised as a separate reserve
under equity. When the general meeting has adopted a
resolution to distribute dividend, the amount is recognised as a liability.
Subordinate loan capital
CustomerCapital (Excess capital) forms part of the capital base on par with equity but accrues to the insureds
over time. CustomerCapital is included in the item subordinate loan capital.
CustomerCapital consists of a collective part, Collective
CustomerCapital, and an individualise
d part, Individual CustomerCapital. Collective CustomerCapital was founded based on a transfer from equity.
Individual CustomerCapital consists of a part of the
customers’ payments to their savings plan etc.
The share of the realised result before tax attributed to
equity and CustomerCapital for insurance plans subject
to contribution consists of the investment return on
their separate assets with the addition of operational
risk charge and deduction of any losses. The operational risk charge is allocated proportionally to equity and
CustomerCapital.
Collective CustomerCapital will be distributed over time
to the customers’ Individual CustomerCapital. From and
after 2019, the interest on the customers' Individual
CustomerCapital will be transferred to the customers’
deposits. The final interest on Individual CustomerCapital will be added every year after the company’s annual
general meeting and only to the customers who still
have their plan with PFA.
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Provisions for insurance and investment contracts
Provisions for unearned premiums constitute best
estimate of the present value of expected cash flow
caused by future insurance events and administration
in the parts of the risk periods that have not elapsed
for onerous health and accident insurance. In the cases
where there is no apparent contractual risk period, it will
be assumed to be 12 months.
Life insurance provisions include best estimate of the
present value of the expected cash flows for insurance
agreements entered into using best estimate of all relevant parameters such as longevity, disability frequency,
reactivation, surrender and lapse of premium.

Payables and provisions
Payables and provisions are measured at amortised cost,
which generally corresponds to the nominal value.

The present value of the expected cash flows comprises
guaranteed payments and additional expected payments
(for instance bonus) as well as costs and pension yield
tax. The present value of life insurance provisions does
not include expected future profit.

Payables to credit institutions
Payables to credit institutions also include payables in
connection with repo transactions.

Life insurance provisions are determined in consideration of an age-dependent probability that the individual
insured will surrender his/her policy or change it into a
paid-up policy.

Repo transactions are sold bonds recognised in the
balance sheet as if the bonds were still part of the portfolio if the sale is made subject to a right of repurchase.
The amount received is recognised under Payables to
credit institutions. Repo transactions are recognised and
measured at fair value.

Profit margin amounts to the calculated present value
of the expected future profit in the expected terms of
contract for the life insurance and investment contracts
concluded. Profit margin is calculated for both market
rate and average interest rate.
The market rate profit margin is fixed based on the expected income from investment management, including
the expected changes in investment expenses and income, reduced by risk margin. The average interest rate
profit margin is fixed through a cost of capital approach
based on the expected income and the solvency capital
requirement for the individual interest rate group.
The health and accident insurance profit margin amounts
to the expected future profit in the parts of the risk
periods that have not elapsed.
Provisions for claims represents best estimate of expected payouts and past due, but not paid, insurance benefits. The provisions for claims comprises provisions for
administrative expenses in connection with the settlement of claims and is determined as the present value of
expected future payments, including estimated expenses
to settle claims liabilities, as well as inflation hedging.
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Risk margin is determined as the amount that PFA on the
market would be expected to pay to an acquirer of PFA’s
insurance portfolio in order for the acquirer to take on
the risk that the costs of settling the portfolio diverge
from the present value of best estimate of the cash flow
that settles the portfolio. Determination of risk margin
is made through an adjustment of longevity and the
age-specific probabilities of surrender, conversion into a
paid-up-policy, reactivation and disability as well as an
adjustment of the expected profit from asset management in the market rate environment.
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Bond loans
Issued bond loans are measured at fair value, which corresponds to the fair value of the underlying investment
assets, which primarily consist of investment properties
that are owned for the purpose of rental income and/or
capital gains less expenses for investment management.
Current and deferred tax liabilities
Current and deferred tax liabilities are determined in
accordance with applicable tax law.
Contingent liabilities
Contingent liabilities means a possible obligation that
arises from past events and whose existence will be
confirmed only by the occurrence or non-occurrence
of one or more uncertain future events which are not
wholly within the control of the Group or a present
obligation that arises from past events but is not recognised, because it is either not probable that settling the
obligation will mean drawing on the company’s financial
resources or the amount of the obligation cannot be
measured with sufficient reliability.

Financial ratios and returns table
The financial ratios stated in the 5-year summary are
calculated for all assets and liabilities according to a
money-weighted method, whereas returns broken down
by asset type in the returns table are calculated for
investment assets (i.e. excluding liabilities and various
assets) according to a time-weighted method.
Currency hedging is included in the returns table under
Other financial investment assets.
Interest receivable is included in the value of the individual bond classes in the returns table.
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Notes

N o tes

Note (DKK million)

1

PFA Group
2021

2020

14

8

-

-

23,403
43
17,850
41,296
41,310

22,089
47
16,377
38,514
38,521

-

-

Breakdown of premiums, direct insurance contracts, by writing conditions
Insurance taken out through employers
Insurance taken out by individuals
Group term life insurance
Total

37,026
4,227
43
41,296

35,008
3,458
47
38,514

-

-

Breakdown of premiums, direct insurance contracts, by bonus entitlement
Insurance with bonus plans
Insurance without bonus plans
Market rate contracts
Total

1,020
646
39,629
41,296

1,143
642
36,728
38,514

-

-

Breakdown of premiums, direct insurance contracts, by policyholder´s address
Denmark/Greenland
Other EU countries
Other countries
Total

40,321
602
373
41,296

37,604
542
368
38,514

-

-

864,294
448,176
34,684

846,227
449,383
35,488

-

-

6,835
3,925
10,760

8,210
2,845
11,055

1
1

1
1

2,962
11
45,734
(7,416)
(1,536)
(16,749)
23,005

725
9
3,782
(4,194)
(1,914)
22,963
21,370

(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)

1,729
(7,223)
(179)
(5,673)

(1,394)
(3,035)
2
(4,428)

-

-

Gross premiums
Total indirect insurance
Direct:
Premiums
Group term life premiums
Single premiums and transfers
Total insurance
Total gross premiums

Number of insureds, direct insurance
Insurance taken out through employers
Insurance taken out by individuals
Group term life insurance
2

3

4
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PFA Holding A/S

Interest income and dividends etc.
Interest income
Dividends
Total interest income and dividends etc.
Value adjustments
Investment properties and other tangible investment assets
Owner-occupied properties
Equity investments
Bonds
Loans
Other derivative financial instruments
Total value adjustments
Pension yield tax
Collective pension yield tax
Individual pension yield tax
Adjustment of pension yield tax for previous year(s)
Total pension yield tax
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2021

2020

Note (DKK million)

5

6

PFA Group

Claims and benefits paid
Death benefits
Disability benefits etc.
Benefits at maturity
Retirement and annuity benefits
Surrender
Bonuses paid in cash
Total direct insurance contracts
Benefits, indirect insurance
Total claims and benefits paid
Insurance operating expenses, net of reinsurance
Total expenses include
Salaries
Pension contributions
Other social security costs and taxes
Total staff expenses

PFA Holding A/S

2021

2020

2021

2020

(1,376)
(16)
(801)
(7,849)
(20,536)
(443)
(31,020)
(83)
(31,103)

(935)
(17)
(933)
(7,707)
(13,883)
(402)
(23,877)
(136)
(24,013)

-

-

(1,148)
(204)
(204)
(1,556)

(1,110)
(189)
(176)
(1,475)

-

-

Salary and remuneration to the Executive Board
Camilla

Mads Nicolai

Kasper Ahrndt

2021

Polack

Damgaard

Holm

Kaagaard

Lorenzen

Total

Salary

6.983

4.261

2.168

4.335

4.164

21.911

PFA Group

Allan

Anders

Pension contribution

1.310

0.807

0.407

0.813

0.780

4.116

Fixed salary components

8.293

5.068

2.574

5.148

4.943

26.027
-

Bonus for 2021 (cf. below)

-

-

-

-

-

Variable salary components

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total salary and remuneration

8.293

5.068

2.574

5.148

4.943

26.027

Anders

Camilla

Mads Nicolai

Kasper Ahrndt

2020

Polack

Damgaard

Holm

Kaagaard

Lorenzen

Total

Salary

6.864

4.247

-

4.267

4.162

19.540

Allan

Pension contribution

1.283

0.802

-

0.796

0.775

3.657

Fixed salary components

8.148

5.049

-

5.063

4.937

23.197

Bonus for 2020 (cf. below)

1.301

0.809

-

0.804

0.782

3.696

Variable salary components

1.301

0.809

-

0.804

0.782

3.696

Total salary and remuneration

9.448

5.858

-

5.867

5.719

26.893

Comments
Camilla Holm has joined the Executive Board on 1 July 2021.
Jon Steingrim Johnsen resigned from the Executive Board and was released from notice per 1 December 2019 and finally
resigned on 29 February 2020. In 2020, Jon Steingrim Johnsen recieved salary amounting to DKK 0.787 million, pension amounting to
DKK 0.133 million and bonus DKK 0.024 million.
All members of the Executive Board are qualified for uniform performance-related bonus schemes.
Bonus is granted based on an assessment of overall performance – both on company and personal level.
Both financial and non-financial goals are part of the assessment. The bonus is deffered over a period of 4 years according to Executive order
no. 16 04/01/2019 § 18, subsection 1, no. 5.
The company can terminate the employment of members of the Executive Board at a notice of between 6 and 12 months, with 0 to 12
months’ severance pay. All members of the Executive Board may terminate their employment at between 5 and 6 months’ notice.
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Note (DKK million)

6

Insurance operating expenses (continued)
Remuneration, the Board of Directors

Board of
Directors

Group
and audit
Committee

Investment Remuneration
Committee
Committee

2021

2020

PFA Group
Olov Peder Hasslev (Chairman)
0.678
Jacob Holbraad (Vice-Chairman)
0.303
Per Niels Tønnesen (Vice-Chariman)
0.374
(paid to HK Retail and wholesale)
Carsten Bach
0.249
Lars Christoffersen
0.249
Kim Graugaard
0.249
Helle Valentin Hasselris
0.249
Carsten Holdum (Resigned as at 31 December 2021)
0.249
Bodil Nordestgaard Ismiris
0.249
Heino Kegel
0.202
Janne Korsgaard
0.249
Niels-Ulrik Mousten
0.249
Mette Hyllekrog Risom
0.249
Laurits Kruse Rønn
0.249
Mogens Steffensen
0.249
Torben Dalby Larsen (Resigned as at 31 March 2021)
0.143
Claus Oxfeldt (Resigned as at 31 March 2021)
0.048
Lasse Grønbech (Resigned as at 12 March 2020)
Total remuneration
4.486
Salary and remuneration including pension contributions to employees
whose activities have a significant impact on the Group's risk profile

0.101
0.101
-

0.036
-

0.067
0.062

0.882
0.404
0.436

0.527
0.405

0.125
0.101
0.137
0.175
0.024
0.024
0.787

0.125
0.125
0.175
0.125
0.585

0.062
0.062
0.062
0.016
0.332

0.249
0.373
0.311
0.311
0.374
0.374
0.303
0.249
0.561
0.311
0.373
0.424
0.183
0.071
6.190

0.245
0.367
0.306
0.306
0.367
0.296
0.245
0.575
0.306
0.367
0.367
0.937
0.367
0.095
6.076

2021

2020

Salary
Pension contribution
Fixed salary components

48.236
9.137
57.373

51.248
9.800
61.048

Variable salary components
Total salary and remuneration

9.068
66.441

16.877
77.925

27.8

29.2

1,331
117
38
1,487

1,250
113
32
1,396

9
1
0
1
11

10
1
0
4
15

Number of persons
Reference is also made to pfa.dk/afloenningsrapport2021, which will be published in March 2022.
Until then, reference is made to the 2020 remuneration report (the remuneration reports are available in Danish only).
Average number of employees (full-time) for the year
PFA Pension
PFA Asset Management
Other business activities
Total average number of employees (full-time) for the year
Fees to Deloitte, the auditor appointed by the Annual General Meeting
Fees for statutory audit of the financial statements
Fees for other assurance engagements
Fees for tax consultancy
Fees for other services
Total fees to Deloitte

Fees for non-audit-related services by Deloitte Statsautoriseret Revisionspartnerselskab to the PFA Group amount to DKK 2.5 million for 2021.
The services consist of statutory assurance, review of tax returns, advice in connection with modern data platform and insurance, tax advice related to
purchase transactions as well as other objective advice on accounting, VAT and tax.
Expenses for short-term leasing agreements
The rule of exemption for short-term leasing agreements is not applied for 2021. Expenses for the year 2020 on short-term leasing agreements are
included in the item “Administrative expenses” at the amount of DKK 2.8 million.
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Note (DKK million)

7

8

PFA Group

PFA Holding A/S

2021

2020

Transferred investment return
Investment return transferred to equity
Investment return transferred to health and accident insurance
Total transferred investment return

(301)
555
254

(139)
(486)
(624)

-

-

TECHNICAL RESULT OF HEALTH AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Gross premiums
Change in provisions for unearned premiums
Change in profit margin and risk margin
Total earned premiums, net of reinsurance

2,509
627
244
3,380

2,216
388
(251)
2,354

-

-

(2,129)
(1,578)
(279)
(3,986)

(1,942)
(940)
(169)
(3,051)

-

-

(29)
(45)
(73)

(86)
(66)
(152)

-

-

Technical result

(680)

(850)

-

-

Investment return
TECHNICAL RESULT OF HEALTH AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE

190
(490)

9
(841)

-

-

Premium income from Danish insurance

2,509

2,216

-

-

1,116,761
98,092
40,635
8.8 %

1,142,965
90,477
33,726
8.1 %

-

-

(392)

666

-

-

486
(6)
(470)
9

-

-

Gross claims paid
Change in provisions for claims
Change in risk margin
Claims incurred, net of reinsurance
Bonus and premium rebates
Acquisition costs
Administrative expenses
Total insurance operating expenses, net of reinsurance

Claims, health and accident insurance
Number of policies
Number of claims
Average compensation for claims incurred, in DKK
Claims frequency
Run-off profit/(loss), net of reinsurance

2021

2020

The run-off profit/(loss) reflects the profit/(loss) on the provisions for claims made in previous year(s).
Investment return
Calculated investment return to health and accident insurance
Shortening of maturity
Value adjustment of provisions
Total investment return

(555)
(85)
830
190
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Note (DKK million)
8

TECHNICAL RESULT OF HEALTH AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE (CONTINUED)

2021
Gross premiums
Gross premiums earned
Gross value of claims
Gross insurance operating expenses
Technical result
Number of policies
Number of claims
Average compensation for claims incurred, in DKK
Claims frequency

Health and
accident
insurance
2,091
3,004
(3,449)
(50)
(495)
794,345
4,313
799,707
0.5 %

Health
insurance
418
376
(537)
(24)
(185)
322,416
93,779
5,725
29.1 %

Total
2,509
3,380
(3,986)
(73)
(680)
1,116,761
98,092
40,635
8.8 %

2020
Gross premiums
Gross premiums earned
Gross value of claims
Gross insurance operating expenses
Technical result
Number of policies
Number of claims
Average compensation for claims incurred, in DKK
Claims frequency

1,816
1,947
(2,569)
(115)
(737)
776,218
3,351
766,699
0.4 %

400
407
(482)
(37)
(113)
366,747
87,126
5,535
23.8 %

2,216
2,354
(3,051)
(152)
(850)
1,142,965
90,477
33,726
7.9 %

2019
1,466
(3,471)
(130)
(2,136)
(138)
27
9,351

2020
2,354
(3,051)
(152)
(850)
9
666
10,592

2021
3,380
(3,986)
(73)
(680)
190
(392)
11,958

Health and accident insurance, key figures
Key figures (DKK million)
Gross premiums earned
Gross value of claims
Total insurance operating expenses
Techincal result
Investment return
Run-off profit/(loss)
Total technical provisions
Key ratios
Gross claims ratio
Gross expense ratio
Combined ratio
Operating ratio
Relative run-off profit/(loss)
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2017
1,654
(2,152)
(140)
(638)
216
(89)
8,292

130.1
8.5
138.6
138.6
(2.0)

2021

%
%
%
%
%

2018
2,129
(3,115)
(137)
(1,123)
(10)
(585)
7,221

146.4
6.4
152.8
152.8
(6.3)

%
%
%
%
%

236.8
8.9
245.7
245.7
0.4

%
%
%
%
%

129.7
6.5
136.1
136.1
7.1

%
%
%
%
%

117.9
2.2
120.1
120.1
(3.7)

%
%
%
%
%

Note (DKK million)

9

Profit/(loss) before tax (sum of insurance companies)
Realised results
Interest result before bonus from the income statement
Cost result before bonus
Risk result before bonus
Change in accumulated value adjustment
Realised results for PFA Plus, market rate
Total realised results
Distribution to customers
Allocation to deposits during the year
Transfer to collective bonus potential
Total distribution to customers

PFA Holding A/S

2021

2020

2021

2020

(8,561)
93
49
12,696
1,269
5,547

9,251
213
365
(6,797)
1,203
4,235

-

-

414
2,281
2,695

178
1,899
2,077

-

-

Distribution to CustomerCapital
Customers' contributions to CustomerCapital
Return for the year before pension yield tax
Operational risk charge for the year before pension yield tax, incl.
risk and expenses
Total distribution to CustomerCapital

1,309
201

1,249
138

-

-

1,129
2,638

648
2,035

-

-

Total customers' share

5,333

4,112

-

-

32
181
213

22
101
123

-

-

109
(152)
(13)
(21)
(77)

(6)
(33)
(10)
(3)
(52)

6
(4)
5
(2)
6

0
3
3

349
22.0 %

231
22.0 %

107
22.0 %

177
22.0 %

Calculated tax
Non-taxable income
Non-deductible expenses
Adjustment of deferrred tax
Adjustment of prior-year tax charge
Other adjustment
Total tax

(77)
1
(28)
173
(13)
(133)
(77)

(51)
42
(14)
36
(10)
(56)
(52)

(24)
29
(5)
5
0
6

(39)
3
39
3

Deferred tax
Intangible assets
Tangible assets
Collective pension yield tax receivable
Tax loss
Miscellanous
Total deferred tax assets

112
(509)
1,729
526
3
1,861

91
(494)
522
3
121

9
9

10
10

Distribution to equity via the income statement
Return for the year before tax
Operational risk charge for the year before tax, incl. risk and expenses
Equity's share of the realised results
10

PFA Group

Tax
Current corporation tax
Change in deferred tax for the year
Adjustment, current corporation tax related to previous year(s)
Change in deferred tax related to previous year(s)
Total tax
Profit/(loss) before tax
Current tax rate
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Note (DKK million)

11

12

PFA Group

PFA Holding A/S

2021

2020

Equipment
Cost, beginning of year
Additions during the year
Disposals during the year
Cost, end of year

2021

2020

98
23
(0)
120

92
12
(6)
98

-

-

Impairment and depreciation, beginning of year
Impairment and depreciation for the year
Reverse impairment and depreciation on disposals during the year
Impairment and depreciation, end of year
Equipment, end of year

(54)
(16)
0
(69)
51

(38)
(19)
3
(54)
44

-

-

Owner-occupied properties
Revaluation value, beginning of year
Additions during the year
Disposals during the year
Depreciation
Value adjustment via other comprehensive income
Value adjustment via income statement
Owner-occupied properties, end of year

1,038
158
(11)
(2)
33
1,216

836
163
(9)
39
9
1,038

-

-

The weighted average of the rates of return applied in determining the fair
value of owner-occupied properties amounts to

3.1 %

3.4 %

-

-

-

-

In connection with measuring the value of the owner-occupied properties, valuations have been obtained from external valuers.
13

Investment properties and other tangible investment assets
Investment properties
Fair value, beginning of year
Additions during the year
Disposals during the year
Value adjustment to fair value for the year
Investment properties, end of year
Other tangible investment assets
Total investment properties and
other tangible investment assets

45,840
8,181
(800)
3,819
57,041
362

39,146
7,491
(1,635)
838
45,840
320

57,402

46,160

Of which placed under Investment assets related to market rate products
in the balance sheet

19,093

16,828

-

-

The weighted average of the rates of return applied in determining the fair
value of individual properties valued according to the returns method amounts to:
Business properties
Residential properties

4.4 %
4.0 %

5.5 %
4.2 %

-

-

For properties valued according to the Discounted Cash Flow method, the
weighted average of the rates of return applied in determining the fair value of
individual properties amounts to:
Business properties
Residential properties

5.9 %
3.3 %

5.2 %
3.5 %

-

-

In connection with measuring the value of the investment properties, valuations have been obtained from external valuers.
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Note (DKK million)
14

Equity investments in group enterprises
PFA Holding A/S
PFA Pension, forsikringsaktieselskab
PFA Asset Management A/S
PFA Bank A/S

Registered

Ownership

Profit/

office

interest

Activity

(loss)

Equity

Life insurance company

Copenhagen

100.0 %

(79)

5,130

Asset management company

Copenhagen

100.0 %

85

377

Credit institution

Copenhagen

100.0 %

6

119

Stated profit/(loss) and equity are from the companies’ most recently published annual reports.

15

Registered

Ownership

Profit/

Activity

office

interest

(loss)

Equity

Property company

Sønderborg

40.0 %

(2)

101

Altius Real Asset S.C.A, Sicav-SIF (ARAF)

Investment company

Luxembourg

56.6 %

(26)

191

Blue Equity II K/S

Investment company

Kolding

28.3 %

386

692

Borgen Shopping P/S

Property company

Sønderborg

40.0 %

13

370

Carlsberg Byen P/S

Property company

Copenhagen

30.0 %

71

1,696

Danmarks Skibskredit Holding A/S

Holding company

Copenhagen

32.7 %

(22)

1,403

Garland Center

Property company

USA

36.5 %

2

497

Investment company

USA

25.4 %

654

8,961
295

Equity investments in associates
PFA Group
Alsik Estate P/S

IP Infra Investors LP
K/S Kristensen Partners I

Property company

Aalborg

20.0 %

(7)

Ejendomsudvikling Kronborg Strand P/S

Property company

Copenhagen

47.0 %

21

306

Moorfield Audley Real Estate Fund LP

Property company

England

45.0 %

(311)

2,651
1,236

Sares Regis Multifamily Value-Add Fund II - Parallel

Property company

USA

32.9 %

490

Investment company

Kolding

24.0 %

223

593

TS Q205 Holdings SCSp

Property company

Luxembourg

55.6 %

196

4,558

Danske Boligejendomme P/S

Property company

Copenhagen

50.0 %

(14)

638

Logos China Logistics Venture 3 LP

Property company

Singapore

48.2 %

316

2,127

Gartnerbyen P/S

Property company

Odense

50.0 %

18

144

Taulov DryPort A/S

Property company

Fredericia

49.0 %

44

243

Investment company

Copenhagen

53.0 %

(0)

438

Property company

Aalborg

50.0 %

1

119

Service company

France

20.0 %

(37)

3,044

SE Blue Equity I K/S

VIA VPF K/S
Stigsborg Havnefront P/S
Cirrus SCA
Simpson Trelleborg LP

Property company

USA

49.0 %

(87)

3,401

Grosvenor London Office Fund

Property company

England

49.8 %

65

1,253

Ejendomspartnerselskabet Haraldsborg

Property company

Frederiksberg

49.0 %

0

283

Ejendomspartnerselskabet C.F Richsvej 99-101

Property company

Frederiksberg

49.0 %

5

228

Ejendomspartnerselskabet Munken

Property company

Frederiksberg

49.0 %

15

178

Ejendomspartnerselskabet Søborg Huse

Property company

Frederiksberg

49.0 %

12

206

P/S Høeghsmindes Parkbebyggelse

Property company

Frederiksberg

49.0 %

(2)

173

Ejendomspartnerselskabet Ved Boldparken

Property company

Frederiksberg

49.0 %

22

579

Galatyn Parent LP

Property company

USA

49.0 %

96

327

100 Northern JV, LLC

Property company

USA

49.0 %

66

1,941

Anno 2017 Joint Holding (UK) Ltd.

Holding company

England

50.0 %

295

3,075

ATPFA K/S

Property company

Copenhagen

50.0 %

(104)

5,891

Ejendomsselskabet Axeltorv 2 P/S

Property company

Copenhagen

33.3 %

(0)

0

Ejendomsselskabet Portland Towers P/S

Property company

Copenhagen

33.3 %

190

55

Devonshire Square Estate, London

Property company

England

45.0 %

(273)

1,836

P/S Ottilia København

Property company

Copenhagen

50.0 %

(38)

501

5 Houston Center Owner, LP

Property company

USA

49.0 %

44

325

H.I.G. Industrial Co-Invest LP

Property company

USA

75.0 %

157

694

In addition to the above-listed equity investments, PFA also owns some minor associates, which appear from the list of shares
at pfa.dk/om-pfa/finansiel-information/aarsrapporter (available in Danish only).
Stated profit/(loss) and equity are from the companies’ most recently published annual reports.
Of which placed under Investment assets related to market rate products in the balance sheet.

18,640
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16

17

PFA Group
2021

2020

2021

2020

Bonds
Total bonds
Of which bonds sold as part of repo transactions

293,606
5,198

342,553
43,066

172
-

127
-

Of which placed under Investment assets related to market rate
products in the balance sheet

113,517

147,818

-

-

242
12,687
12,930

246
11,908
12,153

-

-

7,630

7,022

12,541
12,541

10,459
10,459

-

-

6,479

5,995

-

-

Loans
Secured loans
Other loans
Total loans
Of which placed under Investment assets related to market rate
products in the balance sheet

18

Deposits with credit institutions
Total deposits with credit institutions
Of which reverse transations
Of which placed under Investment assets related to market rate
products in the balance sheet

19

PFA Holding A/S

Miscellaneous
Type of instrument

Expiry

Positive

Negative

Principal

market value

market value
(140)

Credit Default Swaps

2022-2026

1,330

-

Futures

2022-2022

28,295

-

-

Swaps

2022-2071

93,668

29,668

(21,285)

Swaptions

2022-2040

71,815

4,024

(407)

Currency options

2022-2031

744

23

(23)

Forward exchange contracts

2022-2041

607,663

2,320

(7,539)

36,034

(29,394)

1,231

(5,013)

Total derivative financial instruments
Of which placed under Investment assets related to market rate
products in the balance sheet

Agreements have been entered on provision of collateral concerning derivative financial instruments. In this connection, collateral in the
amount of DKK 15,710 million has been received. (2020: DKK 29,317 million)
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PFA Group

PFA Holding A/S

2021

2020

Investment assets related to market rate products
Investment properties
Infrastructure facilities
Equity investments in associates
Loans to associates
Equity investments
Bonds
Loans
Deposits with credit institutions
Miscellaneous
Total investment assets related to market rate products

2021

2020

18,933
160
18,640
2,334
233,166
113,517
7,630
6,479
1,231
402,090

16,687
142
17,315
1,930
169,234
147,818
7,022
5,995
5,209
371,351

-

-

Other items
Other receivables
Other receivables related to market rate products
Other payables related to market rate products
Total net investment assets related to market rate products

4,375
3,086
(21,753)
387,797

27,401
1,521
(70,603)
329,670

-

-

Sold bonds pertain to repo liabilities. The sold bonds have been included in the bond portfolio at a fair value of DKK 5,198 million (2020:
DKK 45,319 million). Of these repo transactions, an amount of DKK 0 million (2020: DKK 42,811 million) has been recognised
in PFA Investment Fund. PFA Investment Fund is in liquidation and the liquidation is expected to be completed in the first quarter of 2022.

21

Share capital
PFA Holding A/S
The company’s share capital consists of 5,000 shares in the denomination of DKK 200.
PFA Fonden, Sundkrogsgade 4, 2100 Copenhagen Ø, Denmark and The Confederation of Danish Employers (DA), Vester Voldgade 113,
1552 Copenhagen V, Denmark own more than 5 per cent of PFA Holding A/S’s share capital.
An allocation of DKK 50,000 has been made for dividend for PFA Holding A/S in 2021 (2020: DKK 50,000).

22

CustomerCapital (Surplus funds)
CustomerCapital, beginning of year
Correction regarding acquired polices, beginning of year
Distribution to CustomerCapital
Payout of CustomerCapital
CustomerCapital's share of other activities
Pension yield tax
Total transfer from the income statement
CustomerCapital (Surplus funds), end of year

33,329
2,638
(2,975)
(140)
(83)
(559)
32,769

33,101
317
2,035
(2,672)
584
(37)
(89)
33,329

-

-

CustomerCapital includes interest on Individual CustomerCapital that will be added to the customers' deposits after the annual report for PFA Pension has
been approved at the annual general meeting.
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Life insurance provisions
Life insurance provisions, beginning of year
Profit margin, beginning of year
Total technical provisions, beginning of year
Collective bonus potential, beginning of year
Accumulated value adjustment, beginning of year
Retrospective provisions, beginning of year
Collective bonus potential transferred from transfer of portfolio/merger

PFA Holding A/S

2021

2020

201,734
7,638
209,373
(6,222)
(89,757)
113,394

198,664
8,865
207,529
(5,642)
(82,970)
118,917

-

-

8

-

-

-

2021

2020

Changes during the year due to
Gross premiums
Transfer to life insurance provisions, market rate
Addition of return
Insurance benefits
Expense loading after addition of cost bonus
Risk profit after addition of risk bonus
Customers' contributions to CustomerCapital, net
Other changes
Total changes
Retrospective provisions, end of year
Accumulated value adjustment, end of year
Collective bonus potential, end of year
Total technical provisions, end of year
Profit margin, end of year
Life insurance provisions, end of year

1,680
(3,528)
3,578
(8,524)
(423)
281
700
(0)
(6,236)
107,158
77,050
10,038
194,245
(9,688)
184,557

1,793
(2,495)
3,570
(8,916)
(424)
263
687
0
(5,523)
113,394
89,757
6,222
209,373
(7,638)
201,734

-

-

Breakdown of changes in gross life insurance provisions
Change in retrospective provisions
Change in accumulated value adjustment
Change in collective bonus potential
Change in profit margin
Collective bonus potential transferred from transfer of portfolio/merger
Change in gross life insurance provisions
Of which transferred from other comprehensive income

(6,236)
(12,707)
3,816
(2,050)
(17,177)
(2)

(5,523)
6,787
572
1,226
8
3,071
39

-

-

-

Guaranteed benefits have been calculated taking into account the conversion of contracts into paid-up policies and surrendered policies. The probability
that the individual customers surrender or transfer their insurance agreement is estimated based on the company’s observations, exclusive of intercompany
transfers to market rate, for individual costumers until and including the age of 64. Interest rate group and gender-dependent surrender percentages
between 1 and 5 per cent per year are applied until age 65, where the surrender percentages are fixed at 0 per cent. In overall terms, the surrender
percentages are highest in interest rate group 1 and lowest in interest rate groups 3 and 4. The surrender percentage in the individual interest rate groups
is at its highest in the early thirties for both men and women. An age-dependent probability of conversion into a paid-up policy is used which declines
concurrently with increasing age and which amounts to approximately 15 per cent per year for a 50-year-old customer in interest rate group 1, and
approximately 5 per cent per year for a 50-year-old customer in interest rate groups 3 and 4. The calculation of probabilities includes a risk charge of
10 per cent for surrender and 2 percentage points for conversion into a paid-up policy.
The interest on average interest rate pension plans is stable and there is a guaranteed minimum payout (guaranteed benefit) once the retirement pension is
paid out. With average interest rate savings, the money is invested at a relatively low risk to ensure the 'guaranteed minimum payout.
Average interest rate plans that include the possibility of a bonus are divided into different groups (contribution groups) based on rules fixed by
the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority. The policies are placed in an interest rate group, a risk group and a cost group, respectively.
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PFA Group

PFA Holding A/S

Life insurance provisions (continued)
Interest rate groups:
PFA Pension has four interest rate groups, and each policy is placed in one of these groups. Placement in the interest rate groups
is based on a calculation of the policy's weighted basic interest rate, which is an expression of the size of the guaranteed benefits
relative to the savings.
-

Interest rate
Interest rate
Interest rate
Interest rate

group
group
group
group

1:
2:
3:
4:

Policies
Policies
Policies
Policies

with
with
with
with

a
a
a
a

weighted basic
weighted basic
weighted basic
weighted basic

interest rate
interest rate
interest rate
interest rate

of up to 2.0 %
over 2.0 and up to 3,0 %
over 3.0 but less than 4.0 %
of 4.0 % and above.

Risk groups:
PFA Pension has three risk groups, and each policy is placed in one of these groups:
- Policies covered by an agreement on special risk profit or a so-called pooling arrangement
- Policies with regular risk calculation
- Group term life insurance
Cost groups:
PFA Pension has three cost groups, and each policy is placed in one of these groups:
- Policies in the payout phase as well as other policies without regular pension contributions
- Policies with regular pension contributions
- Group term life insurance
In addition, PFA Pension holds some groups of plans which are exempt from contribution.
Life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance

2021
Guaranteed

Individual

Collective

benefits

bonus potential

bonus potential

Risk margin

Interest rate group 1, basic interest rate of up to 2.0 %

70,186

242

9,299

324

Interest rate group 2, basic interest rate over 2.0 % and up to 3.0 %

12,683

6

561

56

Interest rate group 3, basic interest rate over 3.0 % and under 4.0 %

9,797

0

0

159

79,585

3

0

529

Under contribution

Interest rate group 4, basic interest rate of 4.0 % or more
Risk groups

139

Cost groups

39

Outside contribution
Miscellaneous
Total

860
173,111

90
251

10,038

Total life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance

1,157
184,557

2020
Guaranteed

Individual

Collective

benefits

bonus potential

bonus potential

Risk margin

Interest rate group 1, basic interest rate of up to 2.0 %

77,750

86

5,372

485

Interest rate group 2, basic interest rate over 2.0 % and up to 3.0 %

14,763

5

476

86

Interest rate group 3, basic interest rate over 3.0 % and under 4.0 %

13,657

2

0

82

Interest rate group 4, basic interest rate of 4.0 % or more

87,070

8

0

642

Under contribution

Risk groups

335

Cost groups

39

Outside contribution
Miscellaneous
Total

882
194,121

(5)
101

6,222

Total life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance

1,290
201,734
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PFA Group
2021

23

2020

2021

2020

Life insurance provisions (continued)
Rate of return in interest rate groups
Interest rate group 1, basic interest rate of up to 2.0 %
Interest rate group 2, basic interest rate over 2.0 % and up to 3.0 %
Interest rate group 3, basic interest rate over 3.0 % and under 4.0 %
Interest rate group 4, basic interest rate of 4.0 % or more

(1.0)
(3.9)
(4.9)
(3.0)

%
%
%
%

7.3
6.5
7.2
6.0

%
%
%
%

-

-

Bonus rations in interest rate groups
Interest rate group 1, basic interest rate of up to 2.0 %
Interest rate group 2, basic interest rate over 2.0 % and up to 3.0 %
Interest rate group 3, basic interest rate over 3.0 % and under 4.0 %
Interest rate group 4, basic interest rate of 4.0 % or more

16.8
6.0
0.0
0.0

%
%
%
%

9.3
4.7
0.0
0.0

%
%
%
%

-

-

Risk groups
Risk result after addition of risk bonus
Risk result after addition of risk bonus in per cent

14
0.01 %

57
0.03 %

-

-

(423)
(462)
(165)
(0.08) %

(424)
(377)
(54)
(0.03) %

-

-

(3.7) %

5.7 %

Life insurance provisions, market rate
Market rate insurance contracts
Life insurance provisions, market rate, beginning of year
Profit margin, beginning of year
Total technical provisions, beginning of year
Accumulated value adjustment, beginning of year
Retrospective provisions, beginning of year

324,528
5,143
329,670
2,871
332,541

288,096
4,466
292,562
2,759
295,321

-

-

Changes during the year due to
Gross premiums
Transfer from average interest rate products
Addition of return
Insurance benefits
Expense loading after addition of cost bonus
Risk result after addition of risk bonus
Customers' contributions to CustomerCapital, net
Total changes
Of which transferred from other comprehensive income
Retrospective provisions, end of year
Accumulated value adjustment, end of year
Total technical provisions, end of year
Profit margin, end of year
Total life insurance provisions, market rate

39,630
3,528
35,588
(22,579)
(462)
438
966
57,108
(3)
389,649
(1,853)
387,797
(8,015)
379,781

36,728
2,495
12,540
(15,097)
(425)
242
737
37,220
(29)
332,541
(2,871)
329,670
(5,143)
324,528

-

-

Of which technical provisions related to market rate products
Of which provisions for market rate products excluding technical provisions
Risk margin related to market rate products amounts to

3,279
376,502
5,333

2,913
321,615
3,249

-

-

Cost groups
Expense loading after addition of cost bonus
Insurance operating expenses for the year
Cost result
Cost result in per cent
Return on customer funds, average interest rate products
Pre-tax return on customer funds after expenses
24

PFA Holding A/S

For policies with payout protection cover, the payout protection cover is gradually phased in, based on a technical return of up to 0.5 per cent, during the
last 10 years before retirement.
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PFA Group

Life insurance provisions, market rate (continued)
Breakdown of changes in life insurance provisions, market rate
Change in retrospective provisions
Change in accumulated value adjustment
Change in profit margin
Change in gross life insurance provisions
Of which transferred from other comprehensive income

PFA Holding A/S

2021

2020

57,108
1,018
(2,873)
55,254
3

37,220
(111)
(677)
36,432
29

2021

2020

-

-

With market rate pension plans, the individual customer has co-determination when it comes to how the savings are to be invested 'depending on the risk
profile requested by the customer. The customers bear the investment risk as well as the risk that the 'average life expectancy will change, which implies
increased investment freedom providing the possibility of a higher return.
Customers with a market rate plan have the possibility of choosing among four investment profiles for which the asset mix is fixed by PFA Pension.
Investment profiles A, B, C and D offer different return potentials and different degrees of risk. Profile A comes with the lowest risk and the lowest
potential for a high return. Profile D has the greatest possibility of a high return – but also the highest risk. The investment profiles are life cycle products,
in which the share of investments with the highest risk will be gradually reduced as the customer approaches retirement. In the market rate environment,
the customers also have the possibility of selecting the product PFA Optional, which lets the customer select the share of risky investments, or the product
You Invest, which lets the customers make the investment selections.
PFA offers customers with a market rate plan that they may include payout protection cover, which ensures that that the customer’s payouts will not drop
below a certain level irrespective of the development on the financial markets. Usually, the payout protection cover can be included in savings in
investment profiles A and B. The payout protection cover will generally be phased in from 10 years before the customer’s retirement.

Return on customer funds, market rate products
Pre-tax return on customer funds after expenses

2021
12.6 %

2020
5.0 %

2021
-

2020
-

Return and risk, market rate products
Profile D
Years until retirement

Per cent of average
provisions

Return in per cent

Risk

30 years

0.3 %

20.6 %

5.50

15 years

0.5 %

20.6 %

5.50

5 years

0.2 %

10.7 %

4.50

5 years after

0.0 %

8.9 %

4.25

Profile C
Years until retirement

Per cent of average
provisions

Return in per cent

Risk

30 years

0.8 %

15.7 %

4.75

15 years

2.3 %

15.7 %

4.75

5 years

1.1 %

8.6 %

4.25

5 years after

0.1 %

7.0 %

4.25

Profile B
Years until retirement

Per cent of average
provisions

Return in per cent

Risk

30 years

0.2 %

10.8 %

4.50

15 years

1.0 %

10.8 %

4.50

5 years

0.8 %

6.2 %

4.25

5 years after

0.1 %

5.1 %

3.75

Profile A
Years until retirement

Per cent of average
provisions

Return in per cent

Risk

30 years

0.1 %

6.0 %

3.75

15 years

0.2 %

6.0 %

3.75

5 years

0.3 %

4.1 %

3.75

5 years after

0.1 %

3.2 %

3.50
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26

27

PFA Group

PFA Holding A/S

2021

2020

Profit margin on life insurance and investment contracts
Profit margin on average interest rate products
Profit margin on market rate products
Total profit margin on life insurance and investment contracts

2021

2020

9,688
8,015
17,704

7,638
5,143
12,781

-

-

Provisions for claims, net of reinsurance
Health and accident insurance, gross
Total provisions for claims, net of reinsurance

11,958
11,958

10,592
10,592

-

-

Payables to credit institutions
Payables related to agreements for the repurchase of bonds (repo)
Other payables to credit institutions
Total payables to credit institutions

12,938
14,422
27,360

51,547
15,994
67,542

-

-

Sold bonds pertain to repo liabilities. The sold bonds have been included in the bond portfolio at a fair value of DKK 12,886 million (2020:
DKK 51,503 million). Of these repo transactions, an amount of DKK 0 million (2020: DKK 43,066 million) has been recognised in
PFA Investment Fund.
28

29

Other payables
Winding-up of funds
Derivative financial instruments
Other costs payable
Total other payables
Payables falling due more than 5 years after the balance sheet date

11,126
29,394
3,200
43,720

8,979
43,138
4,677
56,795

0
0

-

-

-

0
0
-

Collateral received
Reverse transactions are recognised in the balance sheet under
deposits with credit institutions

12,541

10,459

-

-

Agreements have been entered on provision of collateral
concerning derivative financial instruments. In this connection,
collateral has been received in the amount of

15,710

29,317

-

-

Collateral recieved and contingent assets

Contingent assets
The Group has a tax loss carryforward of DKK 8,267 million (2020: DKK 7,612 million), equal to a tax asset of DKK 1,819 million (2020:
DKK 1,675 million). Of which DKK 526 million (2019: DKK 522 million) has been included in the balance sheet.
PFA Pension will apply for a refund of VAT with reference to the ruling of the EU Court of Justice in the “ATP case”. The Danish Tax Agency decision in the
PFA case is expected at the earliest in 2022. We expect the case to be settled at court.
Outlay from the equity to Collective CustomerCapital amounts to DKK 171 million in 2021 against DKK 93 million in 2020 before pension yield tax and tax
effects.
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32

30

2021

Breakdown
ofcontingent
assets andliabilities
returns
Collateral
and

2020

2021

2020

Assets related to average interest rate products
Collateral
Return in per cent p.a.
Assets as security for the insureds’ savings were registered at year-end at a
before pension yield
total balance sheet value of
613,647
564,652
Beginning
of
year
End
of
year
tax
and corporation tax
PFA
Group
Registered assets include both technical provisions, net of reinsurance, and
Land and for
buildings
27,213
32,252
12.9 %
provisions
market rate products.

Listed equity investments

Unlisted
equity
investments
Bonds sold
as part
of repo transactions, recognised in the balance sheet
Total equity investments
Government
and mortgage
credit
Agreements have
been entered
onbonds
provision of collateral concerning
Index-linked
bonds In this connection, security has been ceded
financial instruments.
Credit
emerging
market bonds
in the and
amount
of
Loans etc.

Total
bonds
and
Of
which
ceded
outloans
of the collateral received
Other financial investment assets

Derivative
instruments
for
hedge
of net
The Group financial
is voluntarily
registered
for
VAT purposes
concerning certain
change
in assets
liabilitiesthe Group has an outstanding VAT
properties.
In thisand
connection,

48

30

9,13412,886

10,987

9,182

11,016

108,414

101,444

8,553

5,353

31,865 8,762
10,680

28,004
12,243

159,512 1,173 147,043
11,074
7,132
7,146

adjustment liability of

(2.3) %

11,804
1,427

4.3 %
(0.2) %
(0.3) %
-

Return
732 in per cent p.a.

733

16,069

43.8 %

759

before pension yield

Beginning of year
End of year
PFA Group liabilities
Contingent
Land guarantees
and buildings
32,508 5,505 30,884
Other
and loan commitments
Listed
equity
investments
138,959 200 198,623
Rent and
operating
commitments do not exceed
Unlisted
equity
investments
16,192
21,836
The company
has
made commitments to participate in investments in
Total equity
investments
155,15118,197 220,458
unlisted
securities
amounting to
Government
and mortgage
80,62523,902 74,149
Total contingent
liabilitiescredit bonds*
Index-linked bonds

44.0 %
(1.6) %

4,606

1,143

Assets
to market
rate products
Some
of related
the Group's
foreign subsidiaries
have loans and credit facilities, which
in the event of default is secured by a mortgage on the companies' shares

16.6 %

51,503

22,349

tax and corporation tax

4,998
189

15.5 %

21,944
27,131

28.2 %

28.6 %
25.4 %
(2.2) %
0.3 %

-

-

Credit
and
emerging
market
bondslegal proceedings and disputes. The cases are assessed
13,967 regularly16,772
3.6
% made based on the
The PFA
Group
is party
to various
and the necessary provisions
are
Loans
etc. risk of loss. The pending legal proceedings are not expected to impact the
13,503
13,839
5.9 %
estimated
Group’s financial
position.
Total bonds and loans

124,164

127,109

(0.4) %

Other
financial
assets
7,668of payroll(5,307)
- jointly and severally
PFA
Holding
A/S isinvestment
jointly registered
with the group enterprises in respect of settlement
tax and VAT, and all entities are
Derivative
financial
instruments
for hedge of net
liable for such
tax and
VAT.
change in assets and liabilities

111

(29)

-

PFA Holding A/S is an administrative company for the purpose of compulsory joint Danish taxation. The company is jointly and severally liable together
Subsidiaries
arejointly
recognised
at equity value,
and, based
on this,tax.
the return is calculated in per cent
with the other
taxed companies
for payment
of income
Furthermore, the company is jointly and severally liable together with the other jointly taxed companies for any commitments to deduct tax at source
The
has been
prepared
according
to the samewith
principles
as those
used for monitoring the investment assets and can
fromnote
interest,
royalties
and dividend
in conformity
the Danish
tax legislation.
therefore not be compared with figures in the financial statements.

The Danish Tax Agency proposes increased taxation of negative risk and cost results for health and accident insurance in the pension industry. If the
previous calculation method is changed, it will lead to increased pension yield taxation in the future, as well as repayment for a number of years. PFA
disagrees with increased taxation, like other affected pension companies. The estimated net financial effect for the equity of DKK 125 million has
Note been
(DKKincluded
million) in 2021, in case PFA is not successful in the legal proceedings.
PFA Group
PFA Holding A/S
31

Related parties
PFA Fonden, Sundkrogsgade 4, 2100 Copenhagen Ø, Denmark owns 48 per cent of the share capital of PFA Holding A/S.
Transactions with related parties in the financial year
Transactions with related parties are entered into on an arm's length basis or according to a cost recovery principle and following a
contractual agreement between the companies.
PFA Pension provides administrative services, including IT, policy administration and marketing for the remaining group companies.
PFA Asset Management A/S provides asset management and portfolio administration services with respect to equities, bonds and related derivates for the
remaining group companies.
Intercompany balances accrue interest at a money market rate with addition of a market conform interest rate margin.
Intercompany balances and transactions of major significance between PFA Holding A/S and related parties in the financial year:

Group enterprises
Administrative services

2021

2020

(23)

(21)
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Breakdown of assets and returns
Assets related to average interest rate products
Return in per cent p.a.
before pension yield
PFA Group
Land and buildings
Listed equity investments
Unlisted equity investments
Total equity investments

Beginning of year

End of year

tax and corporation tax

27,213

32,252

12.9 %

48

30

16.6 %

9,134

10,987

44.0 %

9,182

11,016

43.8 %

108,414

101,444

(1.6) %

8,553

5,353

(2.3) %

Credit and emerging market bonds

31,865

28,004

4.3 %

Loans etc.

10,680

12,243

(0.2) %

159,512

147,043

(0.3) %

11,074

7,132

-

7,146

4,606

-

Government and mortgage credit bonds
Index-linked bonds

Total bonds and loans
Other financial investment assets
Derivative financial instruments for hedge of net
change in assets and liabilities

Assets related to market rate products
Return in per cent p.a.
before pension yield
PFA Group

Beginning of year

Land and buildings

End of year

tax and corporation tax

32,508

30,884

15.5 %

138,959

198,623

28.6 %

Unlisted equity investments

16,192

21,836

25.4 %

Total equity investments

155,151

220,458

28.2 %

Government and mortgage credit bonds*

80,625

74,149

(2.2) %

Index-linked bonds

16,069

22,349

0.3 %

Credit and emerging market bonds

13,967

16,772

3.6 %

Loans etc.

13,503

13,839

5.9 %

124,164

127,109

(0.4) %

7,668

(5,307)

-

111

(29)

-

Listed equity investments

Total bonds and loans
Other financial investment assets
Derivative financial instruments for hedge of net
change in assets and liabilities

Subsidiaries are recognised at equity value, and, based on this, the return is calculated in per cent
The note has been prepared according to the same principles as those used for monitoring the investment assets and can
therefore not be compared with figures in the financial statements.
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Financial instruments at fair value - 2021
Financial instruments level 1, 2 and 3
Non-observable
Listed prices

Observable input

input

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Derivatives

-

34,801

-

34,801

Investment properties

-

-

45,934

45,934

3,635

13

0

3,648

551

-

23,779

24,331

PFA Group
Financial assets

Unit trust certificates
Equity investments
Equity investments in associates

-

-

1,958

1,958

93,358

84,607

-

177,965

Deposits with credit institusions

-

6,032

-

6,032

Loans

-

-

4,918

4,918

Investment assets related to market rate products

268,098

57,744

76,248

402,090

Total financial assets

365,642

183,196

152,837

701,676

Derivatives

-

(29,394)

-

(29,394)

Payables to credit institutions

-

(12,938)

-

(12,938)

Total financial liabilities

-

(42,332)

-

(42,332)

Bonds

Financial liabilities

In the PFA Group, the determination of fair value value is based on a hierachy consisting of the following 3 levels (cf. IFRS13):
Level 1: Fair value measurement is based on quoted prices generated in transactions in active markets for identical assets or liabilities at the time
of measuring.
Level 2: Fair value measurement is based on observable input for the asset og liability not included in Level 1.
Level 3: Fair value measurement is based on non observable input.
No significant transfers between levels 1, 2 and 3 has occurred in 2021.
Specification of financial assets Level 3
Balance

Transfers

Value

1 Jan 2021

between levels

adjustments

Buy/sell

31 Dec 2021

Infrastructure

16,524

-

2,241

(2,418)

16,347

Investment properties

81,802

-

7,347

2,715

91,864

Equity investments

20,535

-

6,421

1,389

28,345

Credit investments

13,019

-

(1,633)

4,896

16,282

131,881

-

14,375

6,582

152,837

PFA Group

Total

Balance

Losses and gains relating to Level 3 are recognised in the income statement under "value adjustments". This includes both unrealised as well as
realised currency adjustments
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Financial instruments at fair value - 2021
Valuation method for financial assets Level 3
Balance
PFA Group

Valuation method

Significant input

Measurement uncertainty (interval)

Investment property

91,864

Equity investments

77,000

Return on investment

Applied return
requirements

A change in return requirements of +/- 0.25% will
change the market value by mDKK -3,298 / +3,998

Property funds

14,864

Reported fair value

-

-

Infrastructure

16,347

Equity instruments

1,320

Reported fair value

-

-

Equity instruments

8,647

Discounted cash flow
and/or multiple approach

Applied return
requirements and
valuation multiples

A change in return requirements of +/- 0.50% will
change the market value by mDKK -280 / +334
A change in applied multiples of -/+ 10% will
change the market value by mDKK -267 / +262

6,380

Reported fair value

-

-

Reported fair value

-

-

Funds
Credit investments
Loans
Loans
Credit funds
Equity investments

92

31 Dec 2021

16,282
4,456
8,601

Discounted cash flow

Credit spread

A change in return requirements of +/- 0.50% will
change the market value by mDKK -197 / +205

3,225

Reported fair value

-

-

28,345

Equity investments

5,481

Reported fair value

-

-

Equity investments

11,899

Discounted cash flow
and/or multiple approach

Applied return
requirements and
valuation multiples

A change in return requirements of +/- 0.50% will
change the market value by mDKK -627 / +747
A change in applied multiples of -/+ 10% will
change the market value by mDKK -337 / +337

Funds

10,965

Reported fair value

-

-
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Financial instruments at fair value - 2020
Financial instruments level 1, 2 and 3
Non-observable
Listed prices

Observable input

input

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Derivatives

0

51,448

-

51,448

Investment properties

-

-

33,805

33,805

3,588

3

-

3,591

526

0

20,959

21,485

PFA Group
Financial assets

Unit trust certificates
Equity investments
Equity investments in associates

-

-

1,282

1,282

113,612

82,029

-

195,641

Deposits with credit institusions

-

4,441

-

4,441

Loans

-

-

3,119

3,119

Investment assets related to market rate products

236,192

62,444

72,715

371,351

Total financial assets

353,918

200,365

131,881

686,164

(8)

(30,592)

-

(30,599)

-

(64,038)

-

(64,038)

(8)

(94,630)

-

(94,637)

Bonds

Finacial liabilities
Derivatives
Payables to credit institutions
Total financial liabilities

In the PFA Group, the determination of fair value is based on a hierarchy consisting of the following 3 levels (cf. IFRS13):
Level 1: Fair value measurement is based on quoted prices generated in transactions in active markets for identical assets or liabilities at the time
of measuring.
Level 2: Fair value measurement is based on observable input for the asset og liability not included in Level 1.
Level 3: Fair value measurement is based on non observable input.
No significant transfers between levels 1, 2 and 3 has occurred in 2020.
Specification of financial assets Level 3
Balance

Transfers

Value

1 Jan 2020

between levels

adjustments

Infrastructure

16,205

-

Investment properties

71,797

-

Equity investments

20,115

Credit investments

PFA Group

Total

Balance
Buy/sell

31 Dec 2020

(101)

420

16,524

(837)

10,842

81,802

-

(92)

512

20,535

12,108

-

(1,820)

2,730

13,019

120,225

-

(2,849)

14,504

131,881

Losses and gains relating to Level 3 are recognised in the income statement under "value adjustments". This includes both unrealised as well as
realised currency adjustments
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Financial instruments at fair value - 2020
Valuation method for financial assets Level 3
Balance
PFA Group

Valuation method

Investment property

81,639

Equity investments

60,578

Return on investment

Property funds

21,061

Reported fair value

Infrastructure

16,524

Equity instruments

11,462

Discounted cash flow

5,062

Reported fair value

Funds

Significant input
Applied return
requirements
-

Applied return
requirements
-

Measurement uncertainty (interval)
A change in return requirements of +/- 0.25% will
change the market value by mDKK -2,345 / +2,848
-

A change in return requirements of +/- 0.50% will
change the market value by mDKK -163 / +173
-

Credit investments

13,019

Loans

10,401

Discounted cash flow

2,617

Reported fair value

-

-

Credit funds
Equity investments

94

31 Dec 2020

Credit spread

A change in investment-specific credit spread
of +/- 0.50% will change the market value
by mDKK -296 / +309

20,699

Equity investments

1,074

Rerported fair value

-

-

Equity investments

9,329

Discounted cash flow
and/or multiple approach

Applied return
requirements and
valuation multiples

A change in return requirements of +/- 0.50% will
change the market value by mDKK -491 / +586
A change in applied multiples of -/+ 10% will
change the market value by mDKK -264 / +264

Equity investments

3,332

Discounted cash flow

Applied return
requirements

A change in return requirements of +/- 0.50% will
change the market value by mDKK -135 / +142

Funds

6,965

Reported fair value
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Selection of the causes of the year
Since 2009, the PFA Brug Livet Fonden has chosen causes of the year that it
wants to support. The causes receive a sum of money and assistance and the
opportunity for sharing knowledge and ideas with PFA in order to highlight
the work that they do - often in the form of a professionally produced video
and sometimes via participation in PFA events. In 2022, the PFA Brug Livet
Fonden has chosen to support BROEN Danmark and Foreningen 5 Skoler with
a DKK 50,000 donation and Det Kærlige Måltid, Foreningen RO and Begavet
med Glæde with a DKK 25,000 donation. The picture shows representatives
from Begavet med Glæde, Foreningen 5 Skoler and BROEN Danmark.
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PFA Group

Risk management

The committees advise the Group Executive Board and
operations.
The Risk Committee’s purpose is to assist the Group
Executive Board in continually monitoring and discussing risks across products and organisational units in
the Group. The Risk Committee has established four
sub-committees that, respectively, discuss and analyse
financial risks, insurance risks, operational risks and legal
risks (which at PFA are categorised under operational
risks) on an ongoing basis.

A careful management of risks
The Group’s business areas include pensions, insurance,
asset management and banking. PFA’s risk management
approach thus takes into account and manages many
different kinds of risks.
Pension is the core business area of the Group. For
pension, the overall goal of risk management is to ensure
that customers get competitive returns while their pension savings are invested responsibly. This creates the
best possible basis for customers having healthy finances
when they retire.
For customers with savings in the average interest rate
environment, the risk management approach ensures that
there is always a balance between the total reserves and
investment-related risks. For customers who are saving up
via market rate, the risk management is focused on matching the investments to the individual customers’ personal
circumstances such as age, time until retirement and risk
appetite.

The Commercial Committee’s purpose is to ensure
that significant commercial decisions are made on an
informed basis focusing on profitability and commercial
risks.
Identifying and assessing risks
Each year, the board of directors assesses risks based
on a mapping and quantification of the company’s
most significant risks. The risk-identification process
is completed for the company’s respective business
areas, where those responsible for such business areas
have identified risks associated with the company’s
business activities. Following that, the individual risks
are described on a qualitative basis and assessed on a
quantitative basis.

Risk management setting
At PFA, risk management is an integrated part of the
business. In order to ensure the best possible risk
management environment, responsibilities and roles are
clearly defined. The boards of directors of the individual companies are responsible for specifying the overall
frameworks for risk management and risk appetite.
Based on these frameworks, the management teams
of the individual companies are in charge of the overall
ongoing management and monitoring.

Risks are categorised and consolidated in one of the
four specified risk categories: financial risks, insurance
risks, operational risks or commercial risks. The results
are then processed by the relevant committees and
the consolidated risk profile is processed by the Risk
Committee. This ensures that all categories of risks are
anchored in the Group Executive Board in addition to the
primary anchoring in the risk management system itself.

As part of the risk management systems of the individual Group companies, two committees have been
established at Group level (see the diagram below).

Management

Executive Board

Committees

Sub-committees

Identified risks
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Commercial Committee

Legal
risks

Commercial
risks

The results of the risk-identification process are included
as input when preparing the Board of Directors’ assessment of risks and solvency. The assessment is also part
of the management’s handling of and monitoring of risks
and included in the assessment of whether PFA’s risk
profile is reassuring in relation to PFA’s business activities, organisation, resources and the relevant market
conditions. The assessment of own risks and solvency is
made annually or when conditions call for it via changes
to the risk profile, financial situation, etc.
Significant risks
At the PFA Group, the most significant risk is from the
average interest rate environment for pensions due
to the associated guaranteed benefits. The average
interest rate environment is split into multiple interest
rate groups where the associated guaranteed benefits
are largely attempted to be hedged via the investment
strategies selected by the relevant interest rate group.
For companies in the PFA Group working with asset
management and banking, the most significant risks are
operational, commercial and ‘other’.
The financial market risks generally relate to how
fluctuations in the financial markets impact investment
assets and insurance obligations. The financial risks are
mainly related to property risks, share risks and credit
spread risks, which is reflected in a deliberately managed
exposure to such things. Share risks relate to the risk of
losses from investments in listed and unlisted shares.
Credit spread risks relate to the risk of losses due to the
expansion of the credit spread for bonds, loans, etc. and
the risk of losses from individual issuers/borrowers failing to service their loans. Interest rate risks and currency
risks have been identified as significant risks. PFA is
exposed to currency risks, as part of its investments are
made in foreign currencies. Part of these investments
are hedged for Danish kroner and euros, but PFA Pension also has open currency positions. In terms of other
financial market risks that are reported on with a smaller
weighting, there are volatility risks, counter party risks,
concentration risks, liquidity risks and financial risks
related to climate change.

In the market rate environment, customers typically carry the market risk for their savings themselves, and the
company is therefore mainly exposed to operational and
commercial risks. In the market rate product PFA Plus,
some of the customers can attach a payout protection
cover that is gradually added as retirement approaches.
The payout protection cover is hedged via the customer’s own investment mix.

The PFA Group is exposed to various insurance risks due
to customers typically having various kinds of insurance
cover attached to their pension plans. Insurance risks relate to the risk of losses due to changes in disablement,
life expectancies and critical illness.
It is assessed that the most significant insurance risks
are associated with the risks from updating models and
parameters for the health and accidence insurance result
and PFA Life in the market rate environment, risks associated with higher life expectancies, regulatory risks,
risks associated with subscription and insurance acceptance rules and catastrophe-related risks for health and
accident insurance.
The updating of models and parameters for health
and accident insurance and PFA Life in the market rate
environment has, in recent years, resulted in significant
fluctuations in the provisions and thus in turn PFA’s
results. Higher life expectancies continue to pose a risk
for policies with guaranteed benefits as it may result
in provisions and payments being unable to cover the
payouts.
Operational risks are defined as the risk of an incident
occurring due to inappropriate or insufficient internal
procedures, human error or system errors or due to
external events, including legal risks. Information and
cybersecurity risks are a sub-component of operational risks. Operational risks are identified, assessed and
registered at least twice per year. For risks with a “High”
or “Very high” risk score, an action plan is prepared
where it will be stated which initiatives (including control
mechanisms) will be implemented to address them plus
an evaluation of the risk after the risk management
measures have been implemented. The Committee for
Operational Risks is continually following up on the work
with the relevant action plans and reporting on this to
the Risk Committee.
Commercial risks relate to the risk of lost business due
to both external and internal factors such as, market
changes or changes to the competitive landscape or
events that impact PFA’s reputation. PFA makes every
effort to ensure transparency in its customer-oriented
communications, and the individual business areas are
also actively included in the ongoing monitoring and
management of risks in order to reduce the risk of financial losses from commercial risks.
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Group structure
Group chart as at 31 December 2021

PFA-Fonden

Other Shareholders

34-49 %

PFA Brug Livet Fonden

50-66 %

PFA Holding A/S

PFA Pension,
forsikringsaktieselskab

PFA Bank A/S

PFA Asset
Management A/S

50-66 %

PFA Europe Real
Estate High A/S

PFA Nordic Real
Estate Low P/S

PFA DK
Boliger Lav A/S

PFA DK
Ejendomme Lav A/S

(incl. 5 subsidiaries)

(incl. 8 subsidiaries)

(incl. 41 subsidiaries)

(incl. 3 subsidiaries)

PFA Europe Real
Estate Medium A/S

Komplementarselskabet
PFA Nordic Real
Estate Low ApS

PFA DK
Boliger Høj A/S

PFA DK
Ejendomme Høj A/S

PFA Audley
PropCo P/S

PFA Sommerhuse
ApS

(incl. 1 subsidiary)

PFA Europe Real
Estate Low A/S

34-49 %

(incl. 7 subsidiaries)

PFA DK Core
Erhverv I K/S

PFA Kapitalforening*

Anpartsselskabet
af
28. februar 2018
GP

PFA Investment
Fund

PFA Infrastruktur
Holding ApS
(incl. 11 subsidiaries)

PFA Ophelia
Invest CO
I 2018 K/S

PFA Ophelia
Invest CO
I 2018 GP ApS

PFA Barnaby P/S

PFA Kollegier
ApS

(incl. 22 subsidiaries)

90-99 %

PFA US Real
Estate Medium P/S
(incl. 17 subsidiaries)

Komplementarselskabet
PFA Audley
PropCo ApS

Investeringsforeningen
PFA Invest

PFA Barnaby
Komplementar
ApS

90-99 %

Komplementarselskabet
PFA US Real
Estate Medium ApS

Ownership is 100 % unless otherwise stated
*PFA Pension is not the sole investor in PFA Kapitalforening

PFA's history dates back to 1917. The share capital of
the parent company PFA Holding A/S amounts to DKK
1 million, and the annual dividend distributable by the
company is limited to a maximum of 5 per cent of the
share capital, corresponding to DKK 50,000. This way,
the ownership structure supports PFA’s objective to create the greatest possible value for its customers.
The shareholders of PFA Holding A/S are PFA-Fonden
and other shareholders, which primarily comprise the
founding organisations from 1917, whose members and
employees for the most part are customers with PFA.
In 2021, the most significant adjustments for the PFA
Group were as follows:
A number of new subsidiaries were founded for the
purpose of alternative investments. Apart from that,
no significant adjustments have been made in the PFA
Group.
This Annual Report concerns the PFA Group and comprises the following companies/legal entities:
•
•
•
•
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PFA
PFA
PFA

Holding A/S (parent company)
Pension, forsikringsaktieselskab
Asset Management A/S
Bank A/S
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PFA DK Ejendomme Lav A/S and subsidiaries
PFA DK Ejendomme Høj A/S and subsidiaries
PFA DK Boliger Lav A/S and subsidiaries
PFA DK Boliger Høj A/S
PFA Europe Real Estate Medium A/S and subsidiary
PFA Europe Real Estate High A/S and subsidiaries
PFA Europe Real Estate Low A/S and subsidiaries
PFA US Real Estate Medium P/S and related general
partner and subsidiaries
PFA Nordic Real Estate Low P/S and related general
partner and subsidiaries
Anpartsselskabet af 28. februar 2018 GP
PFA Sommerhuse ApS
PFA Kollegier ApS
PFA Infrastruktur Holding ApS and subsidiaries
PFA Barnaby P/S and related general partner
PFA Ophelia Invest CO I 2018 K/S and related general
partner
PFA DK Core Erhverv I K/S and related general partner
PFA Audley PropCo P/S and related general partner
PFA Kapitalforening
PFA Investment Fund.

Description of material subsidiaries
PFA Pension, forsikringsaktieselskab
PFA Pension was founded in 1917 by a number of employers’ and employees’ organisations with the purpose
of ensuring financial security for the employees and their
families when they became too old to work, became
unable to work or changed jobs. This continues to be the
objective today, and it is orchestrated through professional advisory services, active investments of the customers’ savings and insuring the customers throughout
their lives. PFA’s owners have waived their share of the
profit that we create to ensure that as much as possible
is returned to the customers.

the PFA Group continues to increase as a result of a high
level of activity within the area of unlisted investments.
With respect to PFA Kapitalforening, investments
are made with a view to the highest possible return
balanced against risk. The funds are invested in cash
equivalents, including currency, or in such instruments
as mentioned in appendix 5 in the Danish Financial Business Act in accordance with the fund’s investment policy
and risk profile.

PFA Asset Management A/S
PFA Asset Management A/S was established in 2014
through a merger between the former PFA Kapitalforvaltning, fondsmæglerselskab A/S and PFA Portefølje Administration A/S. The company is authorised to manage
alternative investment funds (FAIF) and Danish UCITS,
and is subject to the supervision of the Danish Financial
Supervisory Authority. The company offers asset management of equities, bonds and related derivatives as
well as management of investment funds and alternative
investment funds. PFA Pension and PFA Kapitalforening
are the company’s largest customers.
PFA Bank A/S
The bank offers advisory services about savings and
investments of taxed funds to PFA’s individual customers. The bank’s advisory services and products target
customers with pension savings that are being paid out
or are close to the time of payout as well as handling
the customers’ investments in connection with savings
based on available capital. Thus, the PFA Group offers
its customers a comprehensive package of savings and
investment advice comprising all the customers' savings.
Property companies, companies for the purpose of alternative investment and alternative investment funds
The PFA Group comprises a number of property companies and companies for the purpose of alternative
investments at home and abroad as well as alternative
investment funds.
Through the property companies, investments are made
primarily in housing properties, logistics, hotels, offices
and retail in Denmark and abroad, while investments
in, for example, infrastructure in Denmark and abroad
are made through companies related to alternative
investments. The number of property companies and
companies for the purpose of alternative investments in
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Managerial posts of the Board of Directors and the
Executive Board
As at 31 December 2021

Board of Directors
Olov Peder Hasslev (Chairman)
Born 1963
Managing Director, Saminvest, Sweden
Joined the Board of Directors in 2017 • Up for election in 2022
Managing Director: Saminvest, Sverige
Chairman: Inlandsinnovation AB, Fourier Transform AB, PFA Brug Livet Fonden,
PFA-Fonden

Jacob Holbraad (Vice-Chairman)
Born 1968
Director General, the Confederation of Danish Industry
Joined the Board of Directors in 2021 • Up for election in 2022
Board member: The Danish Labour Market Fund for Posted Workers, ATP (Labour Market Supplementary Pension), Lønmodtagernes Garantifond (LG), PFA-Fonden, the Senior
Pension Unit
Other posts: BUSINESSEUROPE’s executive committee, the Danish Economic Councils,
the Executive Committee, the Board of Representatives and the Audit Committee of ATP
(Labour Market Supplementary Pension)

Per Niels Tønnesen (Vice-Chairman)
Born 1960
Member of the Board of Directors
Joined the Board of Directors in 2013 • Up for election in 2022
Board member: PFA-Fonden, UNI Europa, UNI World

10 0
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Carsten Bach
Born 1964
Key Account Manager, PFA Pension
Employee representative since 2017 • Up for election in 2023
No other managerial posts

Lars Christoffersen
Born 1972
Union representative, PFA Pension
Employee-elected since 2003 • Up for election in 2023
Board member: Forsikringsforbundet’s General Council

Søren Michael Dybkjær (joined the Board of Directors as at 1 January 2022)
Born 1960
Chief Product Enterprise Architect, PFA Pension
Employee-elected since 2022 • Up for election in 2023
Other posts: Chairman of FOROM (The association of specialists with PFA)

Kim Graugaard
Born 1961
Deputy Director General, the Confederation of Danish Industry
Joined the Board of Directors in 2019 • Up for election in 2022
Board member: Confederation of Danish Employers, Industriens Pensionsforsikring A/S
(vice-chairman), Industriens Pension Service A/S (vice-chairman), Industripension Holding
A/S (vice-chairman)
Other posts: Member of CEEMET’s Directors Conference and General Assembly, member
of Teksam (chairman)

Helle Valentin Hasselris
Born 1967
Managing Partner, IBM Consulting EMEA
Joined the Board of Directors in 2017 • Up for election in 2022
Board member: IBM Danmark ApS, RWE AG
Other posts: Member of RWE AG’s subcommittee Strategie & Nachhaltigkeit
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Carsten Holdum (resigned from the Board of Directors as at 31 December 2021)
Born 1967
Consumer Economist, PFA Pension
Employee-elected since 2017
No other managerial posts

Bodil Nordestgaard Ismiris
Born 1971
Managing Director, Ledernes Hovedorganisation
Joined the Board of Directors in 2020 • Up for election in 2022
Other posts: Member of the board of representatives at ATP, member of Advisory Board
at Digital Hub Denmark, member of the board of representatives at Lønmodtagernes
Garantifond (LG)

Heino Kegel
Born 1977
Union President, The Danish Police Union
Joined the Board of Directors in 2021 • Up for election in 2022
Union President: The Danish Police Union
Board member: A/S Knudemosen, CO10 – Centralorganisationen af 2010 (vice-chairman),
Forbrugsforeningen af 1886, Hovedbestyrelsen i Fagbevægelsens Hovedorganisation, Lån
& Spar Bank (vice-chairman), Lån & Spar Fond
Other posts: Member of the executive committee of FH – Danish Trade Union Confederation, member of the executive committee of Danish Officials’ Loan Association

Janne Korsgaard
Born 1981
Head of Insurance Claims, PFA Pension
Employee-elected since 2019 • Up for election in 2023
No other managerial posts
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Niels-Ulrik Mousten
Born 1963
CEO, Netsuom ApS
Joined the Board of Directors in 2016 • Up for election in 2022
CEO: Netsuom ApS
Chairman: Fondsmæglerselskabet CABA Capital A/S, Investeringsforeningen Nykredit Invest, Investeringsforeningen Nykredit Invest Balance, Investeringsforeningen Nykredit Invest Engros, Kapitalforeningen Nykredit Invest, Kapitalforeningen Nykredit Invest Engros,
Mercurius International / Mercurius International Group, Dubai, Placeringsfonden Nykredit
Invest (kapitalforening), Sleipner Invest ApS, Sleipners ApS
Board member: Accunia Fondsmæglerselskab A/S, Advanced Cooling A/S, Advanced Cooling Investment A/S, AidanN ApS, Kapitalforeningen Carlsbergfondet, Missing Link ApS,
Northern Horizon Capital A/S, Realdania, Teal ApS, Wide Invest ApS
Other posts: Member of the Advisory Board in Thylander Gruppen, member of Carlsbergfondet’s investment committee, member of Hosta Family Office’s investment councel,
adviser to the board of directors of Legal Desk ApS, senior policy advisor in InvestIn,
SICAV-RAIF, Sub-Fund Nykredit Infrastructure, Luxembourg

Mette Hyllekrog Risom
Born 1969
Head of Advisory Services Centre, PFA Pension
Employee-elected since 2011 • Up for election in 2023
No other managerial posts

Laurits Kruse Rønn
Born 1963
Deputy Managing Director, The Danish Chamber of Commerce, and Managing Director, The Danish Chamber of Commerce Employer
Joined the Board of Directors in 2012 • Up for election in 2022
Managing Director: Danish Chamber of Commerce Employer
Chairman: Foreningen Pension for Funktionærer
Board member: The Confederation of Danish Employers

Mogens Steffensen
Born 1970
Professor and Head of Section for Insurance and Economics in the Department of
Mathematical Sciences at the University of Copenhagen
Joined the Board of Directors in 2018 • Up for election in 2022
Other posts: Fully responsible participant in Mosaics (sole proprietorship)
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Executive Board
Allan Polack
Born 1959
Group CEO
Chairman: PF I A/S
Board member: Fonden F&P Formidling, Insurance & Pension Denmark (IPD), Forsikringsorganisationernes Fællessekretariat F.M.B.A (vice-chairman), Human Practice Foundation
(chairman), Human Practice Foundation (chairman), Letpension Forsikringsformidling A/S
(vice-chairman), PFA Brug Livet Fonden, PFA DK Boliger Høj A/S, PFA DK Boliger Lav A/S,
PFA DK Ejendomme Høj A/S, PFA DK Ejendomme Lav A/S, PFA Europe Real Estate High
A/S, PFA Europe Real Estate Low A/S, PFA Europe Real Estate Medium A/S, PFA Kollegier
ApS, PFA Nordic Real Estate Low P/S, PFA US Real Estate Medium P/S, Valdemar Frænkel og
moder Emmy Polack, f. Berendts Mindelegat
Other posts: Member of the Advisory Board in the Pension Research Centre - PeRCent

Anders Damgaard
Born 1970
Group CFO
Chairman: PFA Bank A/S, PFA Sommerhuse ApS
Board member: Blue Equity Management A/S, Danmarks Skibskredit A/S, Danmarks Skibskredit Holding A/S, PFA Asset Management A/S, PFA DK Boliger Høj A/S, PFA DK Boliger
Lav A/S, PFA DK Ejendomme Høj A/S, PFA DK Ejendomme Lav A/S, PFA Europe Real Estate
High A/S, PFA Europe Real Estate Low A/S, PFA Europe Real Estate Medium A/S, PFA Kapitalforening, PFA Kollegier ApS, PFA Nordic Real Estate Low P/S, PFA US Real Estate Medium
P/S
Other posts: Member of the remuneration committee of PFA Asset Management

Camilla Holm
Born 1974
Executive Vice President
No other managerial posts

Kasper Ahrndt Lorenzen
Born 1972
Group CIO
Chairman: PFA Asset Management A/S, PFA DK Boliger Høj A/S, PFA DK Boliger Lav A/S,
PFA DK Ejendomme Høj A/S, PFA DK Ejendomme Lav A/S, PFA Europe Real Estate High A/S,
PFA Europe Real Estate Low A/S, PFA Europe Real Estate Medium A/S, PFA Kapitalforening,
PFA Kollegier ApS, PFA Nordic Real Estate Low P/S, PFA US Real Estate Medium P/S
Other posts: Member of the investment committee of Copenhagen Infrastructure IV K/S,
member of the Advisory Board of EDHEC Business School, member of the Advisory Board
of LBS/AQR Asset Management Institute, member of the Remuneration Committee of PFA
Asset Management (chairman)
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Mads Nicolai Kaagaard
Born 1971
Executive Vice President
Board member: Letpension Forsikringsformidling A/S, PFA Sommerhuse ApS

Chief Actuary
Peter Holm Nielsen
Chief Actuary
No other managerial posts

Group Chief Auditor
Louise Claudi Nørregaard
Group Chief Auditor
No other managerial posts
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Executive employees
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Pia Irene Andreasen
Vice President
HR

Rasmus Bessing
Executive Director and COO
PFA Asset Management A/S

Michael Bruhn
Executive Director
PFA Ejendomme

Dorthe Bundgaard
Vice President
Group Legal Department

Jacob Carlsen
Vice President
Risk & Compliance

Mikkel Friis-Thomsen
Vice President
Group Strategy &
Communications

Jens Gammelmark
Vice President
Product & Digital Offering

Nina Groth
Executive Director
PFA Bank A/S and Customer& Pension Services

Morten Winther Hansen
Vice President
Product & Process Management

Irene Holmslykke
Executive Director and CEO
PFA Asset Management A/S

Mads Ib Holm Karlsson
Vice President
Business Development & Commercial Support
(Appointed on 1 January 2022)

Mikkel Lykke Larsen
Vice President
Insurance & Claims
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Sara Guldberg Lorentzen
Vice President
Private Customers
(Appointed on 1 February 2022)

Peter Rosenlind-Nissen
Vice President
Private Customers
(Left PFA on 25 November 2021)

Jesper Steensen
Vice President
Corporate Customers

Morten Bruun Steiner
Vice President
Data & IT
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Additional information
Contact information
Allan Polack, Group CEO, (+45) 39 17 50 01
Anders Damgaard, CFO, (+45) 39 17 50 06
Mikkel Friis-Thomsen, Vice President, Group Strategy & Communications, (+45) 39 17 47 85

Links
PFA Pension			pfa.dk
PFA Asset Management		
pfaassetmanagement.dk
PFA Bank				pfabank.dk
PFA Ejendomme			pfaejendomme.dk
PFA Brug Livet Fonden		
pfabruglivetfonden.dk
PFA Invest			pfainvest.dk
My PFA				mitpfa.dk
Pension for funktionærer		
pff.pfa.dk

Financial reports etc.
Annual reports and CR reports are available at english.pfa.dk/about-pfa.

Financial calendar
Publishing dates for quarterly announcements, interim report etc. are available at pfa.dk/
finanskalender (in Danish only).
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BN6313 02.2022

PFA Holding A/S
Sundkrogsgade 4
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark
Tel.: (+45) 39 17 50 00
CVR no.: 22 43 80 18

